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l Australia 

KARITIME CARRIAGE OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 

The Australian Department of Shipping and Transport has recert- 
ly published a revised version of the "Red Book", i.e. the Australia2 
document laying down the practical requirements for the transport of 
dangerous goods by sea. These requirements are in the form of a 
Determination, made on behalf of the Minister of Shipping and Transport 
under Section 6 of the Navigation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations, that 
various specified dangerous goods shall comply with the prescribed 
requirements. 

In general the requirements for packing, labelling, stowing 
and carriage of radioactive substances are those contained in the LX> 
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials (1967 Editioc 
as amended) as may be applicable to radioactive substances ori sea-goicg 
vessels. Among others! there are particular provisions relating to the 
segregation of radioactive substances from other dangerous goods a15 s&e 
distances are prescribed, both in metric and imperial units, for ~e~‘so~s 
and undeveloped films. Tables give the appropriate requirements-for 
packing, stowing and labelling of the different categories of radioactive 
substances, and the various radionuclides are classified into groups <or 
the purposes of transport. 

l Austria 

REGIME OF NUCLEAR INSTALUTIONS 

Act on the promotion of electricity producing enterprises flfficial 
Gazette No. 19/19'/0/ 

This Act (Elektrizit?itsfdtierungsgesetz 1969)! which was 
passed by Parliament on 12th December 1969, grants certam fiscal 
advantages to enterprises producing or transferring electrical energy 
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exclusively or mainly for use by third parties. These enterprises may 
obtain certain tax relief for investments allocated to the promotion of 
the electrical power industry. 

Article II of this Act provides that up to 66% of the real 
cost of contributions towards the construction of a nuclear power plant, 
which has been declared to serve the interests of the electrical power 
industry by the Minister of Transport and Nationalised Enterprises, can 
be written off by the abovementioned categories of enterprises. A pre- 
requisite however, is that the project is financed exclusively or in part 
by the electricity producing or transferring enterprises by way of member- 
ship or shareholding and that these enterprises undertake to purchase at 
the real cost a quantity of current produced by the nuclear power plant, 
which is proportional to their financial participation in the project. 

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

Bill to amend the Act of 18th July 1966 

This Bill which was put before the House of Representatives 
in early 1970, amends the Act of 18th July 1966 on third party liability 
in the field of nuclear energy, the Royal Decree of 28th September 1931 
to co-ordinate the Acts on compensation for occupational damage, and the 
Act of 24th December 1963 relating to compensation for damage resulting 
from occupational diseases and the prevention thereof. 

The first purpose of this Bill is to re-draft Section 9 of 
the Act of 18th July 1966, to extend its scope and to expressly grant 
the right to compensation provided by the Paris Convention to persons 
subject to Belgian legislation which regulates siclmess and disablement 
insurance systems, social security or compensation for accidents at work 
and occupational diseases. 

The text which was proposed in replacement of the present 
Section 9 is the following: 

"Without prejudice to any action resulting from this Act, 
the beneficiaries of sickness and disablement insurance 
systems, social security or workmen's and occupational 
disease compensation shall retain the right to benefit 
from such systems. The amounts to be paid in pursuance 
of such systems are not concurrent with compensation 
deriving from this Act." 

The Royal Decree of 28th September 1931 and the Act of 
24th December 1943 are also amended accordingly, to harmonize them with 
the new provisions of the Act of 18th July 1966. 
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RBDIATION PROTECTION 

Act of 3rd December 1969 (Belgian Official Gazette of 6th January :?iZ> 

This Act empowers the King to establish dues in respect oi 
the application of regulations on protection at work, dangerous sJbsttcces 
and ionizing radiations. The Act supplements in particular the pro- 
visions of the Act of 29th March 1958 relating to the protection of tke 
population against hazard s arising from ionizing radiation; UC&r tF1s 
Act, the King may establish dues to be collected for the benefit of t'r? 
State or of approved control organisations, to cover, wholly or iz: ~z:T, 
the administrative costs of control or supervision of the utiiiritior ci 
ionizing radiations. The King also sets the rate and method of gq?err 
of such dues. 

l Canada 

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

The Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 5 reported (pages 7 - 9) or. tke 
provisions of a Canadian Bill on nuclear third party liability which ~2s 
at that time before the Canadian Parliament. This Bill has now beer. 
passed (on 19th June 19701, with some amendments (the full <exL is 
in the Supplement to this issue). 

5 i -.-g :-. 

The amendments include some modifications to the definitiora 
of "damage", "nuclear installation" and "nuclear material", ar,d to t:-.r 
provisions about the Nuclear Damage Claims Commission set up to deal xi::-. 
claims arising from a nuclear incident. The present Act has not $3: 
csme into force. 

MIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

Two Bills concerning nuclear installations have been prepsxl 
in Denmark. The first presupposes ratification by Denmark of the Purls, 
Brussels and Vienna Conventions. The second presupposes only the ralif- 
ication of the Paris and Brussels Conventions. 

The text of the First Bill is fully reproduced in the 
supplement to this issue of the Nuclear Law Bulletin (see also Judge 
Spleth's article in the Chapter "Studies and Articles"). Drafting 
differences between the First Bill and the Second Bill have beer also 
indicated. 
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ORGANISATION AND STRUCTURE 

Decree No.70-878 of 29th September 1970 mfficial Gazette of 
1st October 19,/O/ 

This Decree Fe-defines the duties and the organisation of the 
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) until now determined by the Order of 
18th October 1945, as amended. The CEA which henceforth carries out its 
duties under directives set by the Government will still be managed by 
the Atomic Energy Committee whose structure is modified. The general 
management of the CEA is entrusted to the Administrator General whose 
official title is Administrator General Delegate. The post of High 
Commissioner is maintainedi his task is to advise the Administrator 
General Delegate on scientific and technical matters, but he may refer 
directly to the Atomic Energy Committee and the Ministers concerned in 
respect of his proposals on the general scientific and technical orien- 
tation which he favours. A Decree of the Council of State must determine 
the conditions of application of this Decree whose text is reproduced in 
extenso in the Chapter of the Bulletin entitled “Texts". 

REGIME GOVERNING NUCLEAR lXXALI.4l'IONS 

Decree No.70-440 of 22nd Hag 1970 flfficial Gazette of 29th Nag 19707 

This Decree put an end as regards nuclear and thermal power 
stations to the system of licensing introduced by Sections 1 to 4 of the 
Decree of 30th October 1935. This latter Decree required prior 
authorization by the Minister for Industry for the establishment of such 
power stations. 

RADIATION PROTECTION 

Order by the Minister of Public Health and Social Security of 24th April 
lY'/O /o fficial Gazette of 29th May 1970/ 

Under the provisions of this Order, installation of electrical 
apparatus generating ionizing radiations rated at more than 500 keV, to 
be used for medical purposes, requires prior authorization by the 
Ministry of Public Health and Social Security, which is given upon receipt 
of an opinion from the National Co-ordinating Commission for establishments 
providing in-patient treatment. Applications for authorization must be 
in the form set out in an Annex to the Order. 
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Notice of the Minister of Public Health and Social Security fifficisl 
Gazette of 6th June 13,/O/ 

This Notice is intended for users of radioisotopes cTg.*--yy.iL 
by the authorization system laid down in the Code of Public Health 
regarding radioactive waste disposal (unsealed sources only). 

The Notice does not have regulatory effect and concerns ori;; 

those users who come within the provisions of the Decree of 15th March 
1967 - It contains recommendations on conditions under which wastes, 
whether solid, liquid or gaseous, may be recovered, separated, evsxr:eZ 
and treated with a view to their being taken in charge, without sre$d-li:e 
nevertheless to any conditions which may be laid down by the bodies 
responsible for removing and storing such wastes. 

Interministerial Order of 22nd June 1970 flfficial Gazette of 
12th September 1970/ 

This Order by the Hinister of Labour, Employment and Po~ulzzl-:: 
and the Minister of Public Health and Social Security contains a lisr oz' 
occupations requiring special medical supervision. Among the occu~s~iz~:s 
listed in this Order appear those involving preparation, use, kaz.dlirs cf: 
or exposure to X-rays and radioactive substances. However? the pro- 
visions of this Order do not apply to work carried out with13 equipcect 
which under normal working conditions is wholly enclosed. 

FOOD IRHADIATION 

37 DecreeNo.70- 92 of 8th Ma 

This Decree contains administrative regulations in inpie- 
mentation of the Act of 1st August 1905, on the prevention of fraaklen: 
practices relating to trade in irradiated goods which may be used as 
human or animal foods. It authorizes, subject to certain conditions, 
the possession and sale of articles, beverages and products which ma- 32 
used as human or animal foods and which have been exposed to the act:or, 
of ionizing radiations. 

The conditions under and limits within which irradiation, rzy 
be carried out are to be laid down in a joint Order by the Minister 05 
Agriculture, the Minister of Economy and Finance and the Minister of 
Public Health and Social Security, made after obtaining the opilior. of 
the Higher Council on Public Health in France, the National Academv of 
Medicine and the Interministerial Commission on Artificial Padioisots3ezs. 
This list of bodies clearly shows the precautions surrounding the ic::itl 
experiments in trade in irradiated foodstuffs. Among the ge~erzl 
conditions applicable to food irradiation are the obligation to reirair 
from using radiations capable of setting up induced radioactivity Ic z?:e 
product thus treated, and the obligation to affix to irradiate2 foo<s~::~fis 
a label on which the name under which the article is sold is accoclparie< 
by the words "irradiates" or "treated by irradiation", in bold charsz~z:s. 

This Decree is the first specific enactment in France or <co< 
irradiation. Previously, the Interministerial Commission on Artiiizisl 
Radioisotopes had published, in 1960, recommendations of a tecbiczl 
nature covering the way in which an application for irradiation, ~3s :z 5s 
made. On 9th January 1968, the Higher Council on Public Heal:? I-XI l~s~;~l 
an advisory opinion to the effect that marketing of irradiated sotztaes 
should be allowed. 
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l Germany 

GENERAL REGINE 

Atomic Energy Law, 1959.~~ amended 

Paragraph 21 of the Atomic Energy Act of 23th December 1959 
in the last amended version (see Nuclear Law Bulletin 1969 No. 4, 
Supplement) was redrafted and approved by the Act to Amend Provisions 
Authorizing the Levying of Fees dated 23th June 1970 (BGBL. 1970 I, 
p. 805). The redrafting of the provisions concerning the costs under 
the Atomic Energy Act creates a new framework for the assessment of fees 
to be levied in connection with licensing and supervisory procedures. 
A new Ordinance Concerning Fees under the Atomic Energy Act is at present 
being drafted. 

REGIME OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS 

Nuclear Installations Ordinance, 1960,as amended 

At present a draft of a "Second Ordinance to Amend and 
Supplement the Nuclear Installations Ordinance" is before the Bundesrat. 
This Ordinance is to adjust the Nuclear Installations Ordinance to the 
amendments which were effected in regard to the Atomic Energy Act of 
1959 in consequence of the second Act to amend the latter dated 
28th August 1969 (BGBL. 1969 I, p. 1429) (see Nuclear Law Bulletin 1969, 
No. 4, p. 8). The amendment includes provisions on the preliminary 
decision inserted into the Atomic Energy Act as paragraph 7 (a) in 1969. 
There was some debate in the discussions on the amendment as to which 
special documents, information and material would have to be filed by 
the operator of a nuclear installation in order to obtain a preliminary 
decision under paragraph 7 (a), and especially as regards those documents 
and material which are necessaq in order to examine the proposed site 
of a nuclear installation in a licensing procedure. The draft Ordinance 
dispenses with a detailed specification of the documents to be forwarded 
by the operator but instead chooses a general definition. It is intended 
that more detailed criteria will be established in the light of practical 
experience. 

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

Financial Security Ordinance, 1962 

At present the Bundeskabinett has before it the draft of a 
"Second Ordinance to Amend the Financial Security Ordinance". This 
amendment is necessary in order to bring the Financial Security Ordinance 
into line with the redrafting of those passages of the Atomic Ener 
dealing with liability (see Nuclear Law Bulletin 1969, No. 4, p. 9 $ Act whxh 
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were enacted on the basis of the Act dated 28th August 1969. k 0 c 0 rci;'e= 
- to this amendment installations for the manufacture of nuclear fuel 

elements and transport of nuclear fuel from and to a nuclear ixtnllztict 
situated in the Federal Republic are subject to the provisions on fisaz- 
cial security for nuclear installations. In addition the amendnezt 
provides for better means of assessing the amount of coverage bzsed or 
the actual risk in the individual case. Thus the standard coversge 
can be reduced substantially depending on the circumstances. Or the 
other hand it has been ensured that where the risks are similar the 
coverage to be provided shall be fixed at the same level. ,The zaxizxz 
standard coverage for reactors is DM 80 million; in all other cases, 
irrespective of a possible indemnification by the Eund, the coverage is 
DM 60 million. Finally, for non-stationary installations especiall>- 
for nuclear-powered ships the population factor pursuant to parsgrayk 5 
of the Financial Security Otiinance was fixed at value 2 which is the 
rate corresponding to the highest danger class. 

RADIATION PEQTECTION 

First Radiation Protection Ordinance, 1960,as amended 

Work is now underway in the Federal Ministry of Educatioc aze 
Sciences to prepare a draft of a "Third Ordinance to amend the First 
Radiation Protection Ordinance". Besides the clarification of diffezr.t 
individual questions the amendment is to serve the followixg purposes:- 

- Adoption of the provisions of the amended version of t‘re 
Euratom Radiation Protection Norms for health protection. 
(Amtsblatt der Europgischen Gemeinschaften 1966, p. 3655:: 

- Adaptation of the First Radiation Protection Ordinance ?o t:-.e 
amended Annex C of the Railway Traffic Law (Eisezbabx- 
Verkehrsordnung, EVO), redrafted pursuant to the 75th CztiL- 
nauce to the Railway Traffic Law; 

- Adaptation of the First Radiation Protection Ordirznce :c ~12 
European Agreement concerning thf? international carriage cl‘ 
dangerous goods by road (ADH whxh ~a5 approved by z ,-t 
of Parliament of 18th August 1969 (BGBL. 1969 II, r. ‘142: 
see also Nuclear Law Bulletin 1969 No. 4, p. 25): 

- Facilitating the transport of nuclear fuels and other x&i:- 
active substances of the lower and middle levels of z.zri-:F::~: 

- Facilitating the import of nuclear fuels by a chezge z? ;:-.- 
licensing requirements to a mere notification. 

Implementation of Section 34 of the First Radiation Protectio:: CrZizz::zr 

A reconmxendation prepared to this effect by the Federal 
Ministry for Education and Sciences in collaboration with t&z ?‘esr-: 
Health Office and the German Atomfonuo has been accepted by rl-. ̂ u^--z--et-*s 
for Atomic Energy (Landerausschuss fiir Atomkernenergie). 

The purpose of this recommendation is to render tke szr>izs:iz:: 
of Section 34 of the 1st Radiation Protection Ordinance aore fle&l+ 
while preserving homogeneity. (The implementation of this C:&i::z:l:i is 
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principally the responsibility of Land-authorities). Section 34 of the 
above Ordinance is concerned with the protection of air, water and soil 
from contamination by radioactive substances and therefore provides that 
air or water passing out of controlled areas must not exceed certain 
limits of radioactive concentration as are established with reference to 
Annex II of the Ordinance. Especially in connection with the output 
of waste water, it appeared that the conditions of application of 
Section 34 could be made less stringent, in particular in the case where 
relatively small quantities of radionuclides were handled. 

The recommendation proposes to establish three classes of 
users of radioactive substances on the basis of the amount of radio- 
activity present in the maximum estimated discharge of waste waters per 
year. The conditions imposed on a licensee with regard to control of 
the discharge of waste waters should therefore vary according to the 
type of authcrization he has received in respect of radioactive subs’tances 
(quantity and utilization). 

Thus it is recommended that for Class No. 1 accountability as 
to amount and radiotoxicity of radioisotopes handled should constitute 
sufficient control. Class 2 licensees should, in addition, undertake 
control measurements, whereas for Class No. 3 decontamination of waste 
waters before their discharge into sewers and surface waters should also 
be made obligatory. (This latter category, because of the quantity of 
radioactive material processed, applies to nuclear power plants, for 
which the licensing authorities anyway set out conditions appropriate to 
the circumstances of the individual case). 

The distinctive feature of this recommendation as against the 
former way of implementing Section 34 of the 1st Radiation Protection 
Ordinance will be found in the long-term calculatia of the radioactive 
concentration in waste waters. Previously, the daily average of the 
concentration of radioactive substances was the norm to be observed. 

l Greece 

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

As was expected following Decree-Law No. 336 of 16th December 
1969 (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 5), Greece deposited with the Secretary- 
General of OXD on 12th May 1970 the instruments of ratification of the 
Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy 
of 29th July 1960, and of its additional Protocol of 28th January 1964, 
thus bringing the number of ratifications up to seven. 

l Indonesia 

RADIATION PROTECTION 

A Workshop on Nuclear Legislation on a national scale was held 
z; the National Atomic Energy Agency in Djakarta from 6th - 8th July 1970. 
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The Workshop has considered a Draft Regulation on Radiation Protectlcr 
for Radiation Workers and the revision of the existing Fegulatisa on 
Licensing of Radioisotopes. The Draft was mainly based on the 21cde1 Rzil- 
ation Protection Rules of IAHA concluded by a Study Group Getins %I,? ir 
Vienna in December :969, but taking into consideration ihe part:c-Lzz ziz- 
cmstances of Indonesia and its national laws and regulations. Ire this 
Draft it was decided that the Radiation Safety Officer in an;; Rac?Ze:izr 
Installation should be ap ointed by the Minister of Labour after cons-i:- 
tation with the Director 5 eneral 
It was also proposed, 

of the National Atomic Energy A_enc:;. -.. 
in connection with this Draft, to set up a .~at:cral 

Committee on Radiation Protection, and furthermore that manuals 'cased on 
ICRP and IARA reconnendations be formulated and attached to this reg-Za- 
tion. 

The revision of the Licensing of Radioisotopes Regulation l?zs 
follow& a proposal of the Department of Health to entitle this De>zzt=e?t 
to issue licenses for their own users. It is also clearly laid dcT>n in 
this revision that a regular investigation of the health and safety cre- 
cautions to be taken by users will be conducted by a team of the r?at%onal 
Atomic Energy Agency. 

2. It is appropriate to recall in connection with the recent 
developments of nuclear law in Indonesia that activities connected xiflz 
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy in that countr;- are mainly cszried cn 
by or under the aegis of the Atomic Energy Agency. The Agency, set up 
in 19% under the name of Atomic Fnergy Institute, received its preser.5 
name at the promulgation of the basic Act on atomic energy, on 25=-4 ZZPC- 
ber 1964. Under this Act, the Agency is the national body reeonsi-:e Zz-. 
carrying out control and regulation of the applications of nuclear energy-. 
The Agency is managed by a Director-General who is directl:: answera-c:e :c 
the Head of State. Alongside this executive body, an advisor-; -cod;- ,ccn- 
sisting of five persons, the Atomic Energy Council, is resoon‘si?l&fcr 
advising the Council of Ministers on policy and on interna%ional aspects 
of nuclear energy. 

Under the basic Act and the Mining Act of 2nd December 'i?C-;, 
sole cwnerstip of radioactive ores found in Indonesian te-itor:: azC :Z all 
products obtainable from such ores is vested in the State. 

The basic Act, supplemented by an implementing Reguiafior c: 
15th April 1969, also lays down that the use of ionizing radiations or 
radioisotopes shall be subject to prior authorization. Inst&lation; 1 e- 
longing to the Atomic Agency are exempted from this requirement. )pLtyecy'- 
sations can be given only to bodies or individuals providing proof tza* 
they possess the necessary equipment end installations and the appro2:iate 
qualifications to ensure protection of workers and of the populaticn 
against dangers from ionizing radiations. The Atomic Agency is also res- 
ponsible for inspecting atomic installations (this term including 31azes 
where X-ray apparatus requiring authorization is in use); it is enpo:.ered 
to suspend or cancel authorizations where the conditions attached to r:-cz 
are not observed. 

As regards nuclear third party liability, the basic Act szo;-i<es 
that the operator of a nuclear installation shall be responsible, exert 
in the case of force majeure, for all damage caused by operation of :he 
installation end for incidents occurring during transport of radioact5-:e 
substances despatched by such operator until they are taken in char-e 5:: 
the consignee. The Indonesian Government is expected to adopt at a-f-t-ze 
date special provisions regarding compensation for such damage. 
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RADIATION PROTECTION 

Decree of the President of the Reoublic settiw the levels of radioac- 
tivity, the sDecific activity or concentration and the intensity of exoo- 
sure doses, submitted to the urovisions of Decree No. 185 of the President 
of the Republic - Decree No. 1303. of 5th December 1969 /Official Gazette 
No. 112 of 6th Nay 1970/ 

As already mentioned in the Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 6, Section 
1 of Decree No. 185 of the President of the Rpublic of 13th February 1964 
grants the Government the powers necessary to determine the levels of 
radioactivity, the specific activity or concentration and intensity of 
exposure doses involved in nuclear activities, which render applicable 
the provisions of the 196Lc Decree. 

This Decree which was analysed in its draft form in the fifth 
issue of the Bulletin, has now been published in the Official Gazette of 
the Italian Republic, and is in force. 

I'XXnisterial Decree of 14th July 1970 flfficial Gazette of the Italian 
Republic No. 255 of 8th October 1970/ determining the levels of total 
activxts. of concentration of radionuclides and the dose rates below 
which shall not apple the provisions of Sections 91. 92. 93, 94. 98. 102 
and 105 of Decree No. 185 of the President of the Republic dated 13th 
February 1964 

This Decree of the Minister for Health made in agreement with 
the Minister for Industry, Commerce and Handicrafts is based on Decree 
No. 185 of the President of the Republic which regulates questions of nuc- 
lear safety and health protection of workers and the population against 
the hazards arising from ionizing radiation. Section 110 (Exemptions) of 
this Decree provides the establishment, by Decree of the Minister of 
Health, of total activity levels, of concentration of radionuclides and 
of the dose rates below which the provisions of Sections 91, 92, 93, 94, 
98, 102 and 105 of D.P.R. No. 185 shall not apply. 

The Minsterial Decree of 14th July 1970 determines the cases 
which may be exempted from the obligation to notify, or from authoriza- 
tion - or prohibitions - established by D.P.R. No. 185. 

Section 1 of the Decree lists the exemptions from the prohibi- 
tion, under Section 91 of D.P.R. No. 185, to manufacture, import, distri- 
bute and hold sanitary products or cosmetics, signs, dials, devices or 
luminous objects generally, as well as luminescent paint or timepieces. 

Section 2 determines the exemption from the obligation to no- 
tify to the competent authorities, set by Section 92 of D.P.R. No. 185? 
the possession of radioactive sources. Such exemptions apply, in partxcu- 
lar, to the products listed in Section I? as well as to devices or compo- 
nents used in electronics and telecomm~cations, which contain radioac- 
tive sources which are incorporated in apparatus for the measurement of 
radiation doses and radioactivity. 
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Section 3 determines the cases where it is unne~essz~: $2 
obtain a clearance certificate, as provided by Section 93 of D.P.R. 
1To. 185, to hold radioactive sources. 

Section 4 exempts from the obligation to notify to the :sz;?- 
tent authority, in accordance with Section 94 of D.P.R. No, 155, f?e 
destruction, loss or discovery of radiation sources referred tc ix 
Section 2. 

Exemptions from the obligation to obtain a clearzxe 7: :e1‘;:_-- 
cate for using ionizing radiation sources for scientific reseazch szd fz: 
industry in accordance with Section 102 of D.P.R. No. IS5 are dete~i?r2 
by Section 5 of this Decree. 

Section 6 deternines the conditions for exemption frc= 2% 
provisions of Section 105 of D.P.R. No. 185 (Authorization for ??e ciz- 
posal of solid, liquid or gaseous radioactive wastes). 

Section 7 sti ulates that there shall be no exmptios fxz 2.2 
provisions of Section 91 f- . . o> of D.P.R. No. 185 (television sets a.113 :a?ilz,k 
ray tubes) sad from the provisions of Section 98 (administration of rsiiz- 
active substances to patients). 
into force of the Decree. 

Finally, Section 8 concerns the ertr;: 

l Japan 

TRIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

June 1961. 
The Law on Compensation for Nuclear Danage was er_acted CT <L;? 
In the light of the significant developments of the nuclesz 

industry since that date, notably the construction of a number of r;isLeaz 
power stations and the building of the nuclear ship "Nutsu", due to 2~ 
completed in 1973, the Atomic Energy Consission decided to rmdertske s 
general review of this law. 

In November 1969 the Commission set up a "Specialist Co-2isee 
on Nuclear Liability", consisting of representatives of the various ~x-ezr- 
ment departnents concerned, the universities, the insurance companies and 
the nuclear industry ( both operators and suppliers), in order to stu<: 
the following major questions: 

In the first place, under the existing law sane of the xx 
inportsnt provisions such as, for example, Government assistance to nut- 
lear operators when nuclear damage exceeds the amount of private financial 
security available, are only applicable in the case of installations ?rhicti 
will have commenced to operate before 31st December 1971. On this deject 
the Specialist Committee has in particular been examining whether the 
benefit of those provisions should not be extended to installations e.?be- 
ring into operation after the end of 1971. 

In the second place, according to the present pro%-isioxs ttie 
liability of the nuclear operator is unlimited and DD Government finszcia1 
intervention is forthcoming when nuclear damage exceeds the amount 01 
private financial security. The Comnittee has been examining whetiie? ?:;e 
liability of the operator (including that of the operator of a nil:eaz 
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ship) should be limited to a certain figure and whether to introduce a 
system of Government indemnities in place of the existing system of 
Government assistance referred to above. 

Lastly, under the present system nuclear damage sustained during 
the course of his employment by a person employed in a nuclear installation 
is excluded from the liability of the operator. The Committee has been 
studying the question of whether this type of damage should be included in 
the liability of the operator. 

It is expected that the Committee will complete its review by 
the end of November and will submit a report to the Atomic Energy 
Commission. A draft amendment of the Law could then be submitted to the 
Diet at the beginning of next year. 

l Korea 

NUCLEAR LEGISLATION 

1. Although a number of future regulations concerning the develop- 
ment of nuclear energy are still under consideration, important legislation 
has for some time been in force in the Republic of Korea. The basic 
legislation, represented by the "Atomic Energy Law" (Law No. 483), dates 
back to 1958. The Atomic Energy Law itself has been the subject of 
several amendments the latest of which was passed as late as 24th January 
1969 (Law No. 20931. 
Compensation Law (Law N?%~j 

on 24th January 1969, a Nuclear Damage 
was enacted. (A short account of the 

content of this Law will be given in the next issue of the Bulletin.) 
It is under the Atomic Energy Law, which laid the foundations for regu- 
lating the use of nuclear energy, that the body of rules has evolved which 
now governs nuclear activities in Korea. The following paragraphs give 
a broad outline of the present legal situation. 

2. The Atomic Energy Law sets out the general policy concerning 
research, development, production , utilization and control of activities 
(Article 1) undertaken for the peaceful use of nuclear energy. It 
provides the establishment of an Office of Atomic Energy to be responsible 
under the supervision of the Minister of Science and Technology for all 
matters pertaining to the utilization of nuclear energy (Article 3). 
This Office consists of a Bureau of General Affairs, an Atomic Energy 
Research Institute, a Radiology Research Institute and a Rsdiation Research 
Institute in Agriculture. 

3. An Atomic Energy Commission, equally reporting to the Minister 
of Science and Technology, is established to give nuclear activities a 
general orientation. At the same time it decides questions of fund 
allocation for the promotion of nuclear energy, questions pertaining to 
the planning and operation and to the control of nuclear facilities, and 
is responsible for stimulating and co-ordinating research. Among the 
functions expressly allocated to the Commission figure the licensing and 
control of the acquisition, production, import and export, purchase and 
sale of fissionable material, source materials and radioisotopes 
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(Article 18). By virtue of Article 20 these licensing activities ?r? 
extended to nuclear reactors and other nuclear facilities. T 32 i c ~1 i 5 5 1 : I-- , 
consisting of at least five members, is presided over by the Kirisisr ~5 
Science and Technology. The position of Vice-Chairman is hel? 3y tb 
Director-General of the Office of Atomic Energy. All other r.em.oers ~1‘ 2~::r 
Commission are appointed by the President of the Republic cc the rzcz::t::i-- 
tion of the Minister of Science and Technology (Article 7). 

4. 'The Act also deals with protection against radiation kz-.ris. 
The details of measures to be adopted therefore are left to be reg~L?;~2 
by presidential decree and ordinance. Matters regulates in t?-is -;zs 
include licensing of the construction and operation of rxclear irsCaLLzziz::s 
(Presidential Decree concerning procedures and criteria for 1ictznsir.g 2: . . . . . a reactor and Its related facllltles and Presldentlal Decree on L~cer_s~g 
of reactor operators) the handling of radioactive 
concerning the acquisition, use, 

substances ;Ordina?ce 
import and export of radioactive 

substances) and protection against radioactive fall-out (Presidential 
Decree concerning the Committee responsible for protective oeasxres a&fist 
radioactivity in fall-out). 

CARRIAGE OF RADIOACTIYE MATERIALS 

Fissionable Materials. Ores and Radioactive Materials (Transport) 
Decree (Bulletin of Acts. Orders and Decrees No. 405 of 1969) 

All the regulations governing the transport of fissionable 
materials, ores and radioactive materials are embodied in this decree 
together with the regulations governing actions closely associated w-it5 
the transport of these materials (transport to or from the NetherL3nds, 
and storage in connection with their transport). The transport reqle- 
tions in the Commodities Act (Radioactive Materials) Decree are ni Ls::ger 
valid, since the decree has been withdrawn. 

Since the crossing of frontiers figures very largely indee: is 
the transport of fissionable materials, ores and radioactive r?aterials, 
care has been taken to ensure that the national transport regulations 
run parallel with the regulations governing international transpor?. 

In the international regulations, fissionable materials, ores 
and radioactive materials within the meaning of the Nuclear Er,ergy Act 
are referred to as radioactive materials in danger Class IV(b). xese 
regulations are laid down in various Conventions according to the -.s?e 
of transport, viz.: 

The international transport of fissionable 
materials, ores and radioactive materials is regulated 
in an annex to the Convention entitled "International 
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(b) 

(cl 

Regulations governing the Transport of Dangerous Goods" 
(RID). The substance of these international regulations 
has been incorporated as national regulations in the 

overning the Transport of Dangerous Goods 
forms part (Annex I) of the General 

Transport Re&lations based on the Railway Act. 

The Fissionable Materials, Ores and Radioactive 
Materials (Transport) Decree states that these regula- 
tions are to be observed when transporting these materials 
by rail. The VSG Re 
con,zerned (Class IV(b Y 

latioxs with respect to the goods 
) are therefore henceforth based on 

both the Railway Act and the Nuclear Energy Act. 

The European Agreement concerning-international T:-n_s~oo4 _----_-- ----- ------------ ---- 
of Dangerous Goods by Road TADR) (Netherlands Treaty Series ----------------------------------------------------------- 
No. 81 of 1959) -------------- 

The regulations governing the international 
transport of dangerous goods laid down in this Agreement 
have been incorporated as national regulations in the 

Regulations governing'Dangerous Substances based on the 
dangerous Substances Act. The Dangerous Substances 
Act does not apply to fissionable materials, ores and 
radioactive materials, because they are covered by the 
Nuclear Energy Act. The stipulations of Class IV(b) 
are therefore binding only in virtue of the reference 
made to them in the Fissionable Materials, Ores and 
Radioactive Materials (Transport) Decree. 

The Draft European Agreement concerning the Transport of ------------------------------------------------- ------ 
Dangerous Goods by Inland Waterway (ADN) --------------------------------------- 

The Regulations governing the Transport of 
Dangerous Substances by Inland Waterway (TSBG), which is 
also part (Annex II) of the Regulations governing 
Dangerous Substances referred to in (b), are taken from 
the above-mentioned draft convention. The remarks on 
the VLG also apply to Class IV(b) of the VBG. 

The three international regulations referred to, and conse- 
quently also the corresponding national regulations, have been drawn up 
for Class IV(b) on the lines of recommendations made by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IA=) in Vienna. They are practically identical, 
except for the regulations governing the means of transport. 

For sea transport, recommendations adapted to the IAEA recommenda- 
tions are in course of preparation within the framework of the Inter- 
Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO). Pending their 
finalization, the WG regulations have also been made applicable to sea 
transport in the Fissionable Materials, Ores and Radioactive Materials 
(Transport) Decree, though with a few modifications that have proved 
necessary. 
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Lastly, international transport by air is regJlete5 i:: tl-e 
"IATA Regulations relating to the carriage of restricted articles ‘z-: zi:" 
Laid down by the International Air Transport Association. These 1::x. 
Regulations have now also been adapted to the IAEA recmmendaticrs as :a? 
as part 2 of the regulations for radioactive materials is cozcen-.e6. 

This has made it possible to restrict the licence reo.zirezer; 
in the Fissionable Materials, Ores and Radioactive Materials (Tram:zrz) 
Decree to the same cases as those upon which restrictions rest ir res;sc: 
of ot‘ner branches of transport. For transport for which no Licence is 
required, regulations have been drafted to ensure the observmce s: Si% 
IATA Regulations as laid down in part 2 of the eleventh editioc. 

The Class IV(b) regulations as laid down in the VSG VI,G and VX -------------__-------___--------_______-_--____-~-----__----- 

The Class IV(b) regulations do not apply to radioactive '2aterials 
whose specific activity does not exceed 0.002 microcurie ger zrzxe; 5:-e:; 
are therefore exempt. All other radioactive materials are divi<eZ i-t,: 
materials that may be transported subject to certain conditions an5 ze<er- 
ials that may not be transported except with a licence. 

The materials that may be transported subject to certain cc::- 
ditions are divided into non-fissionable and fissionable radioactive 
materials. Both categories are subdivided into small and Large sz~.zcec 
of radiation. Those belonging to the small-source group may >e trars- 
ported without a licence, except fissionable materials paeke in c-r.$z.i:c.~rs 
of nuclear safety Class III (see below), but the packirg for the xzixs 
sources of radiation must satisfy certain requirements state5 i2 t-e 
regulations. In some cases the competent authority of a desisste5 
country, for instance the country of despatch, must give ~~rior a;>r:ral 
of the packing. TPds is what is called B-type packing. 

Those belonging to the large-source group must al~xys ?e 
transported in B-type containers. The requirements for t:lis cats;;r-- 5-e -- 
very stringent indeed. Moreover, one of the countries involved in +?e 
transport must grant a licence for or approve each consigmnert. 

If a container for transporting materials of t'ne large-sczrz~ 
category does not satisfy all the requirements, the design rms? ‘ce 
approved by the competent authorities of each of the countries irvcl~ei i? 
the transport. Separate licences for transport are then required, ixe 
from the country of origin and one from each country involved ir. the 
transport that has not unconditionally approved the design cf the czrfzi::er. 

In view of the criticality risk attendant upon fissionable 
materials, containers are divided into three nuclear safety classes. 
Nuclear safety Class I comprises containers which under my co-.ditizrs cf 
transport, in any number and arranged in any order mill not ccnstit,x:e a 
criticality risk. Nuclear safety Class II comprises contaixrs 5!-2cI1 
in limited numbers under the same circumstances will not cosstit-iie a 
criticality risk in whatever order they are arranged. 'luclear s&J--:I? 
Class III refers to containers which by themselves do not constitute a 
criticality risk but cannot be placed in safety Class I or safe::: 2.1~~s II, 
The regulations applicable to containers of nuclear safety Classes I a% TZ 
containing fissionable materials are the same as those for contairers :-if:- 
non-fissionable radioactive materials. Licences are require& for cr- 
tainers in safety Class III, not only from the country or orisis ‘xx: -1s: 
fron! every other country involved in the transport that lras not :acz:- 
ditionally approved the design of the container ccncerned, .:,-pLe$'-sr z T ye; 5 
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they contain materials constituting a large source of radiation. 

The distinction made between fissionable and non-fissionable 
radioactive materials is slightly different from the fissionable materials, 
ores and radioactive materials classification in the Nuclear Energy Act. 
In international transport regulations materials are regarded as fission- 
able materials if they contain fissionable uranium or plutonium isotopes. 
These fissionable materials are practically the same as the fissionable 
materials containing uranium or plutonium referred to in the Nuclear 
Energy Act. Materials containing thorium on the other hand are regarded 
as non-fissionable materials in international transport regulations. 
However, in the Nuclear Energy Act materials containing at least the 
percentage of thorium stated in the Definitions Decree (i.e. 346) are 
regarded as fissionable materials. 

Substance of the Fissionable Materials Ores and Radioactive Materials --------_-----------------------------~------------------------------- 
(Transport) Decree -------_-_-----_- 

Under the provisions of Section 2 of the Bcree, fissionable 
materials and ores are exempt from the licence requirement if no licence 
is required for their transport under the VSG either. Since the regula- 
tions of the VSG, VLG and VBG are identical, the VSG covers the exemptions 
involved. 

No licence is required in these contingencies because all that 
is necessary for transport and storage pending and during transport is to 
observe the general packing regulations given in the VSG or to have the 
materials packed in containers the design of which has been approved 
previously. However, according to the VSG approval of the consignment 
is still required in some cases. Stipulations or conditions may be 
attached to such approval. 

In (b) to (f) of paragraph 1 of Section 2 above-mentioned 
reference is made to the marginal numbers (Articles) of the VSG in which 
information on this subject will be found. Thorium is named separately 
in (a), because according to the Nuclear Energy Act thorium is a fission- 
able material whereas in the VSG it is regarded as belonging to the 
category of non-fissionable radioactive materials. 

The approval referred to in the VSG needs not necessarily be 
given by a Netherlands authority. The international regulations already 
referred to stipulate that in certain circumstances the consignment must 
be approved by the country of origin if it has acceded to the relevant 
convention or, alternatively, by the first country involved in the trans- 
port that has acceded to the convention. By virtue of Section Z(2) of 
the Fissionable Materials, Ores and Radioactive Materials (Transport) 
Decree, the Ministers concerned have issued the Nuclear Energy Act 
(Naming of countries) Decree (Netherlands Government Gazette No. 240 of 
10th December 1969), in which, in addition to the countries that hatre 
acceded to the convention, a number of other countries that may be 
regarded as acting upon the afore-mentioned IAEA recommendations are 
designated. In the Decree, approval by a country so designated is on a 
par with approval by a country that has acceded to the convention. 

The procedure to be adopted when applying for licences is given 
and the particulars to be provided are listed in Section 3 of the Decree. 
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Section 4 stioulates that an insurance polic:; mat 5e is:--v -:- .- ._.. _ . 
or some other form of financial security provided w:hen trans>crtir< :iszic::- 
able materials containing plutonium or enriched uraniw~. 

Sections 5 ff. of the Decree contain correspondiog reg':Lafiz?:s 
for radioactive materials. The system of the Nuclear kerg:r AC+ is =-- ,a-- _ .I".. 
that the juridical framework differs from that for fissionable ~~~erisls 
and ores. Exemptions are granted for fissionable materials az::i z:es 
because the lam prohibits in principle every unlicensed acf i:l‘vzLri::,- :!:esz 
materials; the licence requirement is introduced for rsdioactive ???aterisLs 
except if no licence is required by virtue of the VSG. 

Overland transport ------------------ 

The most important stipulation is that in all cases is ?:Ycll -rg 
licence is required the regulations of the TSG or those of tke 7X a-e tc 
be observed when transporting materials by rail or by other nests 3i 
overland transport. 

Transport by water ----------------- 

According to Sections 13 and 15 of the 3ecree no Licerce is 
required for transport through Netherlands territorial waters if ttie 
vessel carrying the materials does not call at any Netherlands >crt 'TSI 
for transport across non-Netherlands waters. The latter sfip-Jlaticz is 
only important if the materials are transported in a ship sziLiz?g -x,'.tr 
tke Netherlands flag. Hoxever, the VBG regulations must be obserres in 
any case, it being understood that the requirement that the xn~i~-;:cer.f 
or the design of the packaging or container be approved shall not-a>?Ll;r 
to any materials carried in a ship sailing under a foreig?. flag tl:at is 
merely in transit through Netherlands territorial waters. 

Exemption from the requirement that the consignmen? ‘ce egprzve 
by virtue of the MG is granted in respect of goods carried ir e s::i; 
sailing under the Netherlands flag which does not call at any TTet?erlazcs 
port so as to make it possible for them to be transported bet7v:ee:? cs-;z:5es 
that have not acceded to the CIM. 

However, approval of the design of packaging by a CiY ,zc-mtr:; 
or a country put on a par with a CIM country is still reqzirec -,:%tk a 
view to ensuring the safety of those on board. If none of tke cc-.u:t-ies 
involved in the transport nor the country in which the packaging Z-IX 
container was designed are listed as designated countries, approval :z 
acceptance of the design must be granted by the Kinister for Social 
Affairs and Public Health in agreement with the Minister of‘ ?rar.s>cr: ar;l 
Public Works. 

Tranqort by air ----- ---------- 

The regulations to be observed ivhen transporting radisaztive 
materials by air are those in part 2 of the eleventh edition. of +l:e 
VATA Regulations relating to the carriage of restricted articles b:; zir". 
In the Netherlands the Minister for Social Affairs and Public 3eaLt?. is 
the competent Authority referred to in these regulations; he t&es ::is 
decisions in agreement with the Minister of Transport ar,d IxbLic 7isrks. 
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Exemption from the licence requirement is granted in respect of 
air transport over the Netherlands not involving a landing in the 
Netherlands. If the materials are transported by a non-Netherlands 
aircraft, exemption is also granted from the requirement in IATA Regula- 
tions that consignments or the design of the packaging be approved. 
For transport in a Netherlands aircraft that does not land in the 
Netherlands exemption is limited to the licence requirement and approval 
of the consignment. The design of the packaging, however, must be 
approved in accordance with IATA Regulations. 

Moving materials or causing them to be moved into or out of _----__-----_---------------------------------------------- 
the Netherlands --------------- 

Section 23 provides for complete exemption from the licence 
requirement with respect to moving fissionable materials and ores out of 
the Netherlands or causing them so to be moved; general exemption for 
moving them into the Netherlands is also granted, except when fissionable 
materials are transported in an organisation's or an individual's own 
means of transport, 

Exemption with respect to moving fissionable materials into the 
Netherlands by an organisation's or an individual's own means of transport 
or causing them to be moved into the Netherlands is granted for: 

1. Non-irradiated fissionable materials not containing any 
plutonium or enriched uranium, provided the quantity moved into the 
Netherlands in a single load does not contain more than 100 grammes of 
uranium and/or 100 grammes of thorium; 

2. Fissionable materials whichby virtue of a licence required in 
Belgium or Luxembourg are held available in or may pass in transit through 
these countries, provided the stipulations or conditions attached to such 
licences are observed; 

3. Fissionable materials not intended for Belgium or Luxembourg 
passing in transit through the Netherlands, provided the materials are 
not unloaded from the means of transport in the Netherlands. 

(Note: Under a Benelux regulation, fissionable materials intended for 
Belgium or Luxembourg passing in transit through the Netherlands need a 
Netherlands transport licence, which is valid in Belgium and Luxembourg.) 

In all other cases a licence is required for moving fissionable 
materials or causing them to be moved into the Netherlands. The proce- 
dure to be adopted when applying for a licence is given and the particulars 
to be provided are listed in Section 24. 

If by virtue,of the Decree materials may be moved into and 
transported within the Netherlands without a licence, fissionable materials 
and ores may, under the provisions of Section 26, only be moved into the 
Netherlands by an organisation's or an individual's own means of transport 
or caused to be moved into the Netherlands if the materials are intended 
for a person who under Netherlands law, or in the case of transit under 
Belgian or Luxembourg law, may have them available or for a person in a 
country other than the Netherlands, Belgium or Luxembourg. The latter 
requirement is made to prevent fissionable materials or ores from being 
dumped in the sea or elsewhere without a licence. 
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If a licence is required for causing materials to -22 xv:Z 'I::?: 
the Netherlands, the carrier may only move fissionable 3ateriaLs scrzzs 
the frontier at one of the customs houses designated by the :X:lis?er izz 
Social Affairs and Public Health in agreement with th-.s Xiniscer CT ~i~?~~~ 
(First Offices (Designation) Decree, Government Gazette Xc. 2:L 2: 
11th December 1969), except for transport between the PTetherLs5s s.5 
Belgium. The carrier must produce a certified copy of the Lizexe z:: 
demand. 

If by virtue of this decree no licence is require& t?e xers:~ 
moving the fissionable materials or ores or ca-dsing them to be c3??5 iztc 
the Netherlands must see to it that the stipulations regarding ~1:s ~x>:i::~ 
and the markings and danger labels to be displayed thereon d%rizs ;:zx- 
port are observed. 

Sections 27 ff. contain corresponding regulations i-z zzvi::~ 
radioactive materials or causing them to be moved into the YetkezLar5s. 

Establishments in which fissionable materials are stored pedix ------_--__----_-__---------------~------~---~~~~~~~~~___~_= 
or during transport ---------------- 

By virtue of Section 33 establishments in which fissicna.sLe 
materials are stored solely in connection with their transport are? exe-?+ 
from the Licence requirement. 

l Norway 

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

Discussion of the Norwegian Bill, the text of which ~::as repro- 
duced in the supplement to Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 1, has beer ielz::ei. 
It is planned to submit the Bill before Parliament early in 1971. 

NUCLFAR LEGISLATION 

Activities in the field of nuclear energy have been given a nex 
legal basis by Act No. 5207, which was passed by the Philippine Congress 
in 1968. This Act is Imown as the "Atomic Energy Regulatory and 
Liability Act". Legislation relating to the peaceful uses of nuclear 
energy in the Republic of the Philippines was first introdnced throng? 
the adoption of the so-called Science Act (Act No. 2067) in 1958. 
This Act, the purposes of which were.to integrate, co-ordinate, an6 
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intensify scientific and technological research and development, provided 
for the establishment of the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission. Placed 
under the supervision of the National Science Development Board, which was 
created by this same Act, the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission was 
entrusted with the responsibilities pertaining to the development of the 
use of nuclear energy by fostering research carried out either for its 
own account or on behalf of private interests, by regulating the utiliza- 
tion of nuclear material and issuing licences therefor, as well as by 
assisting in obtaining the requested nuclear material. 

2. The regulatory and licensing functions of the Commission were 
extended and specified by an amendment enacted in 1963 (Act No. 3589), 
but still did not expressly cover the construction and operation of more 
important nuclear installations. However, it made it obligatory for any 
person who intended to manufacture, produce, transfer, possess, import or 
export any radioactive material to apply for an appropriate licence. 

In accordance with this legislation, regulations have been 
promulgated by the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission, which prescribe 
in greater detail the conditions for the lawful acquisition, possession 
and use of radioactive material. A special set of rules, equally issued 
by the Commission, is concerned with the transport of radioactive materials 
in the Philippines. 

3. As compared with the former legislation, which it supersedes to 
a large extent, the 1968 Act is more complete and takes account of inter- 
national experience acquired. Its chief advantage consists in affording 
sufficient legal instrumentality for the development of a large-scale 
nuclear power programme. The following is a short account of its content. 

4. After Part I which contains the general provisions on Atomic 
Energy, Part II deals with the powers allocated to the Atomic Energy 
Commission, and it becomes clear from this that the Commission is a body 
invested with very far-reaching authority and with an almost overall 
competence in questions relating to the exploitation of nuclear energy. 
The Commission, on the basis of national legislation, may issue regula- 
tions and orders with respect to nuclear facilities to ensure that they 
are complied with, It may issue, modify, suspend or revoke licences 
and regulate the import and export of nuclear facilities and material in 
accordance with national interests. It is entitled to establish advisory 
boards to assist it in the discharge of its responsibilities, and any 
governmental agency called upon by it is under a legal obligation to 
co-operate with the Commission (Section 5). 

5. Part III concerns the legislation and licensing of nuclear 
facilities. Such licences (for the construction and operation of 
facilities) are not granted to aliens or to any foreign corporation. 
A corporation or entity, for the purposes of this Act, is considered as 
not being owned or controlled by an alien if at least 60 per cent of its 
capital stock is owned by Philippine citizens, 'The licence is to be 
granted by the Commission if it is proved that the proposed activities 
are consistent with the policies laid down in this Act, that the appli- 
cant is technically and financially qualified to meet the requirements 
of this Act and of the Commission's regulations, that the activities to be 
undertaken will not constitute an undue risk to the health and safety of 
the public, and that sufficient financial sticurity is given to meet the 
liability requirements (Section 8). 

c_ 
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The Licensing procedure may be carried out in stages w: a 
provisional Licence for constructing a facility may be issue: i:‘ ~.?l‘izlzr 
evidence is provided that the proposed installation can be co~?~r~x~?I c:?l 
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the o.zbLi,z, :z -.:r::: 

? 
roof that these problems can be satisfactorily resolved in >ue co-xse 
Section 10). An Advisory Board, established by the Chairmax o,5 t!-P 

National Science Development Board, is to assist and adrise ?%e C:~.rissi:r 
on health and safety matters arising in connection xe-;ith n7~clesr :sci:e$i+s 
and radioactive material licensing, but final responsi3ilitg 3~ an:{ 
decision remains with the Commission (Section 12). The iir.aL ~ezxssi::: 
to put a facility into operation is given upon submission c‘l .x?2a';e2 
information when construction works are completed (Section. 11). C.-L.TZ'~Z 
categories of facilities as are specified by the Commission :a:; :-J+ ‘c? 
operated unless a duly qualified person takes charge Y": il-e >rs'ez?ir:: ~1‘ 
health and safety within such facilities. The Comzissizx L:C:eSze i: 
empomered to issue "individual operator's licences" to gee', t?As c-:-:ifi..:-. 

6. Part IV contains provisions on licensing the ya:i;l:s -;sei :: 
radioactive material. It requires such a licence to be obtaire;. ?zr- all 
kinds of handling of radiactive material except for small ,?ua:lfities zf 
materials as are expressly exempted by regulation (Section 17). I?? 
Licences are granted upon information as determined by t?e Cxziscizc 
forwarded by the applicant and under conditions similar to those m-a- 
scribed for nuclear facilities (Sections 19 and 20). 

__ _ 

7. lrovisions applying to all kinds of licences are se: z.if i:: 
"art Y. It is stipulated that Licences are to be granted Scr z F e _. : - ; c---I.. 
specified in the licence itself, but not exceeding thir?:-iive ;rexs 
(Section 23). T'ney may not be transferred unless apprc&ate z+I-.';:-:1-I- 
z&ion therefor has been given by the Commission (Section 2;). 
of amendments to this Act or to the regulations or orders basec IZ 53, 
licences may be amended. To enable the Commission ;?rc?erLy 2: z2::sler 
the necessity of amending a licence, licensees are oblisei to :cr:;arT zz::: 
information the Commission may ask for and to grant access 5s tt:?ll- 
premfses to authorized inspectors at any reasonable tize. psv +.pe -2 
adopt any measures the Commission ma 
life, health or property (Section 26 Y; 

prescribe for the pr~tez:i:z '= 
D In case of failure :z cz~:iT- 

with conditions imposed by the Commission, or where false i&sz-ra:i:i: %s 
been forwarded so that upon an original application the Cs~~issisz :;:-;l.i. 
have been bo-xnd to refuse a licence, licensees are liable $3 :?a-:e :::$:I- 
permit suspended or withdrawn (Section 27). 

8. Fart Ti is devoted to the administrative oroce3zres z:i ,:;::izFsl . . 
review to which the exercise of any authorltatlve r.xnctior. ir czr.::e ~irx -; 
with licensing is subjected. The Act provides for a hearing fz 5ri 3:~: 
at the request of any person whose interests may be affected 3:~ a 5ssls-i:~ 
with regard to a licence. 
the proceeding. 

Such person is to bk admitteA as a‘>~:;;: 7: 

?30 order for the suspension, modification or reuzcati:r :? r 
licence and no other decision significantly affecting the ri&Ls >-.--T~-,=~ .." . . . . ~__bd 
by the licensee may be issued by the Commission withwt a prior ?es:inz 
unless immediate action is necessary to protect the healtti 2x6 seie::: z: 
the public pection 31(bg. Rules adopted by the Commissiozr <z-;?r-:: ^_ ,q. . ~..".. 
hearings as well as any investigation undertaken (Section 34). J. 1 1 ; AL- 5. 2 r z 
and decisions of the Commission, which have to be in xxitin,- IX .‘. ::a;2 
available to the public (Section 35), are subject to judicial re-:i?-:: 3: 
the Court of Appeals (Section 36). The Court may repeal 31' ?zzX::r Y: 
order or decision if it finds that there was no evidence be:ore Ye 
Commission to suport reasonably its conclusion or if it ar?ea!lcs $2 5s 
contrary to the law. 
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9. Civil liability of operators of nuclear installations for 
nuclear damage is dealt with in Part VII. The provisions contained there- 
in closely follow those of the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for 
Nuclear Damge. The Act establishes the absolute and exclusive liability 
of an operator even in the case where the damage, directly or indirectly, 
is caused b 
(Section 38 3 

a "great natural disaster of an exceptional character" 
, He is not Liable for nuclear damage directly due to an 

armed conflict, civil war or insurrection (Section 41). Otherwise, 
however, he may be relieved from the consequences of such Liability only 
by way of recourse if this is provided for in a written contract or if 
the damage is due wholly or partly to gross negligence of the person who 
suffered damage, or by action or omission of the latter intended to cause 
damage. Again, in accordance with the.Vienna Convention, the operator's 
liability under this Act is limited to an amount equivalent to 
5,000,OOO U.S. dollars (Section 42) and does not apply to nuclear darnage 
affecting the installation itself or property on the site which is to be 
used in connection with that installation. Similarly, it does not 
involve responsibility for damage to the means of transport when a nuclear 
incident occurs during carriage (Section 43). The operator of a nuclear 
installation has to provide financial security to cover his liability, 
the type and terms of which are to be prescribed by the Atomic Energy 
Commission (Section 46). '@here nuclear damage exceeds the resources of 
the operator's liability funds, the Government undertakes to provide the 
necessary amount so that the equivalent of 5,000,OOO U.S. dollars is 
available for any individual occurrence (Section 52). 

REGIME GOVERNING NUCLZAR INSTALLATIONS 

Decree-Law No. 49.398 of 24th November 1969 on the authorization 
of industrial nuclear activities 

This Decree lays dovm a system of authorization for nuclear 
activities of an industrial nature carried on by private enterprise. 
Such activities include operation of nuclear installations and industrial 
laboratories; exploration and exploitation of deposits of radioactive 
ores; fabrication and processing of, and trade in, nuclear fuels; 
construction and operation of nuclear reactors, etc. 

Henceforth, such activities will require prior authorization. 
Permits are granted by the Government after an opinion has been given by 
the Junta de Energia Nuclear. They may be granted only to Legal entities 
which are able to establish that they are technically and financially 
equipped to carry on such activities. Special conditions may be attached 
to authorization, in particular as regards the structure of firms granted 
authorization, and supervision of their activities. A subsequent Decree 
will Lay down the procedure for granting authorization. Provision is 
made for revocation of permits and confiscation of installations and 
equipment, as well as for criminal penalties in case of breaches of the 
relevant regulations or failure to observe the conditions attached to 
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authorization. The Chairman of the Jlrnta is empowered in sxc:-. F-:-X?:, 
with the approval of the ?rime Minister, to take all meas'xrec c~c?~E?.:; 
in the interests of safety to maintain normal operatic? of t?e irs:z.ll-.- 
tion concerned. In addition, the Decree imposes restrictiu!:s ;:: :G -XS~ 
of land adjoining nuclear installations, in the interests sf sa:e<>‘ ?::;1: 
of the installation and of the population, and these restric;icxs zex .ke 
waived only by the Junta de Energia Nuclear. 

ORGANISATION AND STRUCTURE 

Decree-Law No. 48970 of 17th April 1969, concerning the oox:-ers 
and duties of the Junta de Energia Nuclear 

Under this Decree, the Junta de Energia Nuclear becaFe a 
national body with powers and duties covering the whole o f th? Icrt-,c.;? se 
territory, i.e. 
and Angola). 

including the overseas provinces (in particular hZoza?ei~;e 
The Junta de Energia Nuclear is in particular maie tire scle 

authority competent in regard to exploration and exploitation of ,Se;z,sits 
of radioactive ores in these provinces. The Junta is empowzred -It+: 
to carry out such activities itself or to grant concessions therefor to 
enterprises. The powers of the Junta in this regard are exercised 5:: 
Angola and Mozambique respectively by a Provincial Cirectorate of :?e 
Department of Mining Exploration and Exploitation and by a Jrovircial 
Directorate of the Laboratory of Physics and Nuclear Engineericg. ~lles. 
Provincial Directorates come directly under the relevant Jirectcrafe- 
General within the Junta. These services operate wx?er rules izii ' 2 I '.A-2 
by the Chairman of the Junta in an Order dated 16th 3ecenber 1963, a-2 
also under 3ecree No. 104/70 of 6th I&arch 1970. 

l United Kingdom 

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 

The Nuclear Installations (Gilbraltar) Order fi.I.1970/11167 

1. This Order was made and came into operation on 28th JxLy 1373, 
it extends to Gibraltar, with certain adaptations and modifications, 
certain provisions of the U.K. Nuclear Installations Act 1965. 

2. The Sections of the Act which are extended to Gibraltar aze 
Sections 10 to 17 inclusive, 21, 26 and 30. Under these prorisiors z:- 
operator of a nuclear installation in a country which has ratifies tl:e 
Paris Convention would be liable for damage caused by a nuclear ir.cii~z::? 
irr Gibraltar during carriage on his be~half. A similar, b::t ;xli:~ir;?~, 
liability is imposed on any person who is not a Paris Co!r<-ex;ion o;erstcr 
and on vzhose behalf any nuclear matter xbic.h may be involved in ?. ?:-~:-l?zr 
ixident in Gibraltar is being carried. Compensation !:a$ :c i?? 721 'or 
any injury or damage eaixed by such nuclear ir~ide~?t icr +ich a Izi? 
Coovention operator is liable. Variouc exceptions are laid .:,--x.z a:: 
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time-limits are prescribed for tke bringing of claims. h Pa:ris Convention 
operatar is 0x17 tc be liable to pay compensation uder the Act if ard to 
the extent that he would have beer liable to do so under his home law if 
the incident had occurred in his own territory. The provisions as to 
jurisdiction lay down that the Courts of Gibraltar shall not have juris- 
diction if in accordance with the Paris Convention the courts of some 
other country have jurisdiction. 

3. In connection with the above Order it should be noted that 
under Article 23(b) of the Paris Convention a Signatory may notify the 
Secretary General of OEGD of the application of the Convention to any of 
its non-metropolitan territories, including those territories for whose 
international relations it is responsible. 

FWXATION PROTECTION 

!Che Radiological Protection Bill which was noted in Nuclear 
kw Bulletin No. 4 became law on 29th May'1970 It was brought into 
force on 1st Octobk 1970 b the Radiolo ical Protection Act 1970 
(Commencement) Order 1970 S.I.1970/1330 P -7. 

2. The Act contains only minor amendments as compared with the 
Bill, which has already been summarized in Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 4, 
ad, as already noted there, makes provision for the establishment of a 
National Radiological Protection Board to undertake research and to 
advise on protection from radiation hazards. An Advisory Committee is 
also to be set up to advise the Board on practical matters concerning 
radiation hazards. 

l United States 

PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

On 2nd April 1970 the USAEC adopted a statement of general 
policy for use in implementing the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969 with respect to the licensing of nuclear power plants and plants 
which process fuel discharged by nuclear reactors. Among the matters 
dealt with in this policy statement are the following: 

- Applications for licences to construct and operate nuclear 
power plants and fuel processing plants will be transmitted 
by the AEC for appropriate comments to Federal Agencies 
which have legal jurisdiction or special expertise with 
respect to environmental impact. 

- After obtaining these comments, the Commission's Director 
of Regulation will prepare a detailed statement on the 
environmental considerations involved in the proposed 
plant. This statement will be made public. 
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- 'The Commission will incorporate in constructio:: ael-its -.: =-,- _ 

operating licences for these plants a coditio:? %!:a: -51 
licensee shall observe Federal and State stend2ri.s z:,Z 
requirements for the protection of t‘ne envircnzezf, lr'--: A.."_A..- 
ing those concerning the control of the thermal effects zf 
the release of heated water from the facility tz 5~ en:-iron- 
ment, imposed under Federal or State law and consiZe:-ei 
applicable to the facility. This condition will xf zzz1;: 
to radiological effects since these are dealt v:itk. i:? z%?er 
provisions of the AM: licence. 

Since publication of the above-mentioned XE s:afe~ex? zi 
policy, the Council on Environmental Quality has issued interi: gi-iizz:ce 
to Federal Agencies for the preparation of detailed statements 2:: ex-:ix~- 
mental considerations. Also, since that time the Watm G‘jali$>- lcr ~1 
1970 has become effective. This provides for certificatior 5:; a S:z?e 
or inter-State water pollution control agency (or the Secretary cl :i:e 
Interior) that federally licensed activities will not viclate the a--::- 
able water quality standards. 

cI _-c- 

As a result, the AM: statement of general policy hes bee-. 
revised to reflect both these considerations. Some of the sigcificazt 
new or amended provisions are: 

- Applicants for construction perrrits for nuclear pcx:er 
reactors and fuel processing plants would be rec:;irec f; 
submit with the application a separate report ox s-,eci- 
fied environmental considerations. The Commissicc 
intends to provide appropriate guidance as to tie scope 
and content of such reports. 

- Copies of these reports would be transmitted for co-.rxert? 
to the appropriate Federal Agencies designated by tke 
Coillcil on Environmental Quality which have juris3ictiox 
by law or special expertise or which are authorized tc 
enforce environmental standards. A notice of the avail- 
ability of the report would be published in the Federal 
Register with a request for comments from my State ar.: 
local agencies of any State affected which are authorize2 
to enforce environmental standards. 

- After receipt of comments the AEC's Director of Reg~-;1:eticr. 
would prepare a detailed statement on the environrr.en?al 
considerations, including any problems and objections 
raised by such agencies. 

- The applicant's environmental report would incorporate by 
reference information submitted earlier with the aoglics- 
tion for a construction permit. The detailed stzrenezt 
for the operating licence stage would cover only those 
environmental considerations which differ significantly 
from those discussed at the construction permit stage. 

In addition, 
licences for the use 

similar procedures would be used for sone,ty?es of 
of radioactive materials which are not speculzallg 

covered by the present policy statements. These would include: 

(i) licences for possession and use of special nuclear material 
for fuel element fabrication, 
of uranium hexafluoride; 

scrap recovery and conversion 
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(ii) use of source material for uranium milling and production 
of uranium hexafluoride; and 

(iii) licences authorizing commercial radioactive waste disposal 
by land burial. 

REGIME OF NUCLEAR INS!CALLATIONS 

The AEC's reactor licensing regulations have been amended in 
connection with the "backfitting" of nuclear installations. The new 
policy is intended to clarify the circumstances under which the Commission 
may require the incorporation of additional safety features in a nuclear 
facility after a construction permit or an operating licence has been 
issued. In future, the addition, elimination or modification of 
structures, systems or components affecting the safety of a facility after 
issuance of a construction permit may be required if the Commission finds 
that the backfitting will provide substantial additional protection 
required for public health and safety. This change should have the 
effect of cutting down somewhat the time consumed in the total licensing 
process. 

Amendments have also been made to the regulations which deal 
with design criteria and operating requirements for nuclear power plants. 
New criteria for the quality assurance of nuclear power plants have been 
imposed. These requirements apply to the activities, during the life- 
time of a plant, which may affect the safety-related functions of the 
plant's structure, systems and components. Use of these criteria will 
assist applicants for construction permits to provide adequate information 
on quality assurance programmes in preliminary safety analysis reports 
and to develop managerial and administrative controls to assure safe 
operation. 
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ADMIN-ISIFUYFIVE 
D~SIONS 

l France 

COMPENSATION FOR WORKERS SUFFERING FROM 

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES DUE TO IONIZING RADIATIONS 

1. The "Caisse Primaire Centrale de 1'Assurance Maladie de iz 
R&gion Parisienne" appealed to the Court of Cassation against the ;-ieg- 
ment aiven on 8th Februarv 196'3 bv the Paris Court of ADDeal. corflrrizz 
the decision of the Paris"Soci&l Security Board of Fir&*Ins&nce for I 
Contention Cases in the SALT& case (see N uclear Law Bulletti 20. 3;. 
The appellant founded its appeal on the following ground: it zliege5 
that the judgment of the Court of Appeal had no legal foundatio: iz rl-zt. 
contram to the relevant urovisions of the Social Securits Code. ii- :?z* 
been based on the fact th:t it had not been proved that e~osure to 
radiation hazards had occurred during the period prescribed for Y~CSS~ZL 
to benefit, whereas the "Caisse Primaire M had maintained the opposite 
(namely that exposure rated at 75 millirems had occurred during the 
second half of March 1957 and anaemia had first become apparent 2urizg 
the first fortnight of April 199), and also maintained that the zaZ'~1‘2 
of Mr. Saltel's work (storekeeper at the CEA) habitually exposed hi- TC) 
radiation hazards. 

2. The Social Affairs Division of the Court of Cassatioz in its 
conclusions, dl 'd not adopt the contentIons of the "Calsse Prlmalre", b.lt 
found in narticular that after March 1957 Hr. Saltel's work had. as ~~:a:~~ 
by the i&&y, not involved exposure to radiation; that, Qoreove~. 
during the previous period there had been no sign of appreciable rs2itris: 
and, finally, that the last exposure to radiation had occurred ir, 
March 1957, i.e. more than a year before April 1958. It h& t~ler==~-n b-i-" 
been open to the Court of Appeal to find that it had not beer estsk:isllti 
that during the period prescribed for admission to benefit, Hr. Sailril 
had been habitually exposed by reason of his occupation to the actior zi 
radioactive substances, and in default of proof thereof the ocxrzrlorzl 
nature of his illness could not be presumed. Accordingly, tl?e ?o..z: of 
Cassation held that the decision appealed against was well-fommIed 1:: 1zx. 
and on 18th June 1970 it dismissed the appeal against that declsioc. 

3. The Court of Cassation has thus confirmed its previo>z 11-2 c' 
decisions, according to which the diseases listed in Table Xo. 6 3:‘ 
Occupational Diseases can be recowized as conferring entitlezen: 7: .k-cre- 
fit only if a worker has been habitually exposed by reason 05 1~1% zr:i 
to the action of radioactive substances during the ueriod orescribe: 1-1 
admission to benefit as shown in the said Tabye. - 
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IN’I’ERNATIONAL 
O~ANISATIONS 

AND AGREEI 

INTERNA!!IONAL ClX3C2ANISATIONS 

l International Atomic Energy Agency 

AGENCY SAFEGUARDS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY 

Following the resolution adopted by the Board of Governors on 
2nd April 1970, the Safeguards Committee (1970) met for the first time 
on 12th June 1970. The Committee which was charged to advise the Board 
on the Agency's responsibilities in relation to safeguards in connection 
with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and, in 
particular, on the content of the agreements which will be required in 
connection with the Treaty, held a total of 35 meetings with the partici- 
pation of 49 Member States, and adjourned this first series of meetings 
on 22nd July 1970. 

In the course of the meetings, attention was given principally 
to the detailed elaboration of the structure end content of Part I of 
the agreements to be concluded. Part I will establish the basic rights 
and obligations of the parties and will include, inter-alia, provisions 
on the manner in which safeguards are to be implemented,tional systems 
of materials control, the provision of information to the Agency, Agency 
Inspectors, non-application of safeguards to nuclear material to be used 
in non-peaceful activities, questions of third party liability and inter- 
national responsibility, and measures in relation to verification of 
non-diversion. The Committee devoted several meetings to an initial 
discussion of the problem of safeguards financing, and this problem will 
be taken up again at subsequent meetings. The Committee also had an 
initial exchange of views on Part II of t‘ne agreement in order to identify 
the key issues which would have to be resolved in formulating the relevant 
provisions; this part will specify the implementation of the safeguards 
provisions of Part I of the agreement and lay down procedures therefor. 
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The first report by the Safeguards Committee was ap?,r;vei 5:; t!:s 
Board of Governors on 28th July 1970, and the Board requested t!:s Zireztcz' 
General to use the material transmitted under cover of t‘nat re?-?rt s z 
basis for negotiations with States Parties to NPT in accordance xit:- 
Article III of that treaty. Negotiations have now be&n on :%t basis 
with a number of coluntries. 

The Safeguards Committee began its second series of cee?izgs -1 
13th October 1970 in order to discuss Part II of the agreements, ,z:;esti,xs 
relating to the financing of safeguards and various other questCc::s ~kici: 
have not yet been completely resolved in respect of Part I. 

NEW COMPOSITION OF BOARII OF GOVERNORS 

At its meeting in June, the Board of Governors desigate1 fix 
following thirteen States for membership on the 1970-71 2-c~:~: eLs~-Ir~::$i,l?A 
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Benmark, France, India, Japan, Poim:i,- 

, 

South Africa, the USSR, the United Kingdom and the Tjniteci Sta<es. 

In addition, the following five States were elected ir Se?ts?bez 
by the General Conference to serve for a period of two years: 3rx?il, 
Chile, the Netherlands, Syria and Thailand. Seven members of ;%e s.;L- 
going Board, who were elected by the General Conference ir 1963, x:-i11 
continue for another year: Hungary, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Szzi::, 
Uruguay and Viet-Kam. 

AkIEKB!ilEMT OF ARTICLE VI OF THE STATUTE 

In the course of the Fourteenth Regular Session cl <he &:erc:.-.-'s 
General Conference, held in September, an important amendmen-: x:as a;;x-e: 
to Article VI of the Statute of the Agency. The amendment nrorides for 
an increase in the number of members designated by the B3ard‘ns heirs 
those "most advanced in the technology of atomic energy including t-l-s 
production of source materials". At the same time, designefio:s ore co 
longer provided for according to the categories of "other croducers s? 
source materials" and "a supplier of technical assistance": 3q2211;, 
a substantial increase is provided for in the number of members eilc+sZ 
by the General Conference and the representation of areas is to be 
modified appreciably, in particular with respect to areas chic? irc:r;:e 
many deveiopirg co7untries and also Western Europe. 

In order to come into force for all members t'ne smendza:?: :I;-< 
now be "accepted by two-thirds of all the members in accordance xi';?: 
their respective constitutional 
Article XVIII.C(ii) of the Statu ! 

recesses", as provided by 
e. 

The text of the amendment, to paragraphs A, B, C and 3 -1 
Article VI, is as follows: 

(a) Replace sub-paragraphs A-l-A,3 by the following: 

1. The outgoing Board of Governors shall designate for 
membership on the Board the nine members most advanced 
in the technology of atomic energy including the pc- 
duction of source materials, and the member most advance: 
in the technology of atomic energy including the proiuc- 
tion of source materials in each of the following areas 
in which none of the aforesaid nine is located: 
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(b) 

(1) North America 

(2) Latin America 

(3) western Europe 

(4) Eastern Ewope 

(5) Africa 

(6) Middle East and South Asia 

(7) South East Asia and the Pacific 

(8) Far East 

2. The General Conference shall elect to membership 
of the Board of Governors: 

(a) Twenty members, with due regard to equitable repre- 
sentation on the Board as a whole of the members in 
the areas listed in sub-paragraph A-l of this Article, 
so that the Board shall at all tines include in this 
category five representatives of the area of Latin 
Ameriw~four reoresentatives of the area of Western 
Eunpe, three representatives of the area of Eastern 
Europe, four representatives of the area of Africa, two 
representatives of the area of the Middle East and South 
Asia, one representative of the area of South East Asia 
and the Pacific, and one representative of the area of 
the Far East. No member in this category in any one 
term of office will be eligible for re-election inan;he 
same category for the following term of office; 

(b) One further member from among the members in the 
following areas: 

Middle East and South Asia 

South East Asia and the Pacific 

Far East; 

(c) One further member from among the members in the 
following areas: 

Africa 

Hiiddle East and South Asia 

South East Asia and the Pacific. 

In paragraph B: 

(i) First sentence - replace "sub-paragraphs A-l and A-2" 
by "sub-paragraph A-l"; and 

(ii) Second sentence - replace "sub-paragraph A-3" by 
"sub-paragraph A-2"; 

Cc) In paragraph C, replace "sub-paragraphs A-l and A-2" by 
"sub-paragraph A-l"; and 

(6) In paragraph D, replace "sub-paragraph A-3" by "sub-paragraph 
A-2", and delete the second sentence, 
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l European Nurfeur Energy Agency 

PARIS coNVE.NTIox 

See "Greece" in chapter on "Legislation and Regulator; 
Activities". 

MARITIbtE CABRIAGE OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 

1. The question of the difficulties caused by the simul+axeozs 
application of the Paris Convention (or the Vienna Convention) azd 5% 
various relevant international maritime Conventions has been further 
considered by EtTJU in active co-operation with the other organisations 
concerned, namely IAEA, IMCO and CMI. (For a report on the earlier 
meetings and on the problem generally see Nuclear Law Bulletin Kc. 5, 
pages 20-21.) 

2. Three further meetings have been held since Karck 1970: 

(4 In April 1970 the Legal Committee of IMCO met s.xx? set up a 
Working Group, consisting of representatives of some of those cm>tries 
most interested in the problem, together with observers from irterr.zLiox 
organisations such as EI?EA, IAEA and CMI, to consider the alternative 
texts of a short new maritime Convention, which were before the Legal 
Committee. This Working Group was able to agree tentatively on a iext 
of the main Article for such a Convention but time did not penit 51s 
to be discussed within the Legal Committee itself on this occasion. 
This text which did not differ to any great extent from ar, earlie: 5$x5 
prepared by the CW International Sub-Committee providea that any ?erscn 
who might be held liable under an international maritime Conventicr. 
should be exonerated from such liability where an operator of a ?:~clsar 
installation was liable for the same damage under a nuclear Co:~~zii;~. 

(b) At a final meeting of the Cl&I Sub-Committee in Jxne 1970 a 
final and slightly revised text of the new Convention was agreei ‘I:, 
in substitution for that provisionally agreed in hTTrch 1970. 

(cl At a further meeting of the Legal Committee of IS!0 ir. 
October 1970 another text, embodying the same principles mci "lesizx2 :c 
be simpler and clearer than the earlier texts, was discussed. IX "m.5 
agreed to consider this text in greater detail at the next meeti::< -I 
the Legal Committee in April 1971 as some delegations mated a?. ;I,;-‘?- 
tunity to study the question more fully before reaching a 6ecisiz::. 
It appeared that in general there was no very strong s>jectiorr ts t-e 
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idea of dealing with the problem by means of a short new maritime 
Convention although some delegations were doubtful whether the proposed 
solution was necessary or whether the problem was urgent. 

3. Among the matters to be discussed at the next meeting of the 
ENEA Group of Governmental Experts on Third Party Liability in November 
1970, will be the question of the overlapping of the maritime and the 
nuclear Conventions and the Group of Experts will have before them the 
various texts of a new Convention referred to in the previous paragraph. 
It is hoped that these discussions may assist the Governments which will 
be represented at the next meting of the Legal Committee of IMCO and 
bring nearer a final agreement on a satisfactory solution to the problem 
which could be recommended to Governments for the appropriate action. 
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l Austria - United States 

LEkSE FOR SPECIPJ NUCLEAR KATERIAL 

?ursuant to a Cc-operation Agreement betwer. ti-.e Gcver~re~ls 
of the United States and Austria of 22nd July 1959, a Lease agree-e-? 
concerning special nuclear material has been conch-DDE?. between. i;?e 
United States Atomic Energy Commission on the one hand an.d t% h.;s+ria- 
Govemment on the other. 

This Agreement, which entered into force on 2OCk Jazxa_cy 1370, 
Lays down the terms and conditions under which the Austrian Goverrce::t 
as lessee may obtain special nuclear material from the czited Stats5 
Atomic Ehergy Commission, this latter remaining the owwr of the re:?ec- 
tive material. 

l Germuny 

On 25th March 1970 the Federal Republic of Germany ax& f% 
Republic of Liberia signed a "Treaty on the use of Liberia= maters a?9 
ports by the German nuclear-powered ship 'Otto Hahn' "* up to tkis date 
the Treaty has not been published. 
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Korocco and Iran have dispensed with the conclusion of special 
visit agreements. Due to invitations of the respective governments 
conveyed through diplomatic and private channels the 'Otto Hahn' was able 
to enter ports in these countries. In the same way without special 
agreements port entry permits for Mauritania, Senegal, Sierra Leone 
and Togo were obtained for the 'Otto PI&n', 

OEC3 RADIATION PROTECTION NOFXS 

The Annexes to the Radiation Protection Norms which rere 
adopted by a Decision of the OECD on 18th December 1962, were modified 
by the Steering Committee of the European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEX) 
of the OECD on 25th April 1968. l'hese modified Annexes have been pub- 
lished in the German Official Gazette (BGBL.1970, II, No. 20, page 208). 

l Germuny -Netherlands-United Kingdom 

TRIPARTITE INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE FIELD OF THE GAS 
CENTRIFUGE PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ENRICHED URANIUX 

On 4th March 1970 an "Agreement between the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland on collaboration in the development 
and exploitation of the gas centrifuge process for producing enriched 
uranium"* (Tractatenblad 1970, NoJo. 41 = Cmd. 4315) was signed in the 
Dutch town of Almelo. The Agreement was negotiated in the years 1968 
and 1969. Prior to the signature the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the Netherlands had submitted the draft Agreement? in accordance with 
Article 103 of the Euratom l'reaty, to the CornmissIon of the European 
Communities for endorsement. On 13th February 1970 the Commission stated 
its agreement to the draft after the Contracting Parties had given assur- 
antes that the obligations under the Ewatom Treaty were not affected by 
the new Agreement. 

The purposes of the collaboration Agreement are the development 
and economic exploitation of the gas centrifuge process in the field of 
isotope separation and these are to be realized by establishing joint. 
industrial enterprises. A Joint Committee, composed of one representa- 
tive of each of the Contracting Parties, and taking all its decisions by 
unanimous vote, is to supervise the execution of the collaboration as 
stipulated. Disputes between the Parties are to be settled by an 
arbitration procedure. 

* The complete text of this Agreement is reproduced in the Chapter 
"Texts" of the present issue. 
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The three Signatories undertake to promote t!le em::252 
exploitation of the gas centrifuge process exclusivel:: by ':;a~' zr‘ tl:i 
joint industrial enterprises provided for in the agreemelt. p* t z in* 
industrial enterprises on their part are bound to meet all ~rd?rs ~i?.z22 
with them by customers in the territory of the Contracting ?‘ar?Les. 
If existing enrichment capacity does not suffice, new capaci<y has ?: 52 
installed if the respective Contracting Parties agree to ?rsrile all 
ensuing additional costs. As a general principle all researzi: ~2: 
development vrork is done on a joint basis. New programes, fhrefcre, 
first have to be sxboitted to the other Contracting Partis?. 

In addition the agreement includes provisions v:it> regeri <; 
patents, safeguards and protection of classified material ar.2 i?. ;arti- 
c-alar it provides that no information, equipment, source or s~ecia1 
fissionable material, which may be at the disposal of Che Cor~="'i-= ."L_b ._~..~ 
i?arties for the purpose of or as a result of the agrees coiLs~~s~aSi~~ 
shall be passed on to non-nuclear-weapon states to enable tiler. :i rz;- 
factzre nxlnar 7,eaTons. The Contracting Parties also undertake 7: 
ensure that no Keapons-grade uranium will be prod~~ced in +he joi=: 
industrial enterprises. 

As regards the security measures and protection. of clnss~fi~i 
material an "Interim Agreement" /i!ractatenblad 1070, No. 47 = i,I:. Treat: 
Series No. 22 (L97Og was signed to have effect until the date CT zriz;: 
into force of the main Agreement. 

T'ursuant to this Agreement the Contracting larties ka'.-e ss;i:- 
Lished two join t industrial enterprises: the so-called "?rize czrtrac+cr 
organization" with registered seat in the Federal ReFlJblic cf Sexax:;, 
K:nicti is to be responsible for the development and constr:xcficr -1 
centrifuges and enrichment plants, and the so-called "enric!xent 
organization", with registered seat in the United Kingdom, xkic?~ ~iL1 IS 
operating the enrichment plants. Under the Agreement the tic s-^g-nzizi- 
tions arc . . 

to establish and run in accordance mth an InltlaL orcqzxe 
two plants with a capacity of a total of 350 tomes of separafire -l-,_.-- .,--I_ 

P 
er anmun; the plants Kill be situated in Ca enhurst/'kited Kirgkx 
200 tonnes s.w.u./a) and Almelo/Netherlands P 100 tomes s.iV:;;/a); 
it will be left to a Later decision as to where the remainirg 
50 tonnes s.w.u./a will be produced. 

l Pbi&pilres-United-United States 

CO-OPERATICN AGREEKWL' 

Th? Co-operation Agreement on the civil use of ata?ic er.ezg;i 
concluded between the Government of the United States a-2 Cke &ve~z~:~~f 
of the Republic of the Philippines came into force on 19th July 19S 5;: 
a period of thirty years. This Agreement supersedes bila'eral ji.-=:~--.m-.z ---r---g;-+- 
in the same field previously signed by the Republic of the 33Li~~i:::s 
and the Umted States. The present Agreement concerns, ir. rar?i'xlsz, 
supply of radioactive materials and nuclear fuels, uxni~z srziz1:~sr: 
services, leasing of materials and equipment, trwsfer tz z.zE a;;lizz2isz: 
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of safeguards by the International Atomic Energy Agency to the said 
materials and equipment to ensure their utilization for peaceful purposes... 
The Co-operation Agreement also contains provisions relating to the 
exchange of information. 

On 14th October 1970 an Agreement was signed in Paris setting 
up a new International Food Irradiatrion Project. The original Signatories 
were Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, 
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
!l'urkey, United Kingdom and the United States. Other countries are 
expected to participate later. 

This project is the result of consultations and collaboration 
between various international bodies concerned (FAO, WHO, IAEA and ENEA) 
and the Agreement provides for co-operation in an international programme 
of wholesomeness testing of irradiated foods under contracts concluded 
with specialized organisations in Member countries. These contracts 
would be co-ordinated under the direction of a full-time Project Leader 
who will be located at the Host Centre at Karlsruhe in Germany. The 
Project Leader will also engage in a programme of research into the 
methodology of wholesomeness testing. He will be concerned inter alia 
with the dissemination of information resulting from the programme and 
with assisting national and international authorities in their considera- 
tion of the acceptability of irradiated food. 

A Board of Management is set up to supervise the execution of 
the programme and the Signatories will be represented on this Board. 
In addition, there will be a Scientific Programme Committee to advise 
the Board and to give guidance to the Project Leader on the execution of 
the programme. 

LATIN AlvWICA 

TLATELOLCO TREATY 

At the time of writing, instruments of ratification of the 
Tlatelolco Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America 
have been received by Mexico, the depository State, from 17 of the 22 
Signatory countries. 
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Mexico played an active role in the negotiation a::1 ziGi?:< 3' 
the Treaty. Indeed, the negotiations which finally Led f: fl-2 e~~xi!:~: 
ceremony on 14th February 1967, took place in Mexico City Ir3z 11%: x: 1367 
under the Chairmanship of the Mexican Under-Secretary for ?crei,-v~ ,ffziy:. 

The Tlatelolco Treaty - named after the seat of fk.1 :.:exic?z 
Foreign Ministry - is the first International Agreement which- abs-,L~;:elv 
bans nuclear weapons from a vast inhabited area. "Delluclearissfioll" ck 
the South American continent is solely concerned with prohibition 3: 
manufacture and use of all kinds of nuclear weapons bjr the Coztrac?i::, 
Parties, and accordingly does not prevent the use of nuclear ever;=; ~37‘ 
peaceful purposes. The Treaty even authorizes nuclear eqLosi:zz :;r 
peaceful purposes, but does not authorize Contracting States ';o ?a:~- 
facture or acquire nuclear explosive devices otherwise thzq -zAs: i:::?~- 
national supervision. 

The Tlatelolco Treaty contains a system of security c~~~~S~~~1 
intended to prevent any diversion to ldilitary purposes; contcol is 
exercised by the Internat'ional Atomic Energy Agency, on the basis 3: 
bilateral or multilateral agreements to be entered into betrex tke 
countries concerned and the Agency. Mexico was the first S<s?e fc ezter 
into such an Agreement on 6th September 1968, having also been f're first 
to ratify the Treaty on 20th September 1967. 

The Treaty's entry into force is made subject to the f-LfiL?ent 
of somewhat complicated conditions: ratification of the Treaty by all 
the States to which it applies (i.e. all the States of Latin kerica 
situated to the south of latitude 35' North); ratification of 
Protocol No. I by the non-continental States which have de jxn ST 
de facto international responsibilities in regard to the area i? qxection; 
ratification of i'rotocol No. II by States possessing r~~clesr xea;ozs; 
finally, conclusion of agreements regarding the system of control r?Ysrre< 
to above. 

Mexico will also be the seat of the "Agency for Prohi‘ziti;:: si 
Nuclear Weapons in Latin America", the regional control orgaxisa+ioz 
which, acting in parallel with the IAEA inspectorate, will have s?ecizl 
responsibility once the Treaty comes into force, for detecting clerlestins 
introduction of nuclear weapons into the "denuclearised" 31~8; 
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l Gernzany-Netherlands-United Kingdom 

AGREEmT BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF THE NETRERLANDS, THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
OF GERKANY AND THE WITED RINGDOE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHEPN IRELAND 
ON COLLABORATION IN TR? CEVEIOPI.TENT AND EXPLOITATION OF TBE GAS CENTRI- 
FUGE PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ENRICBED URANIUM 

The Kingdom of the Netherlands, 

The Federal Republic of Germany and 

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; 

Regarding as a matter of great importance tl?z supply of enriched 
uranium for purposes other than the mantifacture of nuclear weapons; 

Ccnsidering the rapid growth to be expected in the installation 
of nuclear paver plants in Europe and elsewhere in the near future; 

Considering the importance of developing in Europe a substantial 
capacitg for the enrichment of Lranium in order to meet the demand for 
enriched uranium to fuel such plants; 

Considering the progress made, in their respective comtries, in the 
development of the gas centrifuge method; 

Ccnsidering that &velopment of this method on a co-operative basis 
will strengthen European technological co-operation and that its joint 
industrial exploitation will contribute to European economic integration; 

Declaring their readiness to consider entering into collaboration 
with European or other countries interested in the ptioduction of 
enriched uranium by the gas centrifuge method; 

Declaring furthermore their readiness to integrate their collabora- 
tion into the framework of an enlarged European community; 

Recalling the Interim Agreement on Security Procedures and Classi- 
fice~tion signed in Alma10 on 4th March, 1970, and declaring their 
intention to apply appropriate measuresof security in fulfilment of a 
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common classification policy in relation to the gas centrifuge process; 

Reaffirming that any co-operative arrangements will have to be 
consistent with the policies of the Contracting Parties in relation tc 
the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, to which they attach great 
importance, and with their international obligations in this field, a?5 
that appropriate international safeguards will be applied thereto; 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article I 

0) The Contracting Parties shall collaborate with one another, in 
accotiance with the provisions of this Agreement, with a view to the 
enrichment of uranium by the gas centrifuge process and to the manu- 
facture of gas centrifuges to that end. 

(2) The Ccntracting Parties shall promote the establishment and 
operation of joint industrial enterprises to build plants for the enrich- 
ment of uranium by the gas centrifuge process and to operate such plants 
and otherwise exploit that process on a commercial basis. 

(3) Each of the Ccntracting Parties or commercial entities nominated by 
it shall have the right to participate in the joint industrial enterprise 
referred to in paragraph(2) of this Article on a basis of equality of 
interest with the other Contracting Parties or commercial entities 
nominated by them. 

(4) The Contracting Parties shall promote the integration of their 
resea?xC and development efforts in this field with a view to the con-iuct 
of an integrated programme of research and develo ment 
industrial enterprises referred to in paragraph(2 P 

by the joint 
of this Article in 

order to achieve and maintain a competitive position in relation to ctmr 
sotices of enriched uranium. 

Article II 

(1) In order to provide for effective supervision by the Contracting 
Parties, in acccrdance with the provisions of this Article, of the 
collabcration described in Article I of this Agreement, there shall be 
established a Jbint Committee. 

(2) The Joint Ccmmittee shall be composed of an accredited representative 
of each Contracting Party who may be accompanied by advisers. It shall 
take all its decisions by unanimous vote. Each representative shall 
have one vote. 

(3) The Chairmanship of the Joint Committee shall be held in turn by tKe 
representative of each Contracting Party for a period of one year. 
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(4) The Joint Committee shall adopt its own rules of procedure and 
decide upon the &ministrative arrangements necessary for the execution 
of its responsibilities. The rules of procedure shall make appropriate 
provision fcr the use of the German, English and Netherlands languages. 
The administrative expenses of the Joint Committee shall be borne by the 
Contracting Parties in equal shares. 

(5) The Joint Committee shall: 

(4 consider and decide upon any questions concerning 
provided for in Article VII; 

(b) consider and decide upon questions arising out of 
cation arrangements and security procedures to be observed 
with Article V; 

the safeguards 

the classifi- 
in accordance 

(c) advise the Contracting Parties as to the conditions upon which 
any agreement of the kind referred to in Article M might be concluded; 

Cd) 

(i> 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(:I 

consider and decide upon any proposals for: 

the transfer outside the territories of the Contracting Parties 
of information derived as a result of the collaboration described 
in Article I of this Agreement or of information, rights in 
which have been assigned to the joint industrial enterprises 
pursuant to this Agreement; 

the granting of licences or sub-licences for the use outside the 
territories of the Contractin Parties of any of the information 
referred to in sub-paragraph ?i) of this paragraph or of any 
inventions arising in the course of the collaboration described 
in Article I of this Agreement; 

the export outside the territories of the Ccntracting Parties of 
equipment or materials developed, produced or processed under the 
collaboration described in Article I of this Agreement; 

$pprove t+ i!Mxyents estaP!ishing the joint industrial enter- 
prises ant, in particular, the composition of those enterprises, and 
decide whether any proposal to vary such instruments or composition may 
be proceeded with; 

(f) approve proposals of the joint industrial enterprises for the 
siting of major installations to be created pursuant to the collaboration 
described in Article I of this Agreement; 

(PI make arrangements for the assessment and payment of royalties in 
accordance with paragraphs (3), (4) and (5) of Annex I to this Agreement 
concei.ning Patents and other Industrial Rights; 

(h) approve such research and development programmes as are to be 
financed in whole or in part by joint Government grants of the Contracting 
Parties, and consider any proposals from the joint industrial enterprises 
for varying the proportion of the cost of research and development to be 
borne jointly by the Contracting Parties; 
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(i) decide upon or recommend to the Contracting Parties appropriate 
measures to be taken if technical 01‘ economic developments occur which 
are likely to affect significantly the commercial exploitation of the 
gas centrifuge process by the joint industrial enterprises; 

(j) determine any question concerning the interpretation of this 
Agreement put before it by the joint industrial enterprises in ccnnection 
with the exercise of their functions. 

(6) During the period of construction of an initial total annual capacity 
of 350 tonnes of separative work, the Joint Committee shall also approve 
such clauses of the main contracts to be concluded between the joint 
industrial enterprises as may have major financial implications. 

(7) The Joint Comrcittee may at any time issue to the joint industrial 
enterprises directives pursuant to decisions taken by it under paragraph 
(5) or paragraph (6) of this Article, which directives it shall be the 
duty of the joint industrial enterprises to put into effect. 

Article III 

'&t$~hall engage in 
Subject to the provisions of this Article, no Contracting 

g& 
or promote or assist in sny way, the commercial 

exploitation of the centrifuge process for the enricbaent of 
uranium otherwise than through the collaboration described in Article I 
of this Agreement. 

(b) The joint industrial enterprises shall use their best endeal-i;rs 
to meet all orders for uranium enrichment services placed with them 
by customers in the territory of any of the Contracting Parties, whether 
or not the fulfilment of such orders would involve the installation of 
new enrichment capacity. The joint industrial enterprises stall,houex-er, 
be bound to meet such orders if the Contracting Party concerned or 
entities within its territory agree to provide such portions of the 
extra finance involved as are not forthcoming from the joint industrial 
enterprises and the other Contracting Parties. 

(2) (a) No Contracting Party shall engage in, or promote or assist 
in ang way, any new programme of research on or development of the gas 
centrifuge process with a view to its exploitation for commercial ?urroses, 
unless such programme has been offered for execution by the appropriate 
joint industrial enterprise within the collaboration described in 
Article I of this Agreement and the offer has not been accepted within 
a period of four months. 

(b) !&ere a programme which has been so offered and has not beer, 
accepted is carried out, its results may not be used by the Contracti% 
Party concerned unless they have been offered for use by the appropriate 
joint industrial enterprise within the collaboration described ln A,rtlcle I 
Of this Agreement on fair and reasonable terms and conditicnsan< :ka? 
offer has also not been accepted within a period of four months. 
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(3) The Ccntracting Parties shall inform each other, through the Joint 
Committee, of technical or economic developments which might affect sig- 
nificantly the commercial exploitation of the gas centrifuge process by 
the joint industrial enterprises. 

Article IV 

(1) The Contracting Parties shall apply, in relation to the collabora- 
tion described in Article I of this Agreement, the provisions of Annex I 
to this Agreement, concerning Patents and other Industrial Rights, which 
shall form an integral part of this Agreement. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of this Article and article III 
of this Agreement, no Contracting Party shall, except as may otherwise be 
agreed, make any use of information transferred to it pursuant to this 
Agreement nor communicate such information to any person except for the 
purposes of the collaboration described in Article I of this Agreement. 

Article V 

(1) The Contracting Parties shall apply, in relation to the collabora- 
tion described in Article I of this Agreement, the provisions of Annex II 
to this Agreement, concerning Security Procedures and Classification, 
which shall be an integral part of this Agreement. 

(2) On the date of entry into force of this Agreement the Interim 
Agreement on Security Procedures and Classification signed in Almelo 
on 4th March, 1970, shall cease to have effect, and any information and 
documents transferred subject to its provisions shall be protected as 
if they had been transferred under this Agreement. 

Article VI 

(1) The Contracting Parties jointly and separately undertake to ensure 
that any information, equipment, source or special fissionable material 
which may be at their disposal for the purpose of or as a result of 
the collaboration described in Article I of this Agreement will not be 
used by or to assist, encourage or induce any non-nuclear-weapon State 
to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear 
explosive devices or control over such nuclear weapons or explosive 
devices. For the purposes of this paragraph the expression "non-Nuclear 
-weapon State" means sny State, including any State bound by this 
Agreement, which has not manufactured and exploded a nuclear weapon or 
other nuclear explosive device prior to 1st January 1967. 

(2) The Contracting Parties further undertake to ensure that the 
joint industrial enterprises referred to in Article I of this Agreement 
shall not produce weapons grade uranium for the manufacture of nuclear 
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. 
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Article VII 

(1) For the purpose of verification of compliance with the undertakings 
set forth in ArticleVI of this Agreement., appropriate safeguards proeeL- 
UIY?S) which shall be consistent with the international obligations of 
each Contracting Party, shall be applied. 

(2) Under the rule established by paragraph (1) of this Article, the 
following procedures shall be applied: 

(a) the procedures of the safeguards system established by the 
European Atomic Energy Community (EURA!CCM), and the measures for account- 
ing.for the use of material and equipment established by the Government 
of the United Kingdom, as applicable in the respective territories of the 
Contracting Parties; appropriate consultations and exchanges of visits 
between representatives of the Contracting Parties, and where require5 
of the Commission of the European Comma&ties, shall take Flace in order 
to ensure that such procedures are satisfactory and effective for the 
purposes of this Article; 

(b) the procedures resulting from any additional obligations ic 
relation to safeguards binding upon any of the Contracting PartiFs 
pursuant to an agreement or agreements concluded with the Internatiocal 
Atomic Energy Agency; 

(cl in the case of collaboration with, or export to, States other 
than the Contracting Parties, international procedures as describe,3 ir, 
sub-paragraphs (a) and(b) above, mutatis mutandis. 

(3) The Joint Committee shall make whatever arrangements are necesssrv 
for the implementation of this Article. 

Article VIII 

(I) Any dispute which may arise between the Contracting Parties as to 
the interpretation or application of this Agreement or of any decision 
of the Joint Committee or of any measures or arrangements put ir.to 
effect as a result of any such decision shall be referred to the Joint 
Committee, which shall endeavour to reach a friendly settlement of the 
matter. 

(2) If a dispute is not thus settled, it shall, if possible, be settled 
by the Contracting Parties. 

(3-I If a dispute is not thus settled by the Contracting Parties it shall, 
at the request of any Contracting Party involved, anti unless any ot:-er 
Contracting Party objects on security grounds, be submitted to a-bitration i 
by an Arbitral Commission. 

(4) Such Arbitral Commission shall be constituted ad hoc as follows: 
Each Contracting Party involved shall appoint one member. If,however? 
all three Contracting Parties are involved and one is proceeding against 
the other two, or two against the third, the two in the same interest 
shall appoint one member in common. The two members so appointed 
shall nominate the third member who shall be the chairman. The members 
of the Arbitral Commission other than the chairman shall be appointee 
within two months, and the chaxrman within three months, from the date 
of the request for submission to arbitration. 
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5) If an appointment has not been made within the period specified in 
paragraph(4) of this Article, any Contracting Party involved may invite 
the President of the European Court of Human Rights to make the necessary 
appointment. If the President is a national of any Contracting Party 
involved or if he is otherwise prevented from discharging the said 
function, the Vice-President should make the necessary appointment. If 
the Vice-President is a national of any Contracting Party involved or if 
he too, is prevented from discharging the said function, the Member of 
the Court next in seniority who is not a national of any Contracting 
Party involved should m&e the necessary appointment. 

(6) The Arbitral Commission shall, on the basis of this Agreement am! 
of general international law, reach its decision by a majority of votes. 
The Arbitral Commission shall determine its own procedure. A Contracting 
Party not involved may intervene as a third party in the proceedings. 

(7) There shall be no right of appeal against a decision of the 
Arbitral Commission. In case of a dispute concerning the import or 
scope of such decision it shall be incumbent upon the Arbitral Commission 
to interpret the decision at the request of any Contracting Party. 

Article M 

The Contracting Parties may jointly conclude agreements for colla- 
boration with European or other States, or international organisations. 
Any proposal for the conclusion of an agreement of this kind shall be 
considered by the Jbint Committee. 

Article X 

The obligations of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands under the Treaty establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Community shall not be affected by this Agreement. 

Article XI 

This Agreement shall apply, in respect of the Kingdom of the Nether- 
lands, only to that part of the Kingdom situated in Europe and, in respect 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, only to 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

Article XII _----- 

This Agreement shall be subject to ratification. Instruments of 
ratification shall be deposited with the Government of the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands. The Agreement shall enter into force on the deposit 
with the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands of the third 
instrument of ratification. The Government of the Kingdom of the Nether- 
lands shall inform the other Signatory States of the deposit of each 
instrument of ratification and of the date of entry into force of this 
Agreement. 

Article XIII 

Any Contracting Party or the Joint Committee may at any time 
propose amendments to this Agreement. Any such proposals shall, if 
approved by the Joint Committee be submitted by it for acceptance to 
the Contracting Parties. Any amendment so submitted shall require 
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acceptance in writing by each Contracting Party and shall enter into 
force 30 days after the receipt by the Government of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands of written notification of acceptance from all of the 
Contracting Parties. The Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
shall inform the other Contracting Parties of the date of entry into 
force of any such amendment. 

Article XIV 

In the event of the accession of the United Kingdom to the Treaty 
establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, or to any Treaty 
which might replace it, the Contracting Parties shall review this 
Agreement with a view to making any amendments which may consequentially 
be necessary or desirable. 

Article XV 

After this Agreement has been in force for a period of ten years, 
any Contracting Party may give one year's notice in writing of with- 
drawal from this Agreement. Negotiations shall promptly be held between 
the Contracting Parties to regulate the consequences of such a withZra%al. 

Article XVI 

This Agreement may at any time be terminated by the unanimous consent 
of the Contracting Parties. In this event a Protocol shall be conclude? 
between them to regulate their rights and obligations consequently, 
which shall include provisions for the disposal of assets and liabilities 
arising from their collaboration under this Agreement. 

Article XVII 

In the event of the withdrawal from this Agreement of any Contracting 
Party in accordance with the provisions of Article XV, or of the termina- 
tion of this Agreement under Article XVI, appropriate provision shall 
be made for the continuation, in connection with Articles VI and VI; of 
undertakings and safeguards and, in connection with Article V, of rneas~~es 
for the protection of classified information, documents and equipment. 
Pending the making of such provision, the said Articles V, VI and VII, sz? 
any arrangements made or procedures applied in fulfilment thereof, shall 
continue in force. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto, 
have signed this Agreement. 

DONF, in triplicate at Almelo this 4th day of March 197C, in the 
Netherlands, German and English languages, each text being equally 
authoritative. 
For the Kingdom of the Netherlands: (sd.) J. LUNS 

(sd.) FL J. NELISSEN 
For the Federal Republic of Germany: (sd.) SCHEm 

For the United Kingdom of 
(sa.) LmTSSI~X 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland: sd.) ANTHONY WEXWOOD BENN 
sd.) CRALFONT 
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ANNEX1 

PATEXTS AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL RIGH!& 

(1) For the purposes of this Annex: 

(4 "industrial rights" snail mean all industrial property 
rights, in particular patents, registered designs, petty patents and 
rigkrts in know-how, as well as copyrights; 

b) "pre-existing", in relation to industrial rights, shall mean 
all such rights held or controlled in tae territory of any of the Con- 
tracting Parties or elsewhere at the date of entry into force of this 
Agreement by the following persons or bodies; 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

<cl "the field" shall mean gas centrifuge and associated technology . . 
capable of use in the enrictient of uranium by the gas centriruge process 
and in the construction of gas centrifuge manufacturing and enrichment 
plants. 

in relation to the Kingdom of the Netherlands: 

the Government of the Netherlands, tie Stichting Reactor 
Centrum Nederland and the Ultra-Centrifuge Nederland N.V.; 

in relation to the Federal Republic of Germany: 

the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Gesell- 
schaft fiir Kernverfahrenstechnik m.b.Y., the Gesellschaft fii 
nukleare Verfahrenstechnik m.b.H. and the Uran-Isotopentrenn- 
ungsgesellshaft m.b.H.; 

in relation to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland; 

the Government of the United Kingdom and tne United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority; 

(2) Subject to prior commitments existing at the date of entry into force 
of this Agreement, each Contracting Party shall take all measures within 
its power to ensure that the appropriate joint industrial enterprise is 
granted a free non-exclusive licence to use and exercise the pre-existtig 
industrial rights in the field appertaining to such Contracting Party, and 
the right to grant sub-licences, for the purposes of any activity in the 
field to be performed within the collaboration described in Article I 
of this Agreement. 

(3) A comparative evaluation of the respective effective contributions 
made by the pre-existing industrial rights in the field appertaining to 
each Contra&Mug Party to the first joint centrifuge enrichment plant 
design decided upon by the joint industrial enterprises shall be made, at 
a time to be determined by the Joint Committee, by an Evaluation Group 
composed of one person nominated by each Contracting Party. Having heard 
evidence from the holders of these rights, the Evaluation Group shall 
report its findings to the Joint Committee. 
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(4) In addition to its task under paragraph (3) of this Annex, the 
Evaluation Group shall fix an appropriate percsntage royalty tr be applied. 
to the value of ewichment plant to be COnStNCted uing the design. 
referred to in the said paragraph (7). 

'?ttee shall: 
On the basis of the report of the Evaluation Group, t;le Joint Coma- 

(a) determine a fixed period of time from the final Jecision won 
the design referred to in paragraph (3) of U&s Annex; 

(b) compute the value of enrichment plant firmly committqd in r;hzt 
period for construction; and 

(c) give the necessaq instructions for the payment by t:?s apprq- 
riate joint industrial enterprise to each Contracting Party of its share, 
in accordance with the report of the Evaluation Group, of the ro;ialties 
be. 

(6) All industrial rights arising out of integrated research ull 
development programmer- put into effect by the joint industrial ent+?prises, 
or arising out of similar progrsmmes pursued under the auspices of any of 
tfie Contrac~tiag Parties as parti of the collaboration describea in Article I 
of this Agreement pending the commencement of such integrated prcgrexes, 
shall be assigned to the appropriate joint industrial enterp;^ise. IIowv~r: 
applications for patents for the registration of designs may where xcess- 
ary be made, in the first instance, by the originator of the inv-nfior 
or design, but all rights in such patents or registered designs ~3~~11 5~ 
assigned to the appropriate joint industrial enterprise within six n,gnths 
OF the date of application. 

(7) The joink industrial enterprise concerned shall in relaticn to thf 
industrial rights referred to in paragraph (6) of this Annex arli oth-r 
industrial riV&ts in the field held or controlled by it: 

(a) grant free licences for ~the purposes of any activity in thio 
field to be performed within the collaboration described in Article I 
of this Agreensnt; 

(b) grant licences on reasonable commercial terms to enterorises 
in the territories of the Contracting Parties for purposes other t::ar. ri:e 
enrichment of uranium by the gas wntrifuge process. 

(8) All industrial rights in the field arising out of new rational 
programmes of research and development in the field wit'l a view to 
exploitation for commercial purposes shall be aealt wit2 in accorde~ce 
with paragraph (2) of Article III of this Agreement. 

(9) Esch Contracting Party shall ensure that the appropriate ,iolr,t 
industrial enterprise is notified of all applications for patents c? for 
the registration of designs falling.within the terms ol pa~'ag,raph (!!) of 
this Annex, and that Eull details thereof are provided. Sccb zosiflc-tznr c_i. 
shall be made, whenever possible, within the period allowe;l by irtersa:;ozal 
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convention for the filing of further applications with priority in countries 
other than that of the originator of the invention or design concerned. 
Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph 5 (d) of Article II of this 
Agreement, the appropriate joint industrial enterprise shall have the 
right to protect such inventions or designs at its own expense and in its 
own name, in countries in which the originator thereof fails to do so. 

(IO) No Contracting Party shall attack or contest, or in any way encourage 
or assist any other person to attack or ccntest, the industrial rights 
of tLe other Contracting Parties or of the joint industrial enterprises. 

(11) In granti:?g any licence or sub-licence of industrial rights in the 
field appertaining to them, each Contracting Party and the joint industri- 
al enterprises shall require any resulting licensee or sub-licensee to 
refrain from attacking or contesting the indostrial rights of the Con- 
tracting Parties or of the joint industrial enterprises. 

6 12) !Che Contracting Parties and the joint indilstrial enterprises shall 
andle commercially valuable information arising undar this Agreement 

with appropriate precautions, and shall require all other persons to 
whom the information may be communicated to observe similar precautions. 

(:3) The granting of licences or sub-licences by the joint industrial 
enterprises to use and exercise outside the territories of the Contracting 
Paties the industrial rights referred to in paragraphs (2), (6) and (8) 
of this Annex ox- any other iniTustria1 rights in the field held or ccn- 
trolled by the joint industrjal enterprises shall be regulated in accord- 
ance with sub-paragraph 5(d) of Article II of this Agreement. 
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ANNM II 

SECURITY PROCEDURES AND CLASSIBICATION 

(1) The Contracting Parties shall take all appropriate measures to 
protect any classified matter, that is to say any classified information, 
dcc,uments or equipment, which msy be exchanged in connection with the 
collaboration described in Article I of this Agreement. 

(2) ,The Contracting Parties shall similarly take all appropriate measxes 
to protect any matter which may result from the collaboration described 
in Article I of this Agreement and which has been classified in accorknce 
with a common classification policy as provided for in paragraph (4) of 
this Annex. 

(3) The Contracting Parties shall apply to all such classified matter 
the security measures applicable to their national classified matter af 
a corresponding security grading, but in no case shall the rileasures 
applied be less strict than the principles and minimum standards rn~~t~~allg 
agreed. 

(4) (4 In accordance with sub-paragraph (5) (b) of Article II of this 
Agreement, the Joint Committee shall consider any questions arising out 
of the classification arrangements and security 
to the matter referred to in paragraphs (1) and P 

rccedures 
2) 

t.2 3e applied 
of this Annex. 

(b) Each Contracting Party shall designate an Agency to be res;cns- 
ible for the execution of such arrangements and procedures in its terri- 
tory in accordance with a common classification policy. 

(c) '&here necessary in order to satisfy itself as to the satis?act- 
cry and effective implementation of sub-paragraph (b) of this parawash, 
the Joint Committee may at any time call for such reports from ang of the 
Agencies designated in accordance with that sub-paragraph as it cdeens 
necessary. 

(5) (4 Classified matter falling within t'ae terms of paragraph (1) of 
this Annex shall bear one of the security gradings specified in raspecf 
of the State of origin in paragraph (6) of this Annex. On receipt such 
classified matter shall in addition be marked with the corresponding 
national security grading by the Agency of the receiving State or uwler 
its authority. The receiving State may not lower or Pernave such a 
security grading without the consent. of the State of origin. 

b) Tie Joint Committee shall give directions for the application 
as appropriate of the security gradings specified in paragraph (61, in 
accordance with a common classification policy, to matter which may 
result from the collaboration described in Article I of this Agrlement. 

(6) Corresponding security gradings within the meaning of this Ann?w 
are: 
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In the Kingdom of the Netherlands 

ZEER GEHEIM 
GlTdEIM 
CONFIDENTIEEL or VERTROTUWELIJIc 
DIENSTGEELEIM 

In the Federal Republic of Germany 

STPLENGGEBEIM 
GEEXIM 
VS-VERTRAULICH 
VS-NUR FUR DEN DIENSTGEBRAUCK 

In the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland 

TOP sEcREr 
SECRET 
CONFIDENTIAL 
RSSTRIGTED 

(7) Classified matter shall be transferred from one country to another 
by Diplomatic Bag or by such other secure msans as may be agreed between 
the Agencies of the Contracting Parties concerned. 

(8) (a) No admission of visitors to restricted areas of premises in 
the territories of the Contracting Parties used for the purposes of the 
collaboration described in Article I of this Agreement nor access by 
them to classified matter shall be granted unless they are authorized 
to have access to classified matter of the corresponding security grading 
in their own State, and are accredited by the Agency of that State desig- 
nated in accordance with paragraph (4) of this Annex. 

(b) The accreditation shall be in writing and shall be sent in 
advance to the Agency of the State to be visited. It shall soecify the 
scope and duration of the accreditation and the highest sec&ty grading 
to which access may be had. 

(c) The Agency of the State to be visited shall be notified in 
advance of each visit, and shall be responsible for informing in good time 
the person or persons authorized to grsnt admission to the premises 
concerned. The notification shall indicate the subjects on which the 
visitor may be given access to classified matter. 

(i) If classified matter falling within the terms of paragraph 1 
Annex is lost 01‘ disclosed without authorization in the State 

to which it has been transferred, or if there is reasonable suspicion of 
such unauthoriaed disclosure, the Agency of the State of origin shall 
be informed without delay. 

this(ii) If cl assified matter falling within the terms of paragraph 2 
of Annex is lost or disclosed without authorization, or if there 
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is reasonable suspicion of such unauthorized disclosure, the Joint Commi- 
ttee shall be informed without delay. 

(b) In any case falling within the terms of sub-paragraph (a) of 
this paragraph, the investigation of whether such an occurrence ccnstitu- 
tes an cffence under the applicable laws and regulations, and the prcse- 
cuticn of such an cffence, shall lie entirely within the competence of 
the Contracting Party within whose territory the occurrence took place, in 
acccr~&u%e with its domestic legislation and internal regulations; never- 
theless, an opportunity shall be given to any other Contracting Party to 
lay before the competent authorities of the Contracting Party in question 
any information relevant to the institution of proceedings in respect of 
such an occurrence. The Government of the State of origin or the Joint 
Committee, whichever is appropriate, shall be informed in due course 
whether such proceedings have been instituted or not and of their c'ut- 
come. 

(c) Classified information transferred under the provisions of this 
paragraph shall be entitled to the same degree of protection as any other 
classified information transferred subject to this Agreement, 

l France 

MINISTRY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT 

Decree No. 70.878 of 29th September 1970 concerning the 
Atomic EnerpV Commission* 

The President of the Republic, 

Following the report of the Prime Minister, the Minister cl 
State for National Defence, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, t:l.e bIir.ister 
of Economy and Finance, the Minister of National Education, and the 
Minister for Industrial and Scientific Development, 

Considering the Constitution and, in particular, Section 37 
thereof; 

Considering Order No. 45.2563 of 18th October 1945 setting "p 
an Atomic Energy Commission as well as the amendments thereto; 

Considering the Opinion of the Atomic Energy Committee,of 
10th September 1970; 

The Council of State having stated the case; 

The Council of Ministers having stated the case; 

* Unofficial translation by the Secretariat. 
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Section 1 
Decrees: 

Sub-paragra h (2) et seq. 
6 -/'&b-paragraph (1 17p 

of Section 1 and Sections 3, 4, 
and 8 of the aforementioned Order of 18th October 

1945 are repealed. 

Section 2 

The Atomic hergy Commission undertakes the following tasks, 
in accordance with the directives given by the Government in respect of 
the utilization of atomic energy in the different fields of science, 
industry and national defence: 

It carries cut the necessary scientific and technical research; 

It proposes the appropriate measures to ensure the protection 
of persons and property against the effects of atomic energy and ccn- 
tributes to their implementation; 

It is empowered to carry cut research on, production, storage 
and transport of nuclear source materials either directly or through 
undertakings in which it has a financial interest; 

It may proceed with the transformation of and trade in nuclear 
source material, and in general, with all operations involving such 
activities, either directly or indirectly, it ascertains that the users 
are supplied and, to this effect, proposes the necessary measures; 

As regards energy applications, it cc-ordinates State inter- 
ventions for the study and evolving of developing techniques; when State 
intervention is involved, or at the request of constructors and users, 
it participates in prcgrammes for the improvement of industrial techniques; 

It may, in the various fields falling within its activities, 
construct or participate in the construction and production of devices, 
materials or components thereof; 

It takes or proposes all useful measures to enable France to 
benefit from the development of the nuclear disciplines; 

It follows scientific, technical and economic developments 
abroad in the same field, in order to keep the Government informed, 
particularly for the negotiation of international agreements; 

The Atomic Energy Commission may, within the limits set by the 
Government, extend some of its research and development work to ncn- 
nuclear fields, either for economic purposes, or with a view to partici- 
pating in prcgrammes of general interest. 

Section 3 

The Atomic Energy Commission is managed in accordance with the 
general directives of the Government which are given by the Minister for 
Industrial and Scientific Development, through a Committee which includes: 

The Administrator General Delegate; 

The Secretary General of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs; 

The Secretary General for Energy; 

The Delegate General for Scientific and Technical Research; 
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The Director of the Budget; 

The Director General of the National Scientific Research 
Centre (CNRS); 

A personality designated by the Prime Minister; 

Three personalities designated by the Minister for 
National Defence; 

Five personalities who qualify by their competence in the 
scientific and industrial field, one of whom will carry 
out the duties of High Commissioner as defined in 
Section 5 below. 

The Committee is presided over by the Minister for Industrial 
and Scientific Development, or, in default, by the Administrator General 
Delegate. 

Section 4 

The Atomic Energy Commission is managed by an Administratcr 
General Delegate appointed for a period of five years by Decree of ihe 
Council of Ministers. 

Section 5 

The High Commissioner assumes the task of Scientific and 
Technical Counsellor to the Administrator General Delegate. 

He may refer directly to the Atomic Energy Committee and the 
Ministers concerned in respect of his proposals on the general scientific 
and technical orientation which he favours. 

He advises on any question in the nuclear field concerning 'he 
safety of persons and property which requires a decision by the 
Administrator General Delegate. 

He may be charged with various duties, particularly in the 
educational field. 

He presides over the Scientific Council referred to in Section 6 
below. 

Section 6 

The task of the Scientific Council is to assist the High 
Commissioner in the carrying out of his duties. 

The Council meets at the request of the High Commissioner and 
may express wishes which are transmitted to the Atomic Energy Conmi'tee 
and the Minister for Industrial and Scientific Development. 

The Council consists of not more than fifteen members appcicted 
for a period of three years in view of their competence, by Decree 3f t:-e 
Minister for Industrial and Scientific Development. 

Section 7 

The Administrator General Delegate presents an annual report on 
the activities and management of the Commission to the Minister for 
Industrial and Scientific Development and the Minister of Economy iTL.2 
Finance. 
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Section 8 

A Decree of the Council of State made on the report of the 
Minister for Industrial and Scientific Development and the Minister of 
Economy and Finance sets the conditions of application of the present 
Decree; in particular, it defines the administrative and financial 
operation of the establishment and determines the respective tasks of the 
Administrator General Delegate, the High Commissioner, and the Committee. 

Section 9 

Decree No. 51-i' of 3rd January 1951, Decree No. 56-128L of 
14th December 1956, and Decree No. 68-852 of 25th September 1968 are 
repealed. 

Section 10 

The present Decree may only be amended by Decree of the Council 
of State. 

Section 11 

The Prime Minister, the Minister of State responsible for 
National Defence, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Minister of 
Economy and Finance, the Minister of National Education and the Minister 
for Industrial and Scientific Development, each in his own field, are 
charged with implementing this Decree which shall be published in the 
Official Gazette of the French Republic. 

Done in Paris, on 29th September 1970. 
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THE SIMULTANFXXJS APPLICATION OF THE PARIS AND 

THE VIENNA CONVENTION IN THE DANISH DRAFT ACT 

P.A. Spleth, Judge. Supreme Court. Denmark * 

1. In the supplement to nuclear Law Bulletin No. 1 was published a 
Norwegian draft Act on the Uses of Atomic Energy. In the Supplecert to 
No. 2 of the same Bulletin was published the Swedish Nuclear Liability Act 
of 8th March 1968. At about the same time a Danish Committee fcrvzzBed 
a report to the Danish Government recommending that Denmark ratif:s t5.p 
Paris Convention and the Brussels Supplementary Convention. ,The reT)o-t 
contained a draft Act aiming at that purpose. The draft K3S, :1o::evar, 
not published in the supplement to the Nuclear Law Bulletin. at Car ti-.e, 
as it was expected that a Bill would be brought before the Folketirg zt 
the end of 1968. A comment on the draft was given in the X~~clear Ls-:: 
Bulletin No. 2. 

A new Danish Act has until now not been 
Folketing; but the ENEA Secretariat has 

assed by the 
expresse B the wish fbt 3i.e ,:-a:‘: 

should be published now in the Supplement to the present issue cS $3 
Nuclear Law Bulletin. However, as the Danish Committee has elaborate3 
also a second draft Bill which would enable Denmark to ratify the Yi?l-ls 
Convention as well, only the latter has been set out in the S~~~)ple~ext~ 
In order to allow for easy reference, drafting differewes hekeez it XI 
the draft Bill presupposing only the ratification of the Paris I::'. ~~-~sssLs 
Conventions, are shown in an appropriate manner in the Supplezez::. 
A draft presupposing the ratification of all three Conven?icz? :::;ss r-i?- 
lished in Sweden already in 1966, but that draft has not 'oez: ;r-11E1CyY5~* 
The provisions of the Swedish and the Danish drafts elabsrat$. ~i';i: z vi?:: 
to ratification of the Vienna Convention are in urinciole the 5x3. 
The same may be said of the Norwegian draft published in :1'e s:~;-;Ls::~.zr: ;r 
Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 1, but that draft leaves some r;es::z-.s 71 zl:riz- 
istrative regulations. 

* The ideas expressed and the facts given in this article are :z:izr ~1:s 
sole responsibiLity of the author. 
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On thefollowing pages will be found a report on how the Danish 
draft (published in the Supplement as Draft Bill No. 1) has tried to solve 
the problems arising out of the simultaneous application of the Paris and 
Vienna Conventions. 

Persons Covered 

2. As for persons covered it is assumed that no discrimination can 
be made based on the nationality, domicile or residence of the person 
suffering damage Baris Convention (hereinafter called P, Article 14 
and Vienna Convention (hereinafter called V, Article XIIg. 

(c) 
Even a 

person who is not a national of any Contracting Party will be entitled 
to compensation if the incident and the damage fall under the territorial 
scope of the Conventions. An exception is made under the Supplementary 
Convention ,&ticle 2 (a)(iii)(3u where under certain circumstances only 
nationals of Parties to the Supplementary Convention are entitled to 
supplementary compensation. A corres onding provision is contained in 
the Danish draft Section 35 (l)(d)(iiiP. 

operators 

3. Only operators of installations in the territory of or under the 
authority of a Contracting State may be held liable under the Conventions 
D,Article 1 (a)(vi), V,Article I (l)(c) and (du. This does not exclude 
that similar provisions may be laid down by national legislation of a 
Contracting State governing the liability of operators of non-Contracting 
States for nuclear damage suffered in the territory of that Contracting 
State. The Danish draft has not made use of this possibility in general. 
Only where nuclear substances are carried through Danish territory it 
will be necessary that a person shall obtain a license for the carriage, 
and t 
15 (3 

t such person shall be regarded as an operator liable Bection 
9. This provision does not deal with carriage of nuclear substances 

through Danish territorial seas without entering Danish harbours. 

Territorial Scope 

4. As for the territorial scope of the Conventions, P,Article 2 
excludes damage caused by nuclear incidents occurring in the territory of 
non-Contracting States and damage suffered in such country, but the 
Installation State may provide that such incidents and damage shall be 
included. A contrario it seems to be coneLuded that P shall be applied 
if the incident has taken place & the damage is suffered either in the 
territory of a Contracting Party or on or over the high seas. It has 
not been felt necessary to include an express provision to that effect 
in the Danish draft. 

According to Paragraph 7 of the Expose des Motifs to I', the 
expression "territory of a non-Contracting State" also includes the 
territorial seas of such State. In later years the question has been 
raised whether this expression should also include ships and other means 
of transport registered in a non-Contracting State when they are on the 
high seas. This would mean an extra narrowing of the territorial scope 
of the Convention. Such an assumption has no foundation in the Expose 
des Motifs. It should be founded upon an international principle 
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according to which a ship is to be considered as "a swimming part" :I‘ Y?e 
territory of the State in which it is registered. It is tr~na $5~: 532. 
some purposes ships are dealt with in the same way as the territcr:; := 
the State. According to the Danish Penal Code,Section h,crines cxxiYe6 
(1) in the territory of the Danish State and(2) upon a Danish vessel cxt- 
side the territory of any State are under Danish j-xisdicticc. 3-2; y+-is 
is expressly stated in the Act. It does not emerge from ah irrer;rese- 
tion of the vessel as a swimming part of the territory cf the Nazis? 
state. As for a Convention on civil law like P there seems to be x 
foundation for an interpretation dealing with a ship as a part zf Z‘::t 
territory of the State in which it is registered. It has also bee:_ 
maintained that the Convention should be interpretated in the Ligk;: sf 
the Supplementary Convention. The Supplementary Convention %as, ?.oxever, 
elaborated later than P, and it was foreseen that not all Stiten Parties 
to P will be Parties to the Supplementary Convention. It was, IIr?cr*r, 
obviously the intention to give the Supplementary Convention a narrc~er 
scope than P (see Article 2 of the Supplementary Conventicn). i‘:: t:te 
contrary, the contents of the Supplementary Convention seem to ,-i-.-s -t : ni 
foundation for the assumption that P does not deal with ships ng ;zr? rf 
the territory of the State in which they areregistered. Acc~2r~~~~~ :; 
Article 2 (a)(ii) of that Convention the following cases are ccvcrec: 

(1) damage suffered in the territory of a Confrsctirg 
Party, 

(2) damage suffered on or over the high seas on board 
a ship or aircraft registered in the territory cf 
a Contracting Party, 

(3) damage suffered on or over the high seas by a 
national of a Contracting Party (with an excepti~zrx 
for damage to a ship or aircraft). 

If a ship on the high seas was to be considered ss s s:x:;j-xix 
part of the territory of the State where it is registered it xc-~l tcw 
quite superfluous to mention under No. 2 expressly damage s;fierei cz 
board such a ship. The solution woJ1d follow from No. 1. 

Under No. 3 damage suffered by a national of a Ccntracsizg :-r::; 
is covered even if it is suffered on board a ship not registere,: i!: ? 
State Party to the Supplementary Convention. ShouLrj ttis ?'L.".;if=.i;:_ ;::ly 
deal with cases where the ship is registered in a State ;:-p.i& is 2-r:;. 
to P, but not to the Supplementary Convention? it seems obvic~s T:-ZT 
the intention is to cover any victim who is a national of a S:sff f-r::; 
to the Supplementary Convention quite irrespective of the ns;i;y.Tl:y-.- -2 _- 
the ship. 

The Danish draft contains no special provision coxrr::i::g :i::: 
problem, because the solution seems obvious. If that ~was zoc :i:e zi;5 
use could have been made of the option in P,Article 2,to incLG? s;z1: 
damage, It wcluld be to the detriment of the operator if S~JZL: de-sg+ 
should be excluded from the Convention. He would t!-.en rst be s-EL+ r.. 
restrict his liability for such damage according tc P,ArticLe 7, -:,-ix 
would run the risk of being held liable for an unlimited azc:z: zcc:rZ- 
ing to common la%-. 
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5. Whilst the position, as far as P is concerned, should be quite 
clear, V creates difficulties, because it does not contain any provision 
about the territorial scope of that Convention. It was clear that for 
the States Parties to P the problems of simultaneous application of both 
Conventions would be soluble if a provision corresponding to P,Article 2 
had been included in V. Such a provision was included as Article I A 
in the draft adopted by the Drafting Committee in the following wording: 

"This Convention shall not apply to nuclear incidents 
which occur or to nuclear damage which is suffered 
within the territory of a non-Contracting State, unless 
the law of the Installation State so provides or except 
as provided in Article I B." 

During the discussions in the Plenary Session there was a 
separate vote taken upon the second part of the Article beginning with 
the words: "unless the law.....", and this part was deleted. As a 
result the Article expressly prohibited the extension of the scope of the 
Convention to incidents occurring or damage suffered in the territory of 
a non-Contracting State. Some of the delegates who had been in favour 
of the whole draft of the Article found that in the form arrived at after 
the above mentioned decision of the Plenary Session it would be all too 
restrictive and voted against it, and the result was that the whole 
Article was deleted. 

The problem of how V should be interpreted in this respect was 
dealt with by the Standing Committee in Vienna in April 1964. The 
Committee reached the conclusion that "nuclear damage suffered within the 
territory of Contracting States and on or over the high seas would be 
nuclear damage covered by the Convention even if the nuclear incident 
causing such damage occurred on or over the high seas or within the 
territory of a non-Contracting State. On the other hand, nuclear damage 
suffered within the territory of a non-contracting State would not be 
nuclear damage covered by the Convention even if the incident causing such 
damage occurred within the territory of a Contracting Party or on or over 
the high seas". 

In the record it is said that the conclusions reached by the 
Committee could not be regarded as an interpretation of the Convention 
which would be binding upon the Parties thereto. 

Unfortunately the Committee did not give the grounds for its 
conclusions. Daring all the discussions in Vienna in 1963 it was accepted 
that damage caused by an incident in the territory of a Contracting Party 
or on or over the high seas and suffered in such territory or on or ever 
the high seas should be covered. But there was never in the draft any 
provision under which damage suffered in the territory of a Contracting 
State or on or ever the high seas should be covered, where the incident 
occurred in the territ0r.V of a non-Contractin,z? State. A Canadian prc- 
posal to that effect was expressly rejected~ bee Official Records of the 
Conference, pages 392 and 189 ). So the discussions during the Conference 
give no support to the view that Contracting Parties to V should be bound 
to apply the Convention where a nuclear incident in a non-Contracting 
State causes damage in the territory of a Contracting Party or on the high 
Se.ZiS. As will be recalled, such an obligation is not found in P. 
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As for damaae suffered in the territory of a non-Contractinz 
State the discussions duriTlg the Conference do not seem to nive a sale 
basis for the assumption that Contracting Parties should no? be entitle=1 
to extend the benefits of V to such damage. When Conventions on civil 
law are transformed into national legislation it is not uncommon that t?.e 
provisions given in accordance with the Convention are also made practi- 
cable in cases not covered by the Convention. This is one of the reass?.s 
for the reservations taken under No. 2 to P. A restriction for nuclear 
damage could only be founded on the grounds that the amount which in 51-2 
case of one and the same incident is available to cover damage suffers5 is 
restricted. These grounds have not been found weighty enough by the 
Scandinavian Committees as to exclude an extension of the provisIons giver. 
in national Legislation to cover damage suffered in a State 2arty to V zd 
a State not Party thereto (especially a State Party to P) under ore ax< 
the same maximum amount. 

So, the conclusion is that it is up to the Installation S>ste 
- in all cases where it has jurisdiction over actions for conpensatign - 
to decide whether damage caused by an incident occurring in ttie territor:T 
of a non-Contracting State or suffered in a non-Contracting State shall 
be covered under the provisions of V and the maximum amount established 
according to V just as is the case where P is concerned. If, or, t5e 
contrary, the conclusions of the Standing Committee should be folLo:;c5, 
it would be impossible or very difficult to build up a legislation alLxir,- 
the ratification of both P and V unless it were certain that a re,5xz?i::: 
of the compensation for nuclear damage will never be necessary. 

6. Even if it is accepted that V allows a Contracting Bar::: ;z 
extend the scope of the Convention to damage suffered in a con-Coztrsctirg 
State a difficulty arises from the fact that the Installation Sts:e ?:ill 
not always have jurisdiction over actions for compensation for n-&clear 
damage. In such cases the Installation State will ,mder P,Xrticls 2 ?s 
able to make decisions as to the territorial scope of the Corvenfior hc!: 
will be binding on the other Contracting Parties. As V has co ;rori3;z 
about this question, it must, as far as this Convention is coccer?le,!., b3 
expected that the State whose courts have jurisdiction will r',ecids qi^--- >";A _ 
the territorial application of the provisions of V. If the n-~clesr 
incident has taken place in the territory of a State Party or.ly tz J- 
(hereinafter called V-State), Denmark will not be able to decide t'ra? t!:z 
courts of that State shall deal with claims for compensation fzr ?azage 
suffered in a State only Party to the Paris Convention (her?ixs??tl- 
called P-S%%). If such damage is to be covered Denmark lust sake 
jurisdiction herself in actions for compensation. In this case - ax9 
some others - the simultaneous application of both Conventions lt:iLl 
necessitate the making of provisions about jurisdiction which are zxt 
found expressly in any of the Conventions. 

7. The general provisions about the territorial scope of t:-.e Jsxisk 
draft Act is found in Section 11 (1) which is very similar to tilat :Y 
Section 11 of the Act of 16th May, 1962 which is now in force. Acc;yiiy.; 
to this provision (see draft 1) damage suffered in a State :rl-icpe is :--St =- 
Party to either of the Conventions shall not be compensated by a 32-.is:l 
operator under the provisions of the draft Act, unless it is caused hy z? 
incident which occurred in Denmark. In the last mentioned specia: 
case the draft provides that also damage suffered in a non-Contracting 
State shall be covered. It may be of importance for the operator li.at 
his liability for such damage is under the scope of the Danish 3rovisiox 
and the restrictions of the amount of compensation Laid d0r-m in ti-.e Xzis!: 
Act. As it is foreseen that Denmark will ratify the Supplenentary 
Convention this widening of the scope of the special regime is net likely- 
to cause a reduction of the compensation to other victims. 
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8. Section 11 of the Danish Act of 1962 excludes from the pro- 
visions of the Act damage caused by an incident occurring in a non- 
Contracting State. Similarly, Section 11 of the draft excludes damage 
caused by an incident occurring in a State which is a Party neither to 
P nor v. As has been pointed cut, V does not in the Danish view compel 
a V-State to cover such damage even if it is suffered in a State Party to 
that Convention. As for P,Article 2,the position is quite clear. 
The question does not seem to be of great importance. When a Danish 
operator sends nuclear substances through non-Contracting States, damage 
arising from a nuclear incident is likely to occur in such States, and 
the operator will be compelled to have insurance covering such damage. 
It might mean a considerable burden for him to have also security up to 
the full maximum amount according to the Conventions for the small amount 
of damage which might in such cases be suffered in the territory of 
Contracting Parties. 

9. When nuclear substances are sent by a Danish operator through 
P and V-States a more complicated situation may arise. If a nuclear 
incident occurs in a P-State but gives rise to damage in a V-State, such 
damage is not covered by the Paris Convention unless SC provided by 
Denmark as Installation State according to P,Article 2. In the Danish 
view neither does the Vienna Convention compel Denmark to cover such 
damage under that Convention, because the damage is caused by an incident 
in a State which is not a Party to V. If the incident occurs in a 
V-State and causes damage in a P-State, it must be foreseen that the 
courts of the V-State having jurisdiction will not compensate the damage 
suffered in the P-State under the provisions of V. According to P, 
Article 2, Denmark has no obligation to compensate such damage under that 
Convention. So it seems that in the case of an incident in a P-State 
damage suffered in a V-State could be held to be outside the special 
regime of the conventions, and the same would be the case in respect of 
damage suffered in a P-State, but caused by an incident in a V-State. 
Such a solution does not, however, seem advisable. The operator who has 
taken out insurance to cover his Liability under both Conventions should 
not run the risk of being held liable outside the Convention for damage 
suffered in a P or V-State only because the incident has occurred in a 
State which is not a Party to the a Convention as the State where the 
damage is suffered. So it has been proposed to cover also such damage 
under the special rhgime of the Danish Act. In the case of an incident 
in a V-State causing damage in a P-State this can only be obtained by 
allowing the claims to be brought before Danish courts and SC establishing 
two jurisdictions, one according to V,Article 11 (1) in the V-State for 
damage suffered in V-States or on the high seas and another for damage 
suffered in the P-State. So, in Section 41 (lj(b)(iii) of the Danish 
draft 1 there is a provision according to which actions for such damage 
may be brought before Danish courts. It is foreseen that in this case 
the courts of the V-State could hold the operator liable to pay compensa- 
tion up to the full amount of the liability established according to the 
Convention. The claims brought before Danish courts could therefore 
bring his liability above the amount for which he has had to take cut 
insurance. In order to cover the operator in this case Section 39 of 
draft 1 provides that the compensation for which he has been held liable 
above the amount established in conformity with the draft Act according to 
the provisions of the Conventions shall be paid by the State. In the 
opposite case, where an incident in a P-State causes damage in a V-State, 
it might in accordance with P, Article 2, be directed that the courts of 
the P-State should deal with actions for damage suffered in the V-State. 
It has, however, been found preferable to deal with this problem in the same 
way as the problem mentioned above, 

ii? 

d SC it is proposed t 
over jurisdiction also in this case ection 41 (l)(b)(iii z ~~~~22~ns 
of Section 39 will also apply. As ection 11 has been drafted it has not 
been necessary to make any special provision stating that the cases men- 
tioned are covered by the draft Act. 
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10. A special problem arises where the two Conventions lead ts 
different jurisdiction. That will e.g. be the case where a nuclear 

artly in a P-State and partly in a V-State. 
$p~~~L$~Z$?i', . 

P, Article 
~111 lead to jurisdiction in the P-State, whilst 7, 

1 and 3 (a) will lead to jurisdiction in the V-State. 
Nothing c& be done about this, but Section 39 of the Danish draft 1 will 
apply, if the operator is held liable for an amount greater than that 
established for his liability. 

If an incident occurs partly in a V-State and partly on the 
high seas, and the nuclear installation whose operator is liable, is 
situated in Denmark, V will lead to jurisdiction in the V-State for d,aaa<e 
suffered in that State, other V-States or on the high seas. Darage 
suffered in P-States will not be covered under this jurisdiction. Or the 
other hand, P will lead to jurisdiction in Denmark for danage suffered in 
a P-State or on the high seas. A similar situation will arise where t>e 
incident occurs partly in a P-State, partly on the high seas. It ?las 
consequently been found necessary to have a special provision abo-dt 
jurisdiction in Denmark in these very rare cases, Section 41 (b)(iv). 
In these cases, too, the double jurisdiction may lead to the resrrlt that 
the operator is held liable for a greater amount than provided accordin< 
to the Conventions. A State intervention in favour of tke operator :-.a~ 
therefore also been foreseen in these cases in section 39 of the Craft. 

Rights of Subrogation 

11. Another difficulty arises from the fact that P, Article 6 (d), 
provides for a right of subrogation against the operator liable in t?.e 
rights of the victim for x person who has paid compensation to the 
victim for nuclear damage under an international agreement or under The 
legislation of a non-Contractina State. whilst V. Article IX. 2 (a). onlv 
provides for such right in favo& of a-national of a Contracting F'ar$y tb 
V. It is a consequence of the ratification of P that a right of s~xbro+- 
tion must be upheid irrespective of the nationality of the person TAX ?as 
paid compensation. A provision to that effect is contained in 
Section 23 (l), first half, of the Danish draft. 

It seems very doubtful whether there is a real conflic-: bet-xe?_ 
P and V in this respect. If the right of subrogation does not necessi- 
tate a reduction of the compensation due under V no difficulty should arise. 
But even if so it seems very doubtful that V should be interpreted as 
excluding the right of subrogation. In Danish law it has for a lcn,- tize 
been assumed that a person paying compensation under conditions similar to 
those mentioned in the Conventions has a right to be subrogated in Z:e 
claim which the person compensated had against the person liable, q;ite 
irrespective of his nationality. It is not easy to be seen tt_at C?e 
ratification of V should deprive such person of a right of subrosati;n 
which he would have had under common law. Moreover, other victims caxmt 
justly complain. If the victim had made his claim directly against t;l?e 
operator liable, the operator would have had to pay, and he would i-z:-e ::ai 
no right of recourse against the person who was liable under the c~zriitic::.? 
mentioned in V, Article IX, 2 (a). Why should the other victims ‘se 3etter 
off, when the victim has preferred to make his claim against anotixr ?~zs;n 
than the operator, and why should the operator and insurer grafit frzz tl:is 
fact? 
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In order to assure that the rights of subrogation against Danish 
operators may always be brought before a competent court, Section 41 (l)(b)(v) 
provides that where the incident occtirs in a V-State and the claim is made 
by a person who is not a national of such State, jurisdiction over 
such claims shall lie with Danish courts. If the incident occurs in a 
P-State, the court of that State will have jurisdiction also over such 
claims according to P, Article 13. 

In the very rare cases where Danish courts have jurisdiction over 
claims for nuclear damage against operators of a V-State it has been found 
preferable to restrict the possibility of enforcing claims of subrogation 
to nationals of V-States, see Section 23 (1), second half of draft 1. 

12. Article 6 (e) contains a special provisidn in favour of any 
person who has his principal place of business in the territory of a 
Contracting Party OTI who is a servant of such a person, and who has paid 
compensation for nuclear damage caused by an incident occurring in a 
non-Contracting State or suffered in such State. Such person shall have 
the same right against the operator as mentioned above. V contains no 
similar provision. It has been necessary, in accordance with P, to 
include a provision concerning this case in the Danish draft 1, Section 
23 (2). It is not likely to happen that the exercise of the rights pro- 
vided for in this subsection would justifiably give rise to complaint from 
the Parties to V, especially if it is presumed that V does not deal with 
any nuclear incident occurring in a State which is not a Party to that 
Convention. In the very rare cases where a reduction of the compensation 
to victims who are nationals of a V-State might be necessary solely due to 
the rights provided for in this subsection, it seems that the Danish State 
will have to pay the amount lacking. 

Transport 

13. Finally, a major problem arises concerning the carriage of 
nuclear substances. !Che provisions of the two Conventions are almost 
similarly drafted, but their contents are not the same, because the term 
"operator" in P means the operator of a nuclear installation operated 
under the authority of a P-State, whilst under V it means the operator of 
a nuclear installation operated under the authority of a V-State. Moreover 
a non-Contracti 
in V it means a 9 

State in P means a State which is not Party to P, whilst 
tate not Party to V. 

The conflict arises, because the Conventions do not leave it open 
to the operators to assume liability for nuclear substances in the course 
of carriage, if the substances are sent to or from a State not Party to the 
Convention. In such cases the operator of the installation in the Con- 
tracting State must be liable. If the substances are sent from an 
operator in a State which is a Party to both Conventions to an operator in 
a State which is only a Party to one of them, it will be in conformity with 
both Conventions, if the operator first mentioned assumes liability for the 
substances during the carriage. But he cannot leave the liability to an 
operator in a P-State without coming in conflict with V, Article II (b)(iv), 
and he cannot leave the liability to an operator in a V-State without coming 
into conflict with P, Article 4 (a)(iv). When nuclear substances are sent 
to him from an operator in a State which is a Party only to one of the 
Conventions the position will be the same. Possible conflicts will only 
be avoided if he assumes liability for the substances during their carriage. 
This solution, however, has some inconveniences. The taking over of the 
liability may be of some consequence for the Installation State in respect 
of its obligations according to the Supplementary Convention. Moreover, 
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the likelihood of practical conflicts will be different taking into 
account the means of transport and the route of the transport. So, it 
has not been provided in the Danish draft that Danish operators shall in 
all events take over liability for carriage of nuclear substances to or 
from States which are Parties to one Convention only, but it has bee:: 
left to the Minister to direct in what cases and under what conditions 
Danish operators shall or ma make agreements about the liability 6.x-i?-< 
carriage of the substances P draft 1, Section 14 (5u. 

14. A conflict may also arise , when nuclear substances are sent 
from or to a State which is a Party to both Conventions to or frsg a 
State which is a Party to only one of them, and a nuclear incident OCC~W-S, 
whilst the nuclear substances are in Danish territory. In such cases 
Danish courts will have jurisdiction and will have to decide which 
operator shall be liable. If the contract between the operators esta- 
blishes liability contrary to one of the Conventions, the problen will 
be, whether Danish courts shall only take account of the provisicns of 
the contract or shall settle the matter in conformity with the Convention. 
This very rare problem has been left open by the Danish draft. 

15. Where nuclear substances are carried from an installation in a 
P-State to an installation in a V-State or vice versa the operators cf 
both installations will be liable according to rules of both Conventions. 
!l'his is expressly stated in draft 1, Section 14 (3). 

Supplementar?r Convention 

As for the questions raised by the Supplementary Cocventior. 
iz, draft has accepted the system mentioned in Article 3 (c)(ii) of +:'zt 
Convention. So the maximum liability of the operator is not raised zbcve 
the amount established according to P, and accordingly V, Article XIII, 
should not give rise to any concern in this context. 

17. Some other inconsistencies between the Conventions are of ~incr 
interest and have not been mentioned here. It has not been doened 
possible to overcome the problems arising out of the simultaneous ap~lica- 
tion of the two Conventions by transforming their texts, as they stand, 
into national legislation. In the view of the Scandinavian countries 
it has been found necessary to work out new legal texts on the Sasis ;I 
the Conventions. 
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ATOMIC ENERGY LAW FROM 1967 TO 1969 

- Sl!A!l!US AND PRCSPECTUS - 

B. Fischerhof 

Professor, University of Frankfurt/Main * 

It appeared interesting to publish in the Nuclear Law 
Bulletin a translation of some of the most notable 
extracts from an article written by Professor Fischerhof 
of the University of Frankfurt/Main on the development 
of nuclear law during the past three years. This 
article was published in German in the January 1970 issue 
of the periodical "Atomwirtschaft" which kindly authorized 
publication of this translation. 

IN!CERNA!l'IONAL LAW 

A great deal of time is required for international regulations 
to mature. Each day that passes provides evidence of this. Hence the 
following achievement can be considered a success to be credited to 
joint international effort and co-ordination of legislation. The Paris 
Convention on third party liability in the field of nuclear energy, 
drafted under the auspices of the OECD European Nuclear Energy Agency 
cm), came into force on 1st April 1968 after its fifth ratification 
by a Signatory country, namely Sweden (coming after Belgium, France, 
the United Kingdom and Spain). 

Turkey's instrument of ratification of the 1964 Supplementary 
Protocol was deposited on 5th April 1968, so that the Convention, in its 
1964 version, is now in force in six European countries**. However, this 
agreement will become truly meaningful only if it is ratified by the 
other Signatory and neighbouring European countries. In the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the Government authorities initially made prepara- 
tions for ratification, but subsequently this was adjourned, so that it 
has not yet been decided whether the legislature will adopt the theory 
of "legal chanelling" (sole liabil't i y of the operator of a nuclear 
installation) or whether on the contrary it will make use of the reserva- 
tion which would enable it to maintain "economic chanelling", via the 
insurance cover obtained by the operator of the installation under the 
Atomic Act now in force. 

* The ideas expressed and the facts given in this article are under 
the sole responsibility of the author. 

** Since this article was written Greece has in turn deposited its 
instruments of ratification. 
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On the other hand, the Brussels Supplementary Convention, +ricl- 
made provision for international agreement on compensation for nuclear 
damage, has still not come into effect. But it must be added thaf sir.ce 
it was drafted no nuclear incident causing damage to third parties l-.as 
occurred in nuclear installations. What will be the fate of the 7ienr.a 
Convention on civil liability for nuclear damage, prepared by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Brussels Conventi;: on 
the liability of operators of nuclear ships, remains a matter for 
conjecture. 

The Monaco Symposium organised jointly by the IAEA and EIX.4 ir, 
October 1968 was concerned with problems arising from third ?arty liabilif; 
and insurance in the field of maritime carriage of nuclear substances, cf 
which the most important is that resulting from the conflict betxeen 
nuclear and maritime law, p articularly in regard to insurance. Ele 
Symposium also discussed the problem of the applicability on the hi,-:? 
seas of the Paris Convention on third party liability in the fielti of 
nuclear energy. Nuclear ships and disposal of radioactive hastes xer~ 
not dealt with during this meeting. 

The operation entitled "radioactive waste disposal into the 
Atlantic Ocean", which was carried out in 1967 by ENEA and in v~hic? t!:e 
United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium end France to3k car:, 
is deserving of mention. Liability for damage was shared betwen ?:Ce 
participating countries and third party liability during carriage :r,-z Ic 
covered by insurance. This operation was repeated in 1969. Fcllc:'i::g 
earlier preparatory work by the IAEA, Germany proposed a "mini-al" 
International Convention providing for absolute prohibition againss 
dumping certain types of highly radioactive substances in ywatar and 
against dumping less radioactive substances at depths of less :han 
2,000 metres. In addition such dumping would be restricted ';c certai:? 
specified sea areas. Prohibited zones would be defined zuxi Ceclareiizc 
and recording of operations would be obligatory. 

NUCLEAR LEGISLATION 

In this field, the main feature has been the constant ,-rc?:t? 2f 
existing atomic law, through an effort to adapt it to technical exrx.ic 
and operational requirements, and also by introducing re,-laticrs ir 
certain countries where none existed. 

European Countries 

Sweden has passed a new Act on third party liability i:: r>? 
field of nuclear energy (8th March 1968). On the other hand, ir IT:z-ay, 
the Atomic Energy Bill had still not become law. In 1968 a cc-2;:il fsr 
Nuclear Ship Propulsion was set up in Norway. 
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In the United Kingdom, the Nuclear Installations Act of 1965 was 
finally brought into line with the Paris Convention on nuclear third party 
liability by means of an Act dated L6th May 1969. In 1968, new ionizing 
radiation regulations were brought into force for unsealed radioactive 
substances, and in 1969, for sealed sources, in accordance with the 
recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection 
(IGRP). 

By Royal Decree of 11th September 1968, the Netherlands extended 
the third party liability provided for under the Act on Nuclear Third 
Party Liability of 1965 to damage caused in adjoining States, namely 
Belgium, Luxembourg and Germany. (Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands 
have not so far ratified the Paris Convention on third party liability in 
the field of nuclear energy.) The provisions of the above Decree were 
incorporated into the Act in 1969. Also in 1969, the Long awaited 
implementing orders under the Netherlands Atomic Energy Act of 1963 were 
published. 

In Luxembourg, a Decree on radiation protection was issued on 
8th February 1967, pursuant to the Act on Radiation Protection (1963). 
The scope of this Decree is extremely wide. 

In Switzerland, work has begun on revision of the Atomic Act and 
of the Order concerning radiation protection. Detailed measures were 
adopted in this field in the form of an Order on radiation protection in 
research institutes (12th September 1969) and a Decree on radiation 
protection standards for radioluminous timepieces (18th April 1968) 0 

In Austria, a Bill on radiation protection which had been under 
discussion in Parliament for some years became law on 11th June 1969. 
A new Bill on electricity development provides tax advantages for the 
first Austrian atomic power station now being planned. 

In Italy, Bills for reorganising the "Comitato Nazionale per 
1'Energia Nucleare" (CNEN) have been introduced on more than one occasion 
(1967 and 1968). One of these bills provides for transformation of the 
CNEN into an independent national undertaking which would operate not 
only in the field of research and development but also in the industrial 
field (with staff Commission participation)*. 

In Spain, in implementation of the Atomic Act of 1964, a 
"Reglamento sobre la Cobertura de Riesgos Nucleares" is contairzed in a 
Decree dated 22nd July 1967 which covers third party insurance and State 
intervention in accordance with the Paris Convention. 

In Portugal, new organisations have been set up under the 
"Junta de Energia Nuclear 'I for the purpose of developing studies and 
projects: in particular, a Directorate-General for nuclear fuels and 
industrial reactors, and also companies formed under private law for 
mining uranium and for building and operating nuclear power stations. 
By a Decree-Law dated 24th November 1969 the powers and duties of the 
State have been re-defined. 

* On 27th October 1969 there was set up in Rome an Italian centre for 
the study of legislation concerning nuclear energy (CISDEN). 
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In Greece, under the 1968 Act, the respective powers ad ,d.ities 
of the Greek Atomic Energy Commission and the Greek Government in t!le 
field of atomic energy have been the subject of fresh regulation. 

Turkey issued in 1967 an Ordinance on radiation protection. 
France, at the same time as it published the Paris Convention on 
Llth February 1969, brought into force the Act on liability in the iieli 
of nuclear energy of 30th October 1968 containing supplementary ?r~risiczs, 
e.g. a basic rule in regard to legal presumptions as to Liability i?. t?e 
case of damage caused by radiation. Radiation protection regJLatio?s 
are contained in a Decree dated 15th March 1967 concerning in partiwlar 
radiation emitted by low-activity sources or by particle accelerators 
rated at less than 300 XeV. A Decree of 10th November 19&V xkinc it 
necessary for foreign nuclear ships to obtain prior approval has also 
been published. (Liability in respect of French nuclear s?Aps is aLre@ 
dealt with by the Act of 12th November 1965.) 

Federal Republic of Germany 

It is impossible to give here a complete picture of tlhe deveLz,- 
ment of legislation in Germany. After Bills had been prepared on i.:.:o 
occasions, first in 1967 and again in a modified version in 1968, f-r tk 
purpose of ratifying the Paris Convention and adapting the Atomic Act 
accordingly, major amendment of the Atomic Act was postponed by reaszr cl 
the fact that the Signatories to the Paris Convention had not reached 
agreement on the problem of excluding small quantities of n;icLear %b- 
stances. Accordingly, minor amendments were announced on 28th August 
1969 for harmonizing the provisions regarding transport hazards xit? %e 
principles of the Paris Convention, and bringing plants for the process- 
ing of nuclear fuels (in particular those concerned with fabricatior 35 
fuel elements) under the same regime as reactors and other TlcLesr 
installations. These amendments also call for others concerning i;?e 
Ordinance on nuclear installations and the provision of financial cc\-:r, 
for which, however, no draft has yet been prepared. The LiabiLi'-- Y*, 31 
the Bund in regard to compensation has been extended to ir.cLrtde t?zse 
installations to be authorized before 31st December 1980 (previo-sly 1973) 
and which have commenced operating before that date. In addition, tile 
approval procedure for atomic installations has been partly awndeE 5:~ 
the introduction of a power to grant site authorization. The Licnnsinz 
procedure, which is extremely Lengthy, is to be progressively si-.?Liiie? 
and speeded up henceforward through use of standard forms of autlxrizstion. 

Other minor amendments have been made to the Atomic Act :+ez 
reforming the Penal Code and the Act on Administrative Offences, together 
with the Act of 22nd July 1969 on adoption of the 0x3 radiation grctsc- 
tion standards for radioluminous timepieces. As regards Le~;;;at;ts;n 
radiation protection, note should be taken of a new V~L‘S~CIR 
1967) of the Ordinance on the authorization of medicaments subjected ta 
ionizing radiations or containing radioactive substances; this nev: 
version authorizes sterilization of certain medicaments by exposure to 
ionizing radiations, in particular surgical supplies for sutures a?$ 
bandages, and facilitates the supply of radioactive preparations to 
members of the medical profession. The Ordinance of 1959 on ez~os-ze 
of foodstuffs to radiation already prohibited the treatment of wine by 
ionizing radiations, and the Act of 16th July 1969 on wine-making curtains 
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a formal prohibition of this practice. Importation of foodstuffs and 
wines thus treated is also prohibited, but as yet no practical method has 
been found for detecting such exposure to radiation, except as regards 
containers which may have become contaminated. The publication has also 
been announced of an Ordinance on drinking water (drafted in 1967) and a 
new Ordinance on X-rays (drafted in 1969). For reasons of constitutional 
law, the Ordinance on costs will take the form of an Act. 

Under the Act of 15th August 1967, the application of provisions 
of a penal nature and of those relating to protection, but not the 
provisions concerning Liability, contained in the Act on water utilization 
have been extended to cover territorial waters in order to meet the ever- 
growing need for the protection of water. The problem of thermal pollu- 
tion! i.e. heating of water courses due to the presence of atomic power 
statlons, has attracted the attention of the competent authorities in 
Germany as elsewhere, and German and Swiss projects affecting the upper 
reaches of the Rhine have led to contacts between the two countries but 
not yet to any institutionalised co-operation. 

viewed in general terms, it can be seen that legislation in 
Germany has required a great deal of time, due partly to the cumbersome 
legislative procedure. 

United States 

In the United States as well, atomic legislation nowadays requires 
considerable time. It should be remembered in this connection that it is 
a country in which a great number of suggestions and ideas are put forward. 
Moreover a great deal of minor legislation is contained in the Regulations 
of the Atomic Energy Commission which, however, cannot come into force 
before hearings have been held or the time-limit for objections has expired. 
Both technological progress and protection problems provide a constant 
stimulus. In 1968 the "Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act" 
(Public Law 90,206) was enacted, and implementing measures under this Act 
are due to be brought into effect by 1st January 1970. These will lay 
down standards for protecting the population and workers against equip- 
ment emitting radiations, from particle accelerators to television sets. 

The problem of exposure of foodstuffs to ionizing radiations 
remains a controversial one. !l!he Food and Drug Administration authorized 
flour contained in paper bags and intended for consumption by the Army to 
be exposed to such radiations, but has forbidden further distribution on 
a trial basis of hams preserved by means of gamma-rays (Canada, the Soviet 
Union, and under an Ordinance of 13th July 1967, Israel, have also to 
some extent authorised the 

T 
reserving 

but subject to restrictions 
of foodst-uffs by ionizing radiations, 

. 

Ihe ?ilinistry of Labour in 1967 laid down new values for the 
maximum permissible closes ("working level months": WLM) in uranium mines. 

Bills amending the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 provide for a 
strengthening of the general provisions and for giving the AEC power to 
inflict administrative penalities under regulations. Amendments to the 
1954 Act are also concerned with new regulations on the "practical value" 
of a reactor for industrial and commercial purposes, under the Licensing 
procedure contained in Section 103. This procedure takes into account 
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the provisions of anti-trust legislation in connection with the approval 
of atomic power stations, by linking such approval procedure with the 
necessary authorizations in connection with the use of water as a c331at 
and other conditions imposed for water protection (1969 Act, 1Tc?i York 
State) and protection of the environment. 

Other amending Bills are concerned with the extensios 3: the 
Price Anderson Amendment to cover for hazards connected with trar.srrt 'cf 
nuclear substances on the high seas, unifying transport reglaficns, 
conversion of uranium enrichment plants into private undertakings ac"I, 
from the viewpoint of the non-proliferation Treaty, regulations zn tile 
conditions in which the AEC may be authorized to offer its sercices 
abroad as well, in connection with nuclear explosions for peacel‘T;l ~lses, 

Among the AEC Regulations, the most notewortkg sre tkica Isr b_ 
facilitating reactor building (licensing for foundation work preceding 
the agreement for the reactor itself; site licensing): see the Z'e<sral 
Register of 19th February 1969, page 2357. Certain States have en*ere'. 
into agreements with the AM: regarding the sharing of j~xis3icticn iz ?Ilt 
field of atomic energy and seventeen States have set up a "Southerc 
Interstate Nuclear Board". 

As regards international co-operation, the Act sigzei ‘Z-T ?::e 
President on 14th December 1967 amending the Euratom Co-operatic; AC:, 
whereby the maximum quantities of enriched uranium and pL:ltor.i:m -:kiz!: 
the AM: is authorized to deliver to Euratom were increased, is oi great 
importance. The Euratom Co-operation Act is one of the main fcx:?da:ic::s 
for the supply of enriched uranium and plutonium to the ccuntri%- 31 :i_z 
European Communities. 

Other Non-European Countries 

Nuclear law and radiation protection legislation 1?ave also 
progressed in other countries, but only the general Lines can be giver 
here. However, mention must be made of the Atomic tiergy AC? c? 13;; 
of the South African Republic, which re-enacts in an amended iorr ~1:s 
Act of 1948 and also partially amends the Atomic Energy ar,d Xuclear 
Installations (Licensing and Security) Amendment Act of 1965, 
A Proclamation of 4th October 1968 contains new regulations re~~r~i~~z 
the handling of radionuclides, including provisions concernin,- rzEia?r;n 
protection. However, no obligation to provide third party cover is 
imposed. 

Australia has laid down provisional regulations f?r ?I:$ carriag-t 
by sea of radioactive substances. 

In Japan, an Act of 1967 extended the powers and duties ci t?z 
Nuclear Fuel Corporation and changed its name to the Power Reactor and 
Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation. 

In addition, many countries have adopted administrative 
measures to promote the development of nuclear energy. 
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INSURANCE 

Nuclear insurance has in general developed smoothly. This is 
particularly true of insurance of nuclear installations, (third party and 
property insurance). For this type of cover, insurance pools have been 
formed in many countries and, latterly, increasing use has been made of 
re-insurance. Much remains to be done in the field of unified nuclear 
law, and no final solution has yet been found to the problems surrounding 
nuclear marine insurance, in spite of the recommendations put forward as 
a result of the Monaco Symposium (1968). 

In Germany, the postponement of ratification of the Paris 
Convention on third party liability had the effect of slowing down 
development of insurance law. The general conditions governing third 
party liability insurance of nuclear installations have not been given 
their final form; however, in practice, business has been transacted 
with the agreement of the Insurance Supervisory Committee and the Atomic 
Energy Authorities using a standard form worked out by the Insurance 
Administration, so that delay in ratification has not had a negative 
effect from the viewpoint of insurance administration. Should ratifica- 
tion take place, both insurers and operators would support maintenance of 
"economic channelling" of liability. Since 1st January 1967, the 
German pool, "Deutsche Kernreaktor - Versicherungs Gemeinschaft" (DKVG), 
can give cover for power reactors only under reinsursnce contracts. 
Third party insurance for the nuclear ship "Otto Hahn" gave fresh impetus 
to the insurance of nuclear installations. 

Plans for large nuclear power stations (from 600 to 1,100 MWW) 
involve new problems for insurers as they represent an insurance risk of 
at least 400 million DM. This will necessitate considerable reinsurance 
with foreign pools. The question of financial capacity also determines 
how the hazard to be covered by the pool is defined. The possibility 
of having recourse to foreign markets enables insurers to spread the risk 
to better advantage. The DKVG has taken a larger share than before in 
the American Nuclear Insurance Pool and intends in the future to under- 
take further underwriting so that this market may also be opened to 
European reinsurers. The right to set up a tax-free reserve for the 
insurance of nuclear installations, which had been authorized for five 
years, was extended until 1972 inclusively. Within the OEXD, agreement 
has not yet been reached on implementation of the Council Recommendation 
of 1962 concerning "technical reserves". Conventional-type damage and 
nuclear damage have occurred in a great number of atomic installations 
throughout the world. On the other hand there is no known case of 
third party Liability in respect of damage occurring in nuclear installa- 
tions and there have been very few cases caused by the use of isotopes. 

At the time of the incident caused by a reactor in an experi- 
mental power station (7.5 MWe) at Lucens in Switzerland, there was no 
insurance cover for damage to property but only third party insurance. 
Final assessment of the damage is not yet completed (up till now no third 
party claim has been reported). 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

Legal proceedings in the field of atomic energy f0~7? a c?x;ter 
apart, which we can only deal with briefly here. GeneralLy ':eekiir.z~, 
public confidence in the safety of reactors seems to have been VXJZ. 
In Germany, which is acknowledged to be the country offering :lze xidesr 
scope for legal action in regard to nuclear energy (the 1969 azoxi-ents 
to the Atomic Act have made a slight attempt at restricting s,~ci- acricns), 
a few people who were opposed in principle to the use of nuclear energy 
for peaceful purposes have instituted proceedings in the adninislreti?? 
courts against authorizations granted for nuclear reactors by ?:he s:z:ic 
energy authorities; the Federal Administrative Court has had to deil 
with one such case, and in another an appeal is still pending. All sic:- 
complaints, as also applications for an injunction to stop buildin,-, ::sve 
so far been dismissed by the courts as groundless. In Austria end 
Switzerland as well, people opposed to the very principle of the use of 
nuclear energy have made their voices heard. 

In the United States, among other countries, the legality ST 
permission granted to build an atomic power station on the East coast ::a~ 
impugned because this power station was within reach of missile lax:c?-ixg 
sites in Cuba and thus constituted a danger for the populaticn. 
The Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia (a Federal 
Court) held on 6th August 1968 that the authorities responsible Scr 
Licensing an Atomic Power Station were not bound to take into ccnsidors- 
tion the possibility of any future enemy action. In its decision t1'e 
Court stated that in considering what conditions to impose, no accclu_: 
should be taken of enemy action: the AL37 was convinced that the in:ra- 
duction of such an obligation would completely stifle the peace%l -ise 2;‘ 
atomic energy in the United States. Such a view does not see? tc ‘on- 
flict with the objectives defined in the Atomic Energy Act by Ccrg-ress 
and would not seem to exceed the scope of the powers confer-r& c11 7% 
AM: by Congress in order to achieve them. The Court went cz: tc stare 
that the law only required an applicant to take precautions fc? tte 
safety of a nuclear installation in connection with his over. resPocsL- 
bility. To take measures relating to defence against eneny acrizr ..--.-I i .,- .L_.. 
indeed be impossible for industry, but might well be the rilitzr:: i-i;:; :I' 
the State, acting in the general interest. 

There have been a few cases of criminal proceedings iz ~ss>ec: 
of infringements of the provisions concerning radiation prctectizz. 
In 1969 a Belgian Court sentenced the engineer who was res~czsiBLz Zzr 
supervising work at the Belgian Centre for the Study of XucLear E::erc:; 
at Mol in Belgium to a fine of 2,000 Belgian Francs, suspexled ?;z r-se 
years, or to one month's imprisonment in default - an apparztly Ii<?..t 
sentence - because he had failed to observe the safety rules, tks 
causing personal injury (involving amputation of a leg) to one c;‘ :i:e 
staff. In Germany the senior staff of a materials testir.; l::stL?;~-z 
were acquitted after a chief technician had received a heat:; Zzse cc 
radiation. 

In the field of Social Security, a number of ilisx:e~ :2:-.-s 
arisen, including two in France. Mrs. Majoni, a member 02 t'-.e ~7~:: ,f 
the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) made a furt‘ner ettzqt TC :?zrs 
her pension increased on the grounds of negligence cf the CZ, z;=xs:- z 
disability pension and damages had been awarded her in 1256 ‘cl; ti%t 
Cour de Cassation because she was suffering from an occ~zpstiaral Ysszst 
ip;zEeEsive anaemia) within the meaning of the Decree DC ccc-;;a:l;::s.i 

Although contamination was only slight 
pres&ption that it had been caused during work. 

+2-.ere .:;:;ss z. ;2gF.; 
yrLe s.--,=cl .,,, ~F>:5 :: 2-1 :::= -c-L _-_ ~.-_~~.-___ 
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because there was no evidence of negligence on the part of the CEA. 
The complaint of another member of the CEA staff was also dismissed 
because he had been unable to prove that he had been exposed to radiation. 
However, in this case an appeal is still pending. 

In 1967, a Bill was introduced in the Italian Senate providing for 
special regulations to cover compensation for all radiation hazards in the 
case of persons working with medical radiation-emitting apparatus. 

In Germany an action is pending in the "social" Court, in which the 
Court will be called upon to decide whether fatal leukemia can be deemed 
an occupational disease resulting from exposure to radiation, even though 
such exposure fell short of the maximum permissible dose. 
in dealing with accidents, 

The tendency, 
not to require strict proof of the casual 

relationship between occupational activity or an industrial accident and 
injury to health has been recognized by the legislature in the new 
Section 81 of the Act on military pensions (version of 20th February 
1967). Under this latter, a pension may be awarded if failure to 
establish a presumption that an incident has caused injury to health is 
due solely to the fact that the uncertainty of medical knowledge makes 
it impossible to establish the real cause of the disease. Compare also 
Section l(3) of the Federal Act on pensions (version of 21st February 
1964). 

The Federal Constitutional Court at Karlsruhe has laid down that 
limitations on the granting of authorizations for radioactive medicaments 
are not contrary to the Constitution. It held that since the action of 
medicaments containing radioactive substances was not yet fully known, 
Limitation of the possibilities of use, so as to allow for further 
experimentation, was justified. The Administrative Court of Baden- 
W%rttemberg ordered immediate cancellation of licenses to transport 
radioactive substances when it was shown that the holder of the license 
had committed a~breach of the conditions governing authorization. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The patchwork image presented above does not claim to provide an 
exhaustive survey; it needs supplementing by a digest of the many articles 
written on atomic law, and moreover is not intended to be only a review 
of the past but also to show the problems that are permanent, and the 
constant efforts being devoted to their solution. Thus from this survey 
can be deduced the areas likely to be of main concern to nuclear law in 
the years to come: the pursuit of reasonable harmonization of laws, 
partihularly in Europe but also on the American continent; establishment 
of unified legislation in developing countries; strengthening of 
co-operation within international organisations; introduction of inter- 
national regulations on nuclear ships and on dumping of atomic waste in 
the sea; relationship between mining law (ores) and nuclear laws; 
protection of national and international waters from pollution due 
to operation of nuclear installations and storage of wastes; development 
and amendment of radiation protection laws,improvement of social security 
legislation governing cases of injury to health following exposure to 
radiation. 
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Nuclear Law will have to meet important resgonsibilitiss 5:11:-r- 
ing entry into force of the non-proliferation Treaty; ictor~re?aticl ZX~ 
application of the Treaty, agreements between Euratom and IA%3 re<ari:z< 
security control, surveillance of nuclear explosions for peace21 lises. 
Finally, the technological and material achievements of t5.e L?7C's -::iLl 
provide new legal problems to be solved at national and kternatizzal 
level in relation to human welfare. Nuclear Law must car,tir.ue $2 Ce rile 
prototype of legal systemsof protection from the dangers ai ~o2er~ 
technology. 
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DENMARK 

NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS (ATOMIC PUNTS) 

DRAFT BILL l(a) 

As indicated by Judge Spleth In his article, which 
is reproduced in the Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 6, 
two draft Bills concerning nuclear Installations 
have been prepared for Denmark. The first, a 
translation of which is given in this Supplement, 
presupposes ratification by Denmark of the Paris 
ConventIon, the Brussels Supplementary Convention 
and the Vienna Convention. The second presupposes 
only the ratification of the Paris Convention and the 
BruSsels Supplementary Convention. 

Taking into account the subject of Judge Spleth's 
article, it seemed preferable to reproduce. in 
extenso, draft Bill No. 1; however, in order to 
allow for easy reference, drafting differences 
between it and draft Bill No. 2 are underlined in 
the text and explained in a footnote. 

CHAPTER I 

Definitions, etc. 

section 1 

For the purposes of this Act: 

(a) "Nuclear fuel" means fissionable material in the form of uranium 
metal, alloy, or chemical compound, and such other fissionable material as 
the Minister of Education may determine; 

l (b) "radioactive products" means any radioactive material, including 
waste, produced in, or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation 
incidental to, the process of producing or utilizing nuclear fuel, but does 
not include material mentioned in paragraph (a) of this Section; 

(c) "nuclear substances" means - 

(1) nuclear fuel other than natural uranium and other than 
depleted uranium; 

(ii) radioactive products other than radioisotopes produced for 
and having reached the final stage of fabrication SO as to 
be usable for any industrial, commercial, agricultural. 
medical or scientific purpose; 

lx) Translated Into English under the responsibility of the Danish 
Ministry of Justice. 
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(d) "nuclear reactor" means any structure containing nuclear fuel in 
such an arrangement that a self-sustaining chain process of nuclear fission 
can occur therein without an additional source of neutrons; 

(e) "nuclear installation" or "Installation" means - 

(1) any nuclear reactor; 

(ii) any factory for the production or processing of nuclear 
substances; 

(iii) any factory for the separation of isotopes of nuclear fuel; 

(iv) any factory for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel; 

(v) any facility for the storage of nuclear substances other than 
storage incidental to the carriage of such substances; end 

(vi) such other installations in which there are nuclear fuel or 
radioactive products, as the Minister of Education may 

0 

determine; 

(f) "Installation State". in relation to a nuclear installation, means 
the Contracting State within whose territory that installation Is situated 
or, if It Is not situated within the territory of any State, the 
Contracting State by which or under the authority of which the Installation 
is operated; 

(9) "operator", in relation to * nuclear installation, means - 

(i) as concerns Installations in this country, (1) the nerson 
recognized by the Minister of Education as the operator of 
that Installation or, In the absence of such recognition, 
the person who operates the installation; 

(ii) as concerns Installations outside this country, the person 
responsible for the lnstallatlon under the legislation of 
the Installation State; 

(h) "nuclear damage" means - 

(1) 
0 

any damage caused by radioactive properties or a combination 
of radioactive properties with toxic, explosive or other 
hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or radioactive products 
In a nuclear installation or of nuclear substances coming 
from, originating in, or sent to, a nuclear installation; 

(ii) any damage caused by sny other ionizing radiation emitted 
by any source of radiation inside a nuclear installation; 

(1) "nuclear incident" or "Incident" means any occurrence or series of 
occurrences having the same origin which causes nuclear damage; 

(.I) "the Parls Convention" means the Convention on Third Party 
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy concluded In Paris on 29th July 
1960, as amended by Additional Protocol of 28th January 1964; 

(1) 
In this text the expression " . ..thls country" means Denmark. 



"the Vienna Convention" means the Convention on Civil Liability 

(1) "the Supplementary Convention" means the Convention Supplementary 
to the Paris Convention and concluded in Brussels on 31st January 1963, as 
amended by Additional Protocol of 28th January 1964; 

(4 "Contracting State" means a State wh c 
and Vienna Conventions or to either of them* 3 --,-,-----------------,-----,----------------~ tf 

is a Party to the Paris ------------- 

(4 "units of account" means units of account in accordance with the 
European Monetary Agreement of 5th August 1955 as defined on 29th July 1960. 

Section 2 

The Minister of Education may, if In his view the small extent of 
the risks involved so warrants, exclude, wholly or partly, any nuclear 

3 
nstallation, nuclear fuel or radioactive products from the provisions of 
his Act: ProvAded that,-+ $gncerns the liablllte of the'o erator of a 
nuclear InsFXIafi~ii-XEuaEd wIEfiT* EliiS-EGXE6F- of anz 0E er 

- ------ g ----------- 

E6ii~~~.a~I~-S~~~~--~6~-B~~~ii~-6f-~u~6fi-~jiaI3~I6ii-~g~II-6~ a&%%ined bx E6~-I~~I~IaEIo~-6~-E6~-I~~~~~~~~~6~-~~~~~~~I~------------------------ 
------ _______-_-____--__-_-------------- 

Section 3 

The Minister of Education ma direct that several of the 
installations set out In Section l(e 3 of this Act which are located at 
the ssme site and belong to the same undertaking shall be regarded as a 
single nuclear installation. 

CHAPTER II 

Nuclear Installations and Nuclear-propelled Means of Transport 

The right to operate nuclear installations 

Section 4 

. (1) The construction and operation of a nuclear Installation shall be 
subject to the recognition of the Minister of Education. 

(2) Recognition shall not be granted, where this Is deemed inadvisable 
for reasons of safety or other essential public interests. 

Section 5 

The recognition shall state the name of the operator liable under 
Ch$er III of this Act. It may be granted for a specified period and 
shall be subject to the condition that the operator takes out and maintains 
such insurance as referred to in Section 30 or provides other financial 
security in accordance with Section 33 of this Act. 

(l) Omitted in draft 2. 

(2) Subparagraphs (1). (m) and (n) of draft 1 are respectively numbered 
(k), (1) and (m) in draft 2. 

(3) Draft 2: "to the Paris Convention". 
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(2) The recognition shall be granted on such conditions as are deemed 
necessary for reasons of safety and other essential public interests. 

(3) As a condition for recognition It may be required that, In the 
event of discontinuation of the undertaking, such measures are taken as 
are necessary in the opinion of the Minister of Education with a view to 
ensuring that the installation, after cessation of the operation, presents 
no risk to public safety, and that insurance or other financial security 
to cover the liability of the operator under Chapter III of this Act is 
maintained so long as this Is deemed necessary. 

(4) Conditions may be changed and new conditions may be imposed, if 
required for reasons of safety or other essential public interests. 

Section 6 

A recognition may be revoked - 

(a) If essential prerequisites for the recognition prove not to have 
been present; l 
(b) in the case of serious or repeated disregard of any of the 

conditions imposed; or 

(c) If considerations of safety or any other cogent reason require 
the discontinuation or closing-down of the installation. 

Section 7 

0) The installation shall be liable to inspection on the part of the 
Atomic Energy Commission and the National Health Board both during its 
construction and operation. 

(2) The said authorities shall have access to the installation at any 
time and.may demand any information relevant to the exercise of inspection. 
They may give such orders as are necessary to ensure observance of the 
conditions imposed for the recognition of the installation or otherwise 
deemed necessary for reasons of safety; In urgent cases they may also, 
for reasons of safety, require the use of the installation to be suspended 
for a specified period of time. 

of(~uca;;~lations governing the inspection shall be made by the Minister l 

Control of the peaceful utilization of nuclear installations, etc. 

Section 8 

Where International agreements prescribe control of nuclear 
installations, etc. in order to ensure that they are used only for peace- 
ful purposes, the Minister of Education may make the regulations needed 
for that purpose, Inter alia,to the effect that the persons exercising 
the control provided for in the agreements shall have access to the 
installations In order to carry out the necessary inspection. 
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Nuclear-propelled means of transport 

Section 9 

The Minister of Education may make regulations on the existence and 
use of nuclear-propelled means of transport within Danish territory, 
including regulations on the navigation in Danish waters of nuclear- 
propelled vessels and their access to Danish ports, and on the rules 
governing compensation for any damage caused by a nuclear incident. 

CHAPTER III 

Compensation and Insurance 

Scope 

eection 10 

The provisions of this Chapter shall 
reactor that is used as a source of power in 
of transport. 

Section 11 

not cover liability for any 
a vessel or any other means 

(1) No person suffering damage shall be able to claim compensation for 
nuclear damage from the operator of a nuclear installation in this country 
under the provisions of this Chapter or corresponding provisions of any 
other Contracting State. if the damaae is caused by an incident occurrinz 
in a State which-is a P&Q neither to the Paris Ckentlon nor to the - 
Vienna ConvKi~IGi~~I~ ---TFe 

------- - ---- -- --------- --_- ------ 

i~-~u?'%i%-%-&h a State, 
same sFd1 appIy co any nuclear damage W& 
unless the damage was caused by an incident' 

having occurred in this country. As concern; the liability-of the operator 
of an installation situated in the territory of any other Contracting 
state, the Drovisions laid down in that State on the territorial extent 
of his liability shall apply. 

(2) Where the le 
7 
al 

of the Conventlons(2 
provisions of a State which is not a,Party to a-q 

*---- 

--- --- -_ - - pravide for no compensation, or less compensaEr%i- 
than under knysfi law, for nuclear damage occurring in this country, the 
Minister of Justice may direct that corresponding rules shall apply to 
compensation for nuclear damage occurring In that State. 

Section 12 

The Minister of Justice 
Chapter, a State which is not a 
be assimilated to a Contracting 

may direct that. for the purpos~~~o~~~~s 
Party to any of the Conventions ----- ------------------- 
state. 

Operator's liability for any incident occurrinK in an installation 

Section 13 

Any nuclear damage caused by an incident occurring in an 
Installation shall be compensated by the operator of that installation: 

clJ Draft 2: ' . . ..whlch is not a Party to the Paris Convention". 

(2) Draft 2: ' . . ..to the Paris Convention". 
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Provided that this shall not apply If the damage is solely due to nuclear 
substances stored in the installation incidental to their carriage to or 
from a nuclear installation situated In the territory of a Contracting 
State. 

Incidents occurring in the course of carriage 

Section 14 

0) Subject to the provisions of Section 11 of this Act, any nuclear 
damage caused by an incident occurring In the course of carriage of nuclear 
substances from an installation situated in this country or in the 
territory of any other Contracting State shall be compensated by the 
operator of that installation. 

(2) In the case of carriage between installations situated in the - ----- -- - --- - --- -- 
territory of the same Contractix$F,sEe or In SEaEes 6eXng ParW5FG the ------ --------- ----- 
5~~-C~iiv~ii~I~iiTIT-~6~-II~6iII~y' ~6ZII-Il~-GiiIE6fi-EFie co*sTgnee opera63r - --------------- 

(a) where he has made a contract in writing about assumption of the l 
liability and the Incident occurs after the time stipulated for 
transfer of liability; 

(b) in other cases, where the incident occurs after he has taken 
charge of the substances. 

(3) I"-t~e-c~e-~~ c~fiage_be~we~n_~ng_ta~lations_s_i_tuated in the -------- 
territorres of EonEracETng SE&es wfiIcIi *x-e ncXPEXIes Eo EFie same ------- --me-- 
E~~~~ii~I6ii;-~~6-~~~~~~~i;s-~li~II-~-II~6I~-In accorilance wIEFZf~E-~ules - --m-e 6F-IrE6111Ei-6f-E6. ConvenEI6iiT~2T------------------------------------- 
----------- ------------------ 

(4) In the course of carriage of nuclear substances Intended to be used 
In a nuclear reactor that is used as a source of power In a vessel or any 
other means of transport, the liability of the consignor operator shall 
end when the person who is duly authorized to operate the reactor of the 
means of trc+nSpmt has taken charge of the substances. 

(5) The Minister of Justice may direct in what cases and on what 
conditions operators of installations In this country shall or may make 
such an agreement about the liability as referred to in subsection (2) of 
this Section. l 
Section 15 

(1) Where nuclear substances are sent from a State which Is a Party - ----- 
neither to the Paris Convention nor to the Vienna ConveriE%i(3) &c an - - -- -- --- 
~ii~~~II~~I%i-~~~~~~~ In i?IiI~-c%ii~?$-~?Iii-&s &errxE6E-E? any other 
Contracting State with the written consent of the operator of that 
installation, the latter shall, subject to the provisions of Section 11 
Of this Act, compensate any nuclear damage caused by an incident occurring 
in the course of the carriage. 

(l) Draft 2: ".... to an Installation situated in this country or in the 
territory of any other Contracting State.....". 

(2) Omitted in draft 2. 

(3) Draft 2: ".... which is not a Party to the Paris Convention....". 
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(2) Where nuclear substances are sent from the operator of a nuclear 
reactor that is used as a source of power in a vessel or any other means 
of transport to an installation situated in this country or In the territory 
of any other Contracti 

"$ 
State, the consignee operator shall be liable as 

provided in subsection 1) of this Section as from the time when he took 
charge of the substances. 

(3) Any nuclear damage caused by an incident occurring in the course of 
carriage of nuclear substances through Denmark that is not covered by the 
provisions of Section 14 of this Act or subsections (1) and (2) of this 
Section shall be compensated by the person who has obtained a licence for 
the carriage under the Use of Radioactive Substances Act, 1953. For the 
purposes of this Chapter, the licensee shall be regarded as the operator 
of a nuclear installation in this country. 

section 16 

0 
The provisions of Sections 14 and 15 of this Act on liability for 

nuclear damage caused by an incident occurring in the course of carriage 
of nuclear substances shall apply also to any incident occurring during 
storage of the substances Incidental to their carriage. 

Other incidents occurring outside an installation 

Section 17 

Where in cases other than those governed by Sections 13 to 16 of 
this Act nuclear damage has been caused by nuclear substances coming from 
or- originating in an Installation situated in this country or in the 
territory of any other Contracting State, or which prior to the incident 
had been in the course of carriage as referred to in Section 15 of this 
Act, the liability shalllie with the owrator who at the time'of the 
incident had the substances in his charge or. in case the substances at 
mat time were not in the charge of any operator, the operator who last 
had them in his charge before the incident: Provided that, where the 
substances had been in the course of carriage before the incident, and 
they had not come into the charge of another operator after the 
interruption of the carriage, the liability shall lie with the operator 
who at the time of Interruption of the carriage was liable under the 

e 
revisions of Sections 14 and 15 of this Act for nuclear damage caused by 
an incident occurring In the course of carriage. 

Assumption of operator's liability 

Section 18 

On request by a carrier who performs carriage as referred to in 
Sections 14 and 15 of this Act the Minister of Justice may permit that, 
in place of the operator of an installation In this country, the carrier 
shall be liable for any nuclear damage caused by an incident occurring In 
the coui+e of such carriage. Such permission may be granted only with the 
consent of the operator and if the applicant has shown that insurance has 
been taken out in accordance with Section 30 or other financial security 
has been furnished in pursuance of Section 33 of this Act. where 
permission has been granted, the provisions on the liability of the 
operator shall instead apply to the carrier. This shall apply also where 
the liability of an operator under corresponding legislation of any other 
Contracting State has been transferred to a person other than the operator. 
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Basis of llablllty 

Section 12 

(1) The operator of a nuclear installation shall be liabl 
provisions of this Chapter, even if the damage is fortuitous. 71Ynder lThe 

(2) No operator of an Installation In this country shall be liable 
under those provisions if the nuclear Incident is directly due to an act 
of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war, Insurrection or a grave 
natural disaster of an exceptional character. As concerns operators of 
installations situated In the territory of any other Contracting State, 
the rules laid down by the Installation State shall apply. The provlslon 
of the first sentence of this subsection shall apply n like manner to the 
extent Indicated in the Paris and Vienna Conventions, t 2) where the --- -- --- 
legislation of G?%er Eon~rac~I~-S~~~e-~~-~~-~~~ly to the liability 
of a Danish operator. 

Exceeted damage 

Section 20 

(1) The liability of an operator under this Chapter shall not cover 
any nuclear damage caused to the installation itself or to any property 
on its site which is sued or Intended to be used in connection with that 
installation. 

(2) The liability of operators of installations in this country shall 
in the cases referred to in Sections 14 and 15 of this Act include also 
any nuclear damage that Is caused to the means of transport upon which 
the nuclear substances were at the time of the Incident. If as a result 
of the limits of liability under Section 25 of this Act the claims for 
compensation cannot be fully met, compensation for damage to the means of 
transport shall be paid only In so far as this may be done without 
reducing the aggregate of compensation for other damage below a sum equal 
to five q llllon units of account. Where the liability attaches to the 
operator of an installation situated in the territory of any other 
Contracting State the legislation of the Installation State shall deter- 
mine whether damage to the means of transport shall be covered by the 
liability of the operator. The provisions of the first and second 
sentences of this subsection shall apply in like manner where the 
legislation of any other Contracting State shall apply to the liability 
of a Danish 0 
Convention (3 P 

erator In pursuance of the Paris Convention or the Vienna l ____________- 

Contributory fault on the part of the person suffering damage 

Section 21 

In case the person suffering damage has contributed to the damage 
intentionally or through gross neglig 

78 
e, the operator may be exonerated, 

wholly or partly, from his liability. 

(1) In this translation, "fortuitous" damage is understood to mean "damage 
whiah is caused neither by an act or omission done with intent to 

(2) 
cause damage, nor by any fault on the part of the operator. 

Draft 2: "... in the Paris Convention....". 
(3) Omitted in draft 2. 
(4) Draft 2: “... from his liability, 

slight negligence". 
unless such person has shown only 
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Claims against persons other than the operator 

Section 22 

0) No person other than the operator concerned shall be liable to pay 
compensation for any nuclear damage covered by the rules of liability of 
this Chapter or corresponding provisions of any other Contracting State. 
Where after the death of the operator or the discontinuation of the under- 
taking the claim cannot be set up against the operator or his estate, it 
may be advanced against the insurer or the person who has furnished other 
financial security. Such claim shall not be affected by any advertise- 
ment for the creditors of the operator barring claims not lodged within a 
specified time. 

(2) Where the operator is not liable for compensation under the said 
rules pursuant to the provisions of Section 19(2) or Section 20 of this 
Act, or corresponding provisions of any other Contracting State, only the 
individual who has caused the damage intentionally may be required to 

l compensate the damage: provided that the operator shall be liable under 
the law of torts for such damage to any means of transport as according to 
the legislation of the Installation State is not covered by the rules of 
liability of this Chapter (cf. Section 20(2). third sentence, of this Act). 

(3) The provisions of subsections (1) and (2) of this Section shall be 
without prejudice to any claim for compensation that may be based on an 
international agreement on damage in the field of transport, provided the 
agreement was in force or open for signature, ratification or accession 
on 29th July 1960. 

Subrogation to the claims of the person suffering damage against the 
operator etc. 

Section 23 

(1) Any person who has had to pay compensation for nuclear damage 
pursuant to an agreement as referred to In Section 22(j) of this Act or 
under the legislation of a foreign State shall acquire by subrogation the 
rights of the person suffering the damage against the operator who is 
liable for the damage under the provisions of this Chapter: Provided 
that, in the case of operators of installations in a State whr&i-I6-iiot 

(1) Omitted In draft 2. 
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(3) Any claim against the operator under subsections (1) and (2) of 
this Section shall be barred in so far as the person who advances the 
claim Is himself liable to the operator under Section 28 of this Act. 

Nuclear damage in connection with other damage 

Section 24 

(1) Where nuclear damage covered by the provisions of this Chapter is 
caused jointly with any other damage and where the nuclear damage and the 
other damage are not reasonably separable, the provisions on nuclear 
damage of this Chapter shall apply to the whole of the damage. 

(l) Draft 2: Paragraph (2) reads as follows: 

"(2) Where by reason of the provisions of Section 11 of this Act 
the operator is not liable to the person suffering damage for 
any nuclear damage under the provisions of this Chapter, any l 
person who has had to pay compensation for the damage and who 
has his principal place of business within the territory of a 
Contracting Party or is the servant of a person who satisfies 
that condition shall acquire the same right against the 
operator as the person suffering damage would but for 
Section 11 have had: Provided that no such right shall be 
acquired In the event of carriage of nuclear substances to a 
consignee in a State which is not a Party to the Paris 
Convention if the Incident occurred after the material was 
unloaded from the means of transport by which it arrived in the 
territory of that State. In the case of carriage of nuclear 
substances from a consignor in a State which is not a Party to 
the Paris Convention, no such right shall be acquired if the 
incident occurred before the material was loaded on the means 
of traneport by which it is to be carried from the foreign 
State.11 
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(2) Where, however, nuclear damage and damage caused by an emission 
of ionizing radiation not covered by the rules of liability of this 
Chapter have been caused jointly, the provision of subsection (1) of 
this Section shall not affect the liability of any person who under the 
law of torts is liable for damage caused by such ionizing radiation. 

Limits of operator's llablllt~ 

Section 25 

(1) The aggregate liability under the provisions of this Chapter or 
corresponding provisions of any other Contracting State for nuclear damage 
caused by any one incident shall for the operator of an Installation in 
this country be limited to 75 million kr.: Provided that In special cases, 
having regard to the size and type of the installation, the extent of 
carriage covered by the liablllty, and any other relevant circumstances, 
the Minister of Justice may determine some other maximum amount but not 
less than a sum equal to five million units of account. As concerns 

w 
nstallations situated in the territory of any other Contracting State, 
the limits of llablllty laid down in the legislation of that State shall 
apply. 

(2) The limits provided for In subsection (1) of this Section shall not 
include any Interest or costs awarded by a court. 

Section 26 

(1) Where the operators of several installations are liable for the 
same nuclear damage under the provisions of this Chapter or the legislation 
of any other Contracting State, the operators shall be jointly and 
severally liable to the person suffering damage but each operator only 
within the maximum amount applicable with respect to him in pursuance of 
Section 25 of this Act. Where the installations are in the same State or -- -- 
in States which are Parties co 

-__--- - - ---- -_-__- 
~~~-~~8-E~ii~eii~ionL_ana (I)-wiiere EEie 

r;;aIa~w-~aE~~-Iii-~Fia-c~~~~~-~~-c~~I~~~-~F-ii~~Iear substances either in 
one and the same means of transport or, in the case of storage incidental 
to the carriage, in one and the same nuclear installation, the total 
liability of the operators shall not exceed the highest amount applicable 
with respect to any of them in pursuance of Section 25 of this Act. 

0 (2) The apportionment of the aggregate liability as between the 
operators liable shall be determined having regard to the share In the 
damage of each installation as well as to any other relevant circumstances. 

Section 27 

(1) Where the nuclear damage caused by a single incident exceeds the 
sums set out in Sections 25 and 26 of this Act, the compensation and 
any interest accruing thereto shall, subject to Section 20(2) of this Act, 
be reduced proportionally. 

(2) Where a reduction under subsection (1) of this Section is likely to 
be required, the Minister of Justice may direct that, until further notice, 
only a specified fraction of the compensation settled may be paid. 

(l) Omitted in draft 2. 
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Flitit of recourse of operator 

Section 28 

(1) Where a nuclear damage for which the operator of a nuclear 
installation is liable under the provisions of this Chapter or corres- 
ponding provisions of any other Contracting State has been caused by an 
aot or omission done with intent to cause damage, the operator may claim 
to be indemnified by any individual or Individuals who brought about the 
damage with such intent. Similarly, the operator may claim n emnification 
if such right is expressly provided by a contract $~-~~~&~. 117 

(2) Apart from the claims provided for In Section 24(2) and 
Section 26(2) of this Act, as well as subsection (1) of this Section, the 
operator shall have no right of recourse against any third party In 
respect of any sums he may have paid by way of compensation. 

Limitation 

Section 29 l 
0) Any claim for compensation from the operator of a nuclear 

installation pursuant to Sections 13 to 17 and Section 23 of this Act 
shall be statute-barred under the provisions of the Statute of Limitations 
of 22nd December 1908, except that the period of limitation shall be three 
years. As concerns the claims referred to in Section 23 of this Act, the 
period shall be reckoned from the time when the beneficiary by exercising 
usual care might have enforced his claim through the taking of legal 
proceedings against the operator. 

(2) Where It is not statute-barred pursuant to the provisions of sub- 
section (1) of this Section, the claim shall be extinguished at the expiry 
of ten years from the date of the nuclear Incident that caused the damage, 
unless before that time It has been recognized by the operator, or the 
person suffering damage has taken legal proceedings to enforce it: 
Provided that, if the damage was caused by nuclear substances that have 
been stolen, lost or abandoned and have not been recovered at the time of 
the incident, the limitation shall take effect not later than 20 years 
after the date of the theft, loss or abandonment. 

t-51 Where the auestlon as to whether an action shall be broueht In 

effect if, before limitation has become-effective under the legislation 
of the Contracting State concerned, a petition Is made to the competent 

K~'&~~~~~t3 ) 
of that State for a decision to be taken pursuant to ---___--_ 
or, provided no such decision has been t&en, an action 

~~-6~~~-~ii-any of the States where this may be done in pursuance ofthe 
Convention. In these cases, an action shall be brought this country 
within th~_afi_od_t_ha~_~hal_l_ae~Lde_r_tha~_C_~nv~n~ion. 

(11 Omitted in draft 2. 
(2) Draft 2: " . ..declded by the Tribunal referred to in Article 17 of 

the Paris Convention...." 

(3) Draft 2: * . ..to be taken by the Tribunal....." 

(4) Draft 2: " . ..wlthin such period as may be determined by the Tribunal". 
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Insurance and security 

Section 30 

-(l) The operator of a nuclear installation In this country shall take 
out and maintain insurance to cover the liability for nuclear damage which 
he may incur under this Chapter or under the legislation of any other 
Contracting State, subject to the limits laid down in Section 25 of this 
Act. 

(2) The insurance shall be approved by the Minister of Justice. The 
latter may approve insurance that is limited to a particular sum per 
installation for a specified period, and also separate insurance to cover 
liability for nuclear damage as a result of incidents occurring In the 
course of carriage. The Minister may also approve insurance which does 
not fully comply with the provisions of subsection (1). 

Section 31 

0 In the case of termination of the insurance contract without any 
new insurance taking effect, the insurer shall continue to be liable for 
any nuclear damage due to an Incident occurring within two months after 
the Insurer has informed the Minister of Justice in writing about the 
termination of the contract: Provided that, where the Insurance relates 
to damage caused during carriage, the liability of the insurer shall con- 
tinue until the carriage has been completed. 

Section 32 

The Minister of Justice may make regulations about the types of 
Insurance referred to in Section 30 of this Act. 

Section 33 

(1) The obligation to insure shall not extend to Installations for which 
the State is liable. 

(2) The Minister of Justice may relieve the operator of an installation 
of the obligation to insure if he provides such security as In the judgment 
of the Minister is equally adequate. 

0 (3) Where the security is furnished by a person other than the operator, 
the provisions on Insurance of this Act shall apply in like manner. 

ComDensation Dayable by the State 

Section 34 

Subject to the limits laid down In Section 25 of this Act, the 
State shall pay any compensation for which the operator of a nuclear 
installation in this country is liable under the provisions of this Chapter 
or corresponding provisions of any other Contracting State, If it has not 
been possible to defray the cost of such compensation out of the funds 
provided by Insurance or other financial security on the part of the 
operator. 

Section 35 

(1) Any claim for compensation which It has not been possible to satisfy 
by reason of the limits of liability under Sections 25 and 26 of this Act 
shall be met by the State where - 
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(a) 

(b) 

(cl 

(d) 

the Incident did not exclusively take place in a State not Party to 
the Supplementary Convention; 

an action in respect of the claim for camp n 
719 

ation may be brought in 
this country under Section !I; of this Act; 

the liability attaches to the operator of a nuclear instarlatlon for 
peaceful purposes that is situated in this country or in any other 
State Party to the Supplementary Convention and is Included in the 
list referred to In Article 13 of that Convention; and 

the damage was suffered - 

in this country or in any other State Party to the 
Supplementary Convention; or 

on or over the high seas on board a vessel or aircraft 
registered in this country or in any other State Party to 
the Supplementary Convention; or 

l 
on or over the high seas by a State Party to the Supplementary 
Convention, or by any of its nationals. Compensation for 
any damage to vessel or aircraft shall in this casebe payable 
only If. at the time of the incident, the vessel or the air- 
craft was registered in a State Party to the Supplementary 
Convention. 

(2) A partnership or any public or private body, whether corporate or 
not, established In the territory of a State Party to the Supplementary 
Convention and. if so determined bv that State. any person domiciled therein 
shall In the cases referred to in subsection (i)(d)(iii) of this Section be 
assimilated to nationals of that State. Any person domiciled in Denmark 
shall be treated as a Danish national. 

Section 36 

0) The aggregate of compensation payable in consequence of any one 
nuclear incident partly by the operator concerned under the provisions of 
this Chapter and partly by the State under Section 35 of this Act shall 
not exceed a sum equal to 120 million units of account. If as a result 
of the incident compensation shall be paid also by virtue of an agreement 
which a State being a Party to the Supplementary Convention has concluded 
with some otherstate pursuant to Article 15 of that Convention, such a 

compensation, too, shall be Included in the said maximum amount. 

(2) The limit provided for in subsection (1) of this Section shall not 
include any interest or costs awarded by a court. 

(3) Where the claims cannot be satisfied out of the sums set out in 
subsection (1) of this Section, .the provisions of ,Section 27 of this Act 
shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

Section 37 

Compensation pursuant to Sections 34 and 35 of this Act shall not be 
paid for any nuclear damage due to an incident that occurred under the 
circumstances referred to in Section 19(2) of this Act. 

T1) Draft 2: "...Sectlon 40..." 
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Section 38 

(1) Where a claim for compensation in respect of any nuclear damage 
caused in this country by an incident for which the operator of an 
installation in this country is liable has been extinguished in pursuance 
of Section 29(2) of this Act or a corresponding provision of the legis- 
lation of any other Contracting State, the compensation shall be paid by 
the State. The claim against the State may be set up only If it Is ad- 
missible that no legal proceedings were taken against the operator prior 
to the termination of his liability under the said provisions. The claim 
shall bestatute-barredunder the provisions of the Statute of Limitations 
of 22nd December 1908, except that the period of limitation shall be three 
years, and shall be extinguished not later than 30 years after the date 
of the nuclear incident that caused the damage. Where other similar 
claims have been reduced by virtue of Section 27(l) or Section 36(j) of 
this Act, or corresponding provisions of any other Contracting State, the 
compensation referred to in this subsection shall be reduced accordingly. 

0 (2) The Minister of Justice may direct that compensation under the 
provisions of subsection (1) of this Section shall be paid also for damage 
being caused outside this country. 

Section 39 

Right of recourse of the State 

Section 40 

(1) 
38-39(2) 

Any amount paid by the State in pursuance of Sections 34-35 or 
of this Act or otherwise paid under the provisions of the ---- 

SuppIementary Convention to cover any nuclear damage for which the 
operator of an installation in this country is liable under the legislation 

0 

of any other Contracting State may be recovered from the person or persons 
who have caused the damage by an act or omission done with intent to cause 
damage. 

be(Ekovered - 
Any amount paid in pursuance of Section 34 of this Act may further 

(a) from the person who as insurer or financial guarantor or by 
express a reement has assumed liability for the damage (cf. 
Section 2 % (l)(ii) of this Act); 

(b) from an operator who pursuant to Section 26(i) of this Act shares 
the liability for the damage to the extent to which the liability 
under Section 26(2) of this Act attaches to him; 

(l) Omitted In draft 2; accordingly, Section 40 of Draft 1 is numbered 39. 

(2) Draft 2: "...38...". 
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(c) from the operator himself if the expense is due to his failure to 
take out and maintain duly approved Insurance or other financial 
security, or to the fact that the security has proved unsound. 

Competenze of Danish courts 

Section 41 

(1) Any action against the operator of a nuclear installation or - In 
the case referred to in Section 22(1)(U) of this Act - against Insurer 
or financial guarantor for compensation for nuclear damage under 
Sections 13 to 17 or Section 23 of this Act may be brought before courts 
in this country - 

(a) if the nuclear incident that caused the damage occurred, wholly 
or partly, in this country; or 

(b) against the operator of an Installation in 

(i) 

(11) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(VI 

the incident occurred entirely outside the territoq of anx ~~-~f~-~r_~rS~-~P;-;;r--------- ---_____------_____-- ------ 
- ---- 

the place of the incident cannot be established with certainty, ---- ----______------____------------------------------------ 
or -- 

the incident occurred in a State 

--------------- 

(') Draft 2, Section 40(l)(b) and (2) reads as follows: 

“b) 

(2) 

if the claim is set up against the operator of an installation in 
this country and the incident occurred entirely outside the 
territory of any Contracting State, or the place of the incident 
cannot be established with certainty. 

Where in a case referred to in subsection (1) of this Section it 
is decided in pursuance of Article 13 of the Paris Convention by 
the Tribunal referred to in Article 17 of that Convention that 
an action shall be brought in some other Contracting State, 
jurisdiction over actions shall no longer lie with the courts of 
this country." 
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(3) Any application for a case to be decided under the provisions 
referred to in subsection (2) of this Section shall be addressed to the 
Minister of Justice. 

Enforcement of foreign judgments 

Section 42 

(1) Any judgment relating to compensation for nuclear damage entered 
by a court of a Contracting State in accordance with the rules of 
urisdiction of the Paris Convention or the Vienna Co?i%%iEIon ana satis- +Ir- ----- ---- --------- '___ 

----- 

yIng Efie conaIf,Ions For recognrEIon IETa - ---- -- -- ----- ---------- 
aown In Elie ConvenEIon concerned (1) -- ------ may. su6jecE-E~-f6~-II~I~~-~~~~ia~a-~~~-~~-s~~~~~~-25-~~-~6~~-~~~, 6e 

enforced in this country. This provision shall not apply to interim 
judgments. 

(2) An application for enforcement of a judgment referred to in sub- 
section (1 of this Section shall be accompanied by a certified copy of 

0 
the judgment and a declaration on the part of the competent public authority 
of the State concerned to the effect that the judgment relates 
for compensation in respect of damage covered by the Convention f 3 )C$$?&at 
it Is enforceable under the legislation of that State7---IE%iy be required 
that the copy and the declaration be accompanied by a certified translation 
into Danish. 

(3) In case the bailiff does not feel capable, as matters stand, of 
turning down an objection based on the Convention _c_qn_c_qr_n_e_d_(3) he may refer 
the claimant to ordinary legal proceedings. 

(4) The provisions of subsections (1) to (3) of this Section shall apply 
in like manner to any settlement effected or confirmed before the said 
courts. 

Certificates 

Section 42 

(1) Where nuclear substances are sent from or to an installation in(4) 
this country to a consignee or from a consignor in some other State, $~f 
where such material is sent through the territory of this country from or 

0 
to an installation in the territory of another Contracting State, the 
operator liable shall provide the carrier with a certificate issued by the 
insurer or the person who has furnished other financial security to cover 
the liability. The carrier shall not be allowed to carry out the carriage 
in this country before he has received the certificate, which on demand 
shall be shown to the competent public authority. 

ll) Draft 2 reads: ' . ..in accordance with Article 13 of the Paris 
Convention and enforceable under the legislation 
of that State....". 

(2) Draft 2 reads: ' . ..Paris Convention...". 

(3) Omitted in draft 2. 
(4) 

Draft 2 reads: "...and...". 
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(2) The certificate shall state the name and address of the operator 
liable, Indicate the substances and the carriage to which the security 
applies, as well as the amount, type and duration of the security. The 
certificate shall also include a statement by the Atomic Energy Commission 
or, as far as foreign operators are concerned, from the foreign competent 
public authority that the operator named in the certificate Is an op r tOr 
of a nuclear installation within the meaning of the Paris and Vienna 
Conventions. 

--------- 117 

(3) The person issuing the certificate shall be responsible for the 
correctness of its data concerning the name and address of the operator, 
as well as the amount, type and duration of the security. 

(4) The provisions of subsections (1) to (3) of this Section shall 
apply In like manner to the carriage of nuclear substances referred to 
in Section 15(3) of this Act. Regulations may be made by the Minister of 
Justice on the subject. 

(zificTh~ Minister of Justice may make regulations about the form of the l 

CHAPTER TV 

Relations to Other Legislation; Penalty Provisions; Final Provisions 

Section 44 

Any person who is employed at a nuclear Installation and covered 
by an industrial injuries insurance taken out by the responsible operator 
under the Industrial Injuries Azt shall be entitled to compensation under 
this Act only in so far as his loss is not covered by the insurance. 
Notwithstanding the provision of Section 4 of the Industrial Injuries Act, 
the insurance company shall have no right of recourse against the operator 
for any benefit paid by the company to such persons. 

Section 45 

The orovisions of the national health legislation, including the 
)stances Act, and of the legislation on occupational - Use of Radioactive Sut 

health, safety and welfare shall not be affected-by the provisions of this w 
Act. 

Section 46 

0) Any person who - 

(4 constructs or operates a nuclear installation without recognition; 

(b) fails to comply with any condition prescribed for the recognition; 

(cl makes untrue or misleading statements to be used In the considera- 
tion of questions concerning recognition or relaxation of any 
condition prescribed for the recognition, or who in connection 
with an application for such recognition or relaxation fails to 
disclose any fact relevant to the determination of the questlon; 
or 

(l) Omitted in draft 2. 
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(d) makes untrue or misleading statements to the public inspection 
authorities; 

shall be liable to a fine, simple detention or imprisonment for any term 
not exceeding two Years. 

(2) If any of the offences referred to in subsection (1) of this 
Section is committed through negligence, the penalty shall be a fine or 
simple detention. 

(3) Any person who falls to comply with a request made in pursuance of 
Section 7 of this Act by the public ins e tion authorities, or who violates 
the provisions of Sections 30 and 43{llPlcj of this Act shall be liable to 
a fine or simple detention. 

------ - 

(4) segulations made under this Act may prescribe the penalties of a 
fine or simple detention for any infringement of the regulations. 

l (5) A fine may be imposed on the operator of an installation, even if 
the offexe callnot be imputed to him as intentional or negligent. As 
concerns offences committed by a joint-stock company, a co-operative 
society or suchlike, a fine may be imposed on the company or society as 
such. There shall be no alternative penalty for the imposition of fines 
under the provision of this subsection. 

Section 41 

The prosecution of any offence referred to in Section 46 t2) of 
this Act shall be treated as a police prosecution. The remedxes set out 
in Chapter 68, 63, 71 and 72 of the Administration of Justice Act shall 
apply to those cases to the same extent as to cases falling within the 
?x;etecze cfthe public prosecutor under the general rules. 

Section 48 

of(:?stiT~ 
e commencement of this Act shall be determined by the Minister 

c . 

(2) The Nuclear Installations (Atomic Plants) Act, No. 170, of 
16th May 1962 shall be abolished. 

0 

(1) Draft 2: "... and 42(l)..." 

(2) Draft 2: "...45...". 

Note: Draft 2 has a further Section 48 which reads: 

"Section 48 

This Act shall not extend to the Faroe Islands but may by 
Royal Order be put into force for the Islands, subject to the 
modifications required by the special conditions obtaining in 
that territory. 
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CANADA 

AN ACT RESPECTING CIVIL LIABILITY FOR NUCLEAR DAMAGE 

LOI coricEm~NT LA RESPONSABILITE CIVILE 
EN MATIERE DE DOMMAGES NIJCLEAIRES 

Her Majesty, by and with the advice Sa Majest& mu I’avis et du coosente- 

0 

and consent of the Senate and How of ment du S&at et de la Chambre des corn- 
commoas of Canada, enacts as follons: munes du Canada, d&x&: 

Sl‘OItT TITLS nTm AEdGE 

1. This Act may be cited M the Nuckar 1. La p&9&e loi peut Btre cit& sow Tiara 
Liability Act. 5 le titre: Lai SW la respowabilitb w&&e. Jab6 

mTw.PasT*noN 

2. In this Act, 

(a) “Commission” means a Nuclear 
Damage Claims Commission established 
pursuant to Part II; 

(b) “damage”, in relath to any dam- 10 
age to property within the meaning of 
section 3, means my loss of or damage 
to property, whether real or personal 
or movsble or immovable, and, for tbe 
pwposes of any other provi&m of tbii15 
Act, includes any damages arising out of 
or attributable to any Ioes of or damsge 
to such property; 
(c) “injury” means personal injury and 
includes lass of life; 20 
(d) “Minister” means such member of 
the Queen’s Privy Council for Canada 
3s is designawd by the Governor in 
Cormeil to act 88 the hfinister for tbe 
purposes of this .4ct; 25 
(~1 “nuclear incident” means an occur- 
rcnce resulting in injury or damage that 

2. Dans la p&e&e loi, Ddrinnitiona 

a) &ommiesion~ d&&e une Canmis- .c!omndr 
tion des tiparatioos dea dommages nu- don. 
cl6airea 6tablie en conformit& de la Par- 
tie II ; 10 
b) adommagw, relativement B tout *d- 
dommage BUY. biens au wns CZI l’entend 
I’article 3, dksigne take perk de biens, 
meubles ou immeubles, ou taut dom- 
mage ir ceux-ci et, BUX Iins de to&I5 
autre diition de la prkesente loi, 
s’entend de tous dommsgen pro&+& 
d’une perte de biew ou d’un dommage 
rux biens ou qui lew sent attribuables; 

c) l bles.wres dtkigne dea bless- car- 20 .bI-. 
porellea faitea B une personne et corn- 
prend la mart; 

d) cMinist.xes dCsigne le membre du &fbiaiarw 
Cons4 priv6 de 1s Reine pour le Cs- 
nads que le gouvemcur cn ox&l pcut25 
designer pour remplir la fonction dc Mi- 
ni&e BUY fins de la pr&ent,e loi; 

e) raccideot nuc.Kaire~ signifie UII fait ..&dcot 
entrainant des blessurea ou dea do,,,- ntdhin. 

ma@ attribuables B une violation de 30 
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ie attrihutahle to B breach of the duty 
imposed upon an operator by this Act; 

nmcku 
idd’ 

(j) “nuelc~r installation” means * strut- 
ture, establishment or plam, or two or 
more structures, ntablishments or placea 5 
at * single low&m, coming witbin any 
following description and designated cc 
a nuclc:w instnllstion for the purposes 
of this Art hy the Atomic Energy Con- 
tml Bonrd, n:m~ly: 10 

(i) a ctructure containing nuclear 
material in such an arrangement that 
a self-sustaining chain process of rm- 
clear fission cc0 be maintained tbercin 
without an ndditionsl source of neo-15 
tmns, including any such structwc 
that forms part. of the equipment of B 
ship, aircraft or otbcr means of 
tr3nsportation; 

nmdor 
uterial- 

(ii) a factory or other estahlisbment20 
that plYxcSes or reprocases mlclcar 
msterial; or 
(iii) B place in which nuclear material 
is stool other than incidentally to the 
carriage of such material; 2.5 

(0) “nucim material” meam. 

(i) sny mat&s1 (other than thorium 
or natural or depleted uranium un- 
contaminated by sigmicnnt quantities 
of fission products) that is cnpcble30 
of releasing energy by a self-sustoin- 
ing chain p- of nucleur fission, 

(ii) radioactive materi4l produced in 
tie production or utilisation of ma- 
te&l rekrrcd to in subparagraph (i), 35 

;?) material made radioactive by 
exposure to radiation wmscquentisl 
upon or incidental to the production 
or ut~iliration of material referred toqo 
in subparagraph (i), 

hut does not include radioactive isotopes 
that are not combined, mixed or aswciat- 
cd with material referred 10 in sub- 
paragraph (i) ; and 4.5 

-om=tar- (h) “opemtor” means the holder of a 
subsisting lieencc issued puramn t to the 
A&kc Bwrgy Control Act for the op 
emtion of * nuclear insalation, or, in 
mIation to llDv **c1car iltstdation for 50 

I’obligstion imp&e B un exploitant pnr 
la prkente loi; 

j) Gnstalla:ion nu&nirew dkigne un .io.tauation 

assemblage. un 6tabliwmct ou un lieu, nud4ai,, 

ou dcnx ou plusicurs assemblages, Gtahlis- 5 
semcnts Lou iieur, en un m&ne adroit 
tombant dans l’une dcs cstfgorics suivan- 
tcs et d6signnirs eomme iostallation nu- 
clfaire aux fins de Is prksente loi par la 
Commission de conw& da i’knergie nu- 10 
cl&kc, saroir 

(i) un assemblage contenant une suh- 
stance nuckire disposk d’une fason 
telle qu’une r&w&m de fission nucki- 
rc en chaine qui s’entrctient d’elle-15 
mEme puisse y 6trc maintenue sans 
source supplfmentairc de neutrons, no- * 
tamment tout aswnblage de eette sow 
tc qui fait ptutie de I’Gquipement dim 
navirc, d’un akmef ou d’un autre20 
moyen de transport, 

(ii) une wine ou un autrc &ablisse- 
ment qui trnnsforme ou traitc des 
substances nueEaires, ou 

(iii) un lieu oti unc substance nuckirc 25 
est entrcposk autrcment qu’incidem- 
ment au transport de cette substance; 

g) *substance nuc&irc~ dkigne .SUbEt.SJ~ 

(i) toute substance (sutre quc le tho- 
ll”Cki~* 

rium ou l’uranium nature1 ou appau-30 
vri non contaminG par des quantitk 
importantes de produits de fission) 
qui cst capable de lib&w de l’knergie 
par une rk%ion de fission nucl&ire 
en cbaine qui s’entretient d’elle-&me, 35 
(ii) lcs substances rcdioactivcs pro- 
duitcs au court de la production ou 
de i’utilisstion de substances mcntlon- 0 

n&es *u nous-alin& (i), et 
(iii) les substances rendues radioncti- 40 
vcs par I’exposition a la radiation g 
la suite de la production ou de I’ulili- 
sation de substances mentionnks au 
sous-alin& (i) ou access$rement ?I 
cellerci, 4.; 

mais ne comprcnd pan if2 i,=o@,es m- 
dioactifa qui nc soot pas comhinbs, m& 
hi+ o” assoeifs A des substancep 
mentionnks *u sous-alida (i) ; et 

A) wploitant~ dksigne le titulairc d’une 50 .cm~Dititr 
liccn~~ v&de dgivrkc en conformiti de 
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t.hc opcrnl.im 0i wbirh lhrrr i* nu such I:, I.vi SIT lr 1~,wfrc2,~ ~1,. I’iwryi,~ et,,- 
suhsistiu!: licwe~~, thr recipient of the arique, pour l’csploiuliun Juw iuhl- 
licenec lest isJucd pursuant to the lation nucl&lire, ou rclativcment B toute 
Atomic Energy Control Act for the op- installation nwG*irc pour I’csploitation 
emtion of that nuclesr installation. 5 de laquelle il n’y a pas de licence valide 5 

scmhlahle, le titulaire de la dcmikc en 
date des licenccs d&&es en conformit 
de la Loi SW le co&n% de l’hwgie 
otaiquc pour l’cxploitation de cette 
in.4allation nucl6aiie. 10 

PART I PARTIE I 

LIABILITY FOR NUCLEAR RESPOSSABILITti DES ACCIDENTS 
INCIDENTS NUCLtiIREk9 

l MY of operatm Obligation de l’~loitant 

DW 3. Subject ta this Act, an operator is 
h-d 

3. Sous rkcrve de la p&ate loi, un ?bsy 

rcwnta 
under 8 duty to seourc that no injury to exploitant a l’ohligation de s’acsurer qu’au- 
any other paxon or damage to any prop- eunc hlessurc ir toutc auk pcmonnc ou 

m esploitsmt 

erty of any other person is occasioned as qu’aucun dommage uux bias de toute autrc 
a result of the fissionable or radioactive 10 pcrsonnc nc cant occasion& ii la suite dea 15 
properties, or a combination of any of those pmpri&s fissilcs ou radioactivcs ou B la 
pmpcrtica with toxic, explosive or other fois de l’une quelconque de ea propri&% 
hazardous properties, of wee des propriCk% toxiques, explosives ou 

(a) nuclear material that is in the nu- autrea propri&& dangerewes 

clear installstion of which he is the op- 15 a) d’une substance nucl&re qui cst dans 20 
erator, l’installation nucl&ii dont il cst l’ex- 

(b) nuclear material that, having been in ploitant; 

the nuclear installation of which he is the b) d’une substance nucl&ke qui, ayant 
operator, has not subsequently been in a 6ti dans l’installation nucl&aire dont il 
nuclear imikallstion operated under law- 20 cst l’exploitcnt, n’a pas, par la suite,25 
ful authority by any other person, or 6th dans l’installation nuclkkc exploit& 
(c) nuclear mat&s1 that in in the course 16ggalemcnt par toutc autre pcrsonnc; ou 
of carriage fmm outside Canada to the c) d’une substance nuclfairc qui est co 

l nuclear installation of which be is the cows de transport i destination de l’ins- 
operator or is in 8 place of storage inci- 25 tallation nucltire dont il cst l’exploitant, 30 
dental to that carriage. en provenance de Mtmnger, ou est dans 

un lieu d’entrcpacage aeccsaoircment B cc 
transport 
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Abwlute Liabi& of Opmtor R~bilitd absolue de l’ezploitant 

OUStdO= 4. Subject ta thin Act, an opemtor ti, & Sous daerve de la p&ente loi. un 
liable to, 
bm.cb of 

without proof of fault or negligence, &lo- exploitant eat, sans preuve de faute ou de 

due 
lutely iinble for e breach of the duty im- Ggligence, responsable wmpl&ment d’une 
poeeduponhimbythieAet. violation de l’obligation B lti imp&e par 

la pr6sent.e loi. 

ope”to” 5. Where liability under tkde Act in re- 5 5. ~~rsqu’une responsabiliti en vertu de 
mu;,” spect of tile same injury or damage is in- la pr&ente loi pour les m&nes blessures o” 

liable curd by two or more operators, the lea mSmea dommages est encourue par deux 
liability of the 0penrtoR shall, ta the extent ou pltieure exploitants, leer responsebiliti, 
that the injury or damage attributable to 1) dane la m- oh les blessures ou lea dom- 
breacbof thedutyimpasedonenehof them 10 magee attribueblea B une violation de 
by this Act is not reasonably eepamble, be l’obligation imp& B cbacun d’eux par la 
treated u joint and 8evemL prke0t.e loi ne peuvent normalement Ctre 

impuffi L I’un ou I’autre, doit 6tre eoli- 
dain. 15 

6. Injury or damage tbu, though not 
attributable ta a breach of the d* im- 
poeeduponanopemtarbytbieAet.ienot15 
-ably eepanble from injury or dam- 
age that in attribuhble to s breach of that 
duty &all be deemed, for the purposea of 
this Act, to he attributable to that breach 
of duty. 30 

6.Lesblesmuea ou lea dommages qui. ccrtaii .P 
bien que non attribuables h une violation 
de I’obligation impo& B un exploitant par 

zznt 
ocd Ctn 

la p&ente loi, ne peuvent Ctre normale- .ttribu.bh 
meat diigu&e des blessures ou des dam- 20 iizd2da. 
megen qui eont attribuablea B une violation 
de c&e obligation eeront cen&, aux fins 

L’obli&ion 

de la pr4aent.e loi, Etre attribuablea i cette 
violation de I’obligation. 

7. Un exploitit n’est pee responsable 25 A-CUE+ - 
des blessurea ou dee dommegee du genre pMXbOitc 

vie6 B l’article 3 d l’eeeident nucl6aii lo-c I’ac. 

ayent entrain& tea blessurea ou ees dom- 
eider&at 
d(li.?A* 

8 Un exploitant n’est pas responsable e A--- 
des bleasures ou dea dommages eotierts par 

72 nuclear incident rrsulting in ueb injury or une persame si l’accident nuclQire ayant 
r?“!Ji ,. 

iuidmt damage Occum?d Wbdty 01 partly aa a 30 entrain& den blesmres ou des dommagez.35 Ezk.,. 
remlltoflmunbwfuleetoromie8ionof est intervenu, en tout ou partie, B la suite de I’accident 
that penxm done or omitted to be done with d’un a& ill&gal ou d’une omission ilICgale ‘*‘lirr 
intent to cam8 injury or damage. de e&e peiaorme proekdant de l’intention 

de caueer dea b1emm.a ou des dommsgea 
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9. (1) Wbcre a nuclear iocidcnt occurs 9. (1) Laraqu’un accident nuclfaire in- rude- 
at a nuclear installation, the operatnr tcrvient sur une instalhtion nucl&re, son paubilit4 

thereof is not liable for damage caused by exploitant n’est pas responsable dea dom- 
pour da 

the nuclear incident to the nuclear installa- mages cao&s par l’accident nucl&aire B 
dmmwe. 
i I’imtdh- 

tioo, to property on the premises of the 5 l’installntion nucl&re, BUX biens qui se 5:;:;:’ 
nuclear installation that is used or to be trouvent sor le site de cetie installation d’au0-u 
used in connection with the nuclear instal- nucl&xire et qui soot ou doivent 6tre utili& bienr vi d, 
lation, or to the ship, aircraft or other en rapport evec eile, ou au navire, ir l’aCro- tmwent 

means of transportation of which the nu- nef ou autre moyen de transport de l%qui- 
clcsr installation forma part of the equip- 10 pement duquel l’iistallation nuclkire fait 10 
ment. partie. 

(2) Where a nuclear incident owurs in 
the course of the carriage of nuclear mate- 

(2) Lorsqu’un accident nucl6aire inter- FOyn$b?& 
vi& eo cowa du trnnsport d’une substance 

rinl or while such materinl is in stooge nuclfaire ou pendant qu’une substance est 
w.u* la 
dOU,!3lKU 

incidental to ita carriage, on operator is 15 entrepo& aecesaoirement B son transport, 15 ;::ry&;t 
not liable for damnge to the means of ear- un exploitant n’est pas responsable des 
riage or to the place where the material is dommagea aux moyens de transport ou au 
G3tored. site air la substance est entreposk. 

Limitationr Limitations 

No rizgbtot 10. Subject to this Act, an operator has 10. Sous r.&rve de la pksenta loi, un Nidmi*e 
re~ourseor 
indemnit, 

no right of reeoulge or indemnity against20 exploitant ~‘8 ni dmit de recours ni dmit20 :yezz 
any person in respect of his liability under ir one indemnit6 envers taute personne 
this Act for any injury or damage attrihut quant ii 88 responsabiliti en vertu de la 
able to a breach of the duty imposed upon pr&.ente loi pour des blesmres ou des dom- 
him by this Act mageg attribuables & one violation de l’obli- 

gation i hi imposke par la prksente loi. 25 

11. Except as otherwise provided by or25 11. Sauf dispositions contraires de la Aucuneautn 
pursuant to this Act, no person is liable for 
any injury or damage attributable to a 

prk’ente loi, no1 n’est responsable des Fr 
blessurea ou des dommages attribuablea b resP-b,e 

breach of the du:y imposed upon an opera- one violation de l’obligstion imposk B un 
tar by this Act. exploitant par la ptisente loi. 30 

12. Nothing in thii Act shall be con-30 12. Rien dens la pr6sent.e loi ne doit Ctre 
stmcd 38 limiting or restricting interptiti comme limitant ou restreignant 

‘&ybiz 

.abligatioLu 
(a) any right or obligation of any person a) tout dmit ou toute obligation d’une ne aent PY 

arising under personoe pmvenant 
limit& 

(i) any contract of insurance, includ- (i) de tout co&at d’assurence, notam- 
ing coy insurance required by sub-35 ment de toute ~ssurence que doit 
eection (1) of section 15 to be main- maiotenir un exploitant aux termes du 
tained by an operator; psragraphe (1) de l’article 15; 

(ii) soy scheme or system of health or (ii) de tout r&me ou systkme d’as- 
hospitalization ineuranee, employees’ suranw mMicale ou d’hospitalisation, 40 
compensation or occupational dieease d’indemnisation des accidents du tm- 
compensation; or vail ou den maladies professionnelles; 

(iii) any survivorship or disability 0” 
provision of or governing any super- (iii) de toute disposition touchant la 
nom&on or pension fund or plan; or survivance ou I’invaliditi p&vu= par45 

un r&me ou one cake de retmite ml 
de pension, ou qti les &it, ou 
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(b) where e nuelex incident resulting in 
any injury or damage of tbe kind de- 
scribed in section 3 ~uccwred wholly or 
pertly as * rc!suJt of an unlawful act or 
omission of any person done or omitted 
to bs done with intent to enuse injury or 
damage. any right of recoome of an 
ope.rator against thet persnn. 

13 No &ionmder this Part shall be 13. Aucune action en vertu de la pr&lOLimication 
. 

sz= mougbt 10 se& Partie ne peut Btre intent& arant tr.it 
.-JXWtiOM 

b) tout droit. de recows d’un exploitant 
contre one personne, lorsqu’un eccident 
nucEaire entminant des blessures ou des 
dommages do genre vi& b l’article 3, 

5 cst survcou en tout ou en partie, h la 
suite d’un ecte ilKgga1 ou d’une omission 
ill&g& de cette persame pro&dent de 
l’intention de ceuscr des blessures ou des 
dommages. 

5 

(a) in the ULBe of 8 claim for iniwv 
her thsn loas of life, or for dame& & 
properW, after three years from the 
edieet date upon which the person mak- 
fng the claim had knowledge or ought 15 
reasonably to heve bed knowledge of the 
injury or damage, or 

(b) in the case of e claim for loas of Me, 

(i) after three years from the date of 
the de&b of the penan for whare loss 30 
of life the claim ia made,~ or 

(ii) where conclusive evidence of the 
death of that pereon is not available, 
efter three years from the date an 
orderpmsomingtheperumtobedead35 
is made by e court heving jurisdiction 
in such matters, 

a) dons le cae d’une r&lemation pour 
des blessurea corporelles B l’exclusion de 
la mart ou pour des dommagcs eux bienn 
apr& expiration d’un dClei de tmis ens 15 
B compter de la date k laquelle la per- 
tonne qui fait la rRlamation 8 eu con- 
naiesance ou await raisonnablement dh 
avoir connaissance des blessores ou des 
dommages; ou 20 
b) dens le CBS d’une r&laroation poor 
eauso de d&s, 

snd in no case shall any such mtion he 
brought after ten years from the date the 
eaw?of&ztionamee. 30 

(i) aprls expiration d’on d&i de tmis 
80s i compter du d&&s de la personne 
dent la mart motive la r&clamation, ou 25 

(ii) lorsqu’il ne peut %-e fourni de 
preuve irr6fregable du d&s de cette 
personne, apr6e l’expiretion d’un d&d 
de tmis ens B compter de la date B 
laquelle one ordonnanee pr&mant que 30 
18 personne est d&&J& est rendue par 
on tribunal comp&nt en l’esp+ce, 

et en euc.un CBS one telle action ne doit Stre 
intent& apr& l’expiretion d’un d&i de 
dii am ir compter de 1s date oft e pries 
naisance la cause d’ection. 

0 

.lwi6diction 01 cowb Compe’tenee des tribunaut 

- 14 (1) An netion under thin Part ehall 1A (1) Une setion en vertu de la pr& + ou doi, 
gg$- he brought in the court that, having re- sate Partie doil itrc intenke devant le nrrm’_‘C’ ““C Lla” c,, 

MY deja 
btobe mud to the parties, the nature of the ee- tribunal qui, eu egard aux parties, B la 

b-u& tion and the amount involved, has juris- 
diction nod that eremises jurisdiction 

nature de Ihction et au montant de la 40 F:“y 
35 demande, esr cumphm et skge 

(a) in the place where the injury or a) en lieu oti les blessurcs WI Ies dam- 
damege resulting fmm the nuclear inci- msges tisultant de l’accident nucl&Gre 
dent in rapeet of which the action in donnant Iieu ir K&ion ont i-t.6 occasion- 
brought wra ocasioned, or n&s, ou 45 



(b) where the nuclenr incident in re- 
spect of which the action is brought re- 
sultcd in injury or damsge occasioned 
in places in which more then one court 
would otherwise have jurisdiction under 5 
this subsection, in tbe place where the 
nuclear installation et or in relation to 
which the nuclear incident occurred was 
situated or, in the cast of a nuclear in- 
stallation that formed part of the equip- 10 
mrnt of 3 ship, aircraft or other means of 
transportation, was de&wed to be situa- 
ted for the purposes of this section by the 
licence described in peragrepb (h) of 
section 2 relating to that nuclear in&al- 15 
lation, 

end that court, for tbe purpose of soy 
question raised in the action relating to 
the place where the injury or damage was 
occnsioncd, shall be deemed to have juris. 20 
diction throughout Canads. 

(2) Except to the extent thst they are 
inconsistent with eny provision of this Act, 
all laws in force in the province where ao 
action under this Part is brought end the25 
rules of practice end procedure of the 
court in which the action is bmught, apply 
to the &ion 

b) lomque l’accident nucl&re dormant 
lieu i l’action, e entreinC des bleseures 
ou des dommsges occasion& dens des 
lieux 06 plus d’un tribunal aursit sutre- 
ment Cti comp6tent en vertu du pr& 5 
sent paragraphe, eu lieu air ftait situ& 
l’inatalletion nucl&re duns laquelle 
l’accident nucl6nire cst intervenu, ou 
accessoiremcnt B laquelle il est intcr- 
vcnu ou, s’il s’agit d’unc installation 10 
nucl&ke qui faisait partie de l’equipc- 
ment d’un nsvire, d’un a&onef ou eutre 
moyen de transport, au lieu oti elle e Ct.4 
d6clatic 6tre sit&e eux fins du pr&sent 
article per 1s licetlce vi&e ir l’alm&a h) 15 
de l’article 2 ee rapportant A cette instal- 
lation nucl&ke, 

et ce tribunal, eux fine de t0ut.e question 
soulcv&e dens l’action ayant trait eu lieu 
oh les blessurea ou les dommages ont et6 2~ 
occasion&s, doit &tre consid&+ eomme 
eyant comp&nce done tout le Canada. 

(2) Sauf dans la mesure & elles sent dotruloiaet 
incompatibles evec toote disposition de la *,glu de 

prkente loi, toutes les lois en vigueur 25~~~$,~~ 
dans la province oh one action en vcrtu de 8 *ppliqwz 
la pr&ente Partie eat intent&, sinsi que lcs 
riglee de pretique et de proc&iure du tri- 
bunal oti l’action est intent&, s’appliquent 
i l’action. 30 

Insuratlce and Financial Reapditity Asauranee et reqwndilitk financike 

15. (1) An operator shell, with respect 15. (1) Un exploitant doit, pour cbaque L’expioitmt 
to each nuclear installation of which he is 30 installation nuclkaire dont il est l’exploi- doit main- 

the operator, maintain with en approved tat, msintenir aup& d’un essureur agr&, 
tenir llOe 
uu~~ 

insurer insurance against the liability im- one essurance couvrent la responssbilitk h 
posed on him by this Act, consietiig of lui imp&e par la prkente loi, consistant 

(o) basic insurance for such term end ‘” 
for such amount not exceeding seventy- 35 a) une eeenrence de base pour la p& 
five million dollars es may be prescribed riode et un montant ne d4pa~seant pas 
with respect to that nuclear installation soixante-quinse millions de dollars que 
II? t.hc .\tomic Energy Control Board, peut Iui prcscrire pour cettc installation 40 
with the n?proral of the Treasury nuclkire la Commission de contrble de 
IL9r2. snd 40 I’6nergie atomique avec I’approbation du 

conseil du T&or; et 
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(b) supplmcntary in-ce for the 
ezune tcnn nnd for an anmrmt equal to 
the di!Temnce, if any, betwee” the 
amount pmmihcd nnder pnragmph (a) 
and seventy-five million dollars, 

and containing such terms and conditions 
as are approved by the Minister. 

b) une ctssumnw suppl&~wntnire par 
in rn.31~ pGri.w et pwr “n montant qui 
est fgnl B la diff&ncc, le ens &h&nt, 
entre le montant prescrit en vertu de 

5 I’alint+a 13) et mixante-quinae millions 
de dollars, 

et contenant les modalit& qu’appmuve le 
Mini&e. 

(2) The Minister msy d&g”& .sa BD 
ypmved insurer for the purposes of this 

. . _. . 

(2) Le Minis& peut d&s&w i titre 

5 

Le ?.hidre 
d’assureur agrM BUT fins de la pr&ente loi 10 ~~~~~~; 

mt my n~sumr or assoc~awon 01 msurem 10 tout aesureur ou asmciation d’nssureurs 
that “wets the mquircments that, in hi qui tipond aux exigences qui, k M)” avis, 

a&& 

opinion, nrc “cuxwy for tbe proper per- sent nil32saim pour que soient convena- 
fonnnce of the obligations ta be under- blement ex&“t&s les obligations que doit 
taken by an approved insurer. souscrire un a-ur 8gl-G. 15 

16. (1) Subject to the approval of the 15 16. (1) Sous r&erve de l’appmbatio” m c0ntr.t d 

Tmzisury Bcxud, tbe Minister may, with d” eon&l du T&or, le Mini&e peut, en rc-rmca 
respect to the supplanentary i”s”ramce de- ce qui conceme l’aeawance supplCmentaire 
scribed in pnrzgrsph (I) of s.ubsect.io” (1) vi& B l’alii&a b) du paragraphe (1) de 
of section 15, enter into B” agree”lent with I’article 15, co”clure “” accord *vet un 20 
a0 approved insurer reinsuring the risk 20 assure”r agrt% r&surant le risque assum 
zxsmmed by that insurer “porn such terms par cet asarenr, eelon les modaliffi, “o- 
and co”dition.s, including the payment of tamment le paiement de la redevance, que 
such fee, BS tbe Mi deana appmpri- le Mini&e &me appmpri&s. 
ate. 

(2) An agreement entered into under 25 (2) Un mm-d conclu en vertu d” pr& 25 ~a -r& 
this a&ion shall be laid before Parlia- sent article doit 6tre d&G devant le Par- doileat am 

ment witbin fifteen days after the making lement daas Ies quinre jouni de 88 con- 
tbereol or, if Parliament is not then sit- elusion, cm .9i I” Parlement “e 8i+ge pas B 

Tuyz$ 

tin& on any of the timt fiftee” days next ce momentlb, l’un des qti premiers 
thereafter that Parliament ia sia 20 jom ob il si&ge par la mite. 30 

17. All amounta payable by Her Maj- 17. T”“a lea mo”ta”ta payables par Sa Cam~kds 
e&y pursuant lo M agreeme.“t altered into Majest6 en conformit. d’un amad eonclu 
under section 16 &aU be paid out of the en veti de l’article 16 aont pay&a rmr le 

;2;-ze 

Consolidated Revenue Fund md charged Fends d” reven” con&id& et imp&a b xxi 
bilite nod.& 
tie 

to a apeeial “ccount in the Consolidated 35 CO”@ sp4cial d” Fonda du revenu co1180- 25 a 

Rcveoi~e Fuod to be k”ow” M the Nuclear lidC, app& le compte de r&nsmmmce de 
Liability Reinsursnce Aceoud, and all la zeBpo”sahiliti nuc1eaim et tolls le.3 mon- 
amounts rseid by Her Majesty pur- tants rqus par Sa MajestC en conformit& 
suant lo any such agreement shall be paid d’un td accord scmt pay& au Fonds du 
in,” the Consolidated Revenue Fund and40 *WC”” consolid et crtdites a ce ample. 40 
credited lo that Account. 
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PART II PARTIE II 

SPECIAL MEASURES FOR MESIJRIS SP&X4LEZ D’INDEM- 
COMPENSATION NISATION 

PmcbJm8fioM Pmcl8788fimtd 

hne of 18. Where the Governor in Council is 
timtim of the opinion that 

18. Lmque le go"Vernew en conseil art 
d’ati 

!;k- 

PWClUM~ 
(a) the liability of 811 operator under *I que la responsabilit6 d’un exploitant 
Part I in respect of * nuclear incident en vat* de la Psrtie I relativcment A 
could exceed seventy-live million dollars, 5 un accident nuelC*ire pourrait d&passer 5 
or mixante-quinze millions de dollars, ou 

(b) aa a result of any injury or damage b) qu’h la suite des blesswe ou den 
attributable to * nuclear incident, it is dommagea attribuables B uo accident 

0 

in the public interest to provide special nucl&aire, il est dans l’iot&t public de 
measures for compcneatioo, 10 ptivoir den mm *p&ialea d’iidemni- 10 

the Governor in Council shall by procls- &ion, 

mation declare that thii Part applies in re- le gouverneur en cons&l doit, par pm&- 
spect 01 that nuclear incident mation, d&clarer que la prCse*te Partie 

s’applique B cet accident nucl&ire. 

m?ect of 19. Subject to section 20, where II proc- 
mkm lamation is issued puursuant to section la,15 

19. Soua &rve de I’artirle 20. lors- 151w~t&1* 
qu’une proclamation eat 6mise en confor- W 

the operator otherwise liable for any mitC de I’article 18, l’exploitaxt qui serait 
injury or damage resulting from the nu- autrement responsable dea ble~suren ou dea 
clear incident described in the pmclsma- dommagea qu’a entmin& I’rccident nu- 
tion ce- to be lir.ble for such injury or cl&sire vi& dana 11% pmclanation cease20 
damage, and any proceedings under Part20 d’ctre responsable de ces blesurw ou de 
I in respect of that nuclear incident in- cm dommagea et touta lea procedures en 
&ding proceeding8 to enforce judgment, v&u de la Partie I relativcment b cet 
brought or taken against the operator in accident nucleaire y compria des pm&- 
any court either before or after the issue durea d’ex&ution d’un jugement, intent& !25 
of the proclamstion, IvB forever ateyed. 25 ou prises contre I’exploitant devant tout 

tribunal, soit avant wit *p&a I’&mission 
de la proclamation, mnt dtfinitivement 

l 
suspenduek 

Li*bililr of 20. (1) An operstor described in see- 
yz$?& tion 19 is liable to Her Majesty for *II 

20. (1) Un exploilant vid ?a I’article 19 30~~ 
est comptable envers Sa Majesti d’un man- 

amount equal to the laser of tant &gal *u moindre 
~x~,~i,.~t 

COYCI. sa 
(a) the amount of insurance that he is (I) du montant de l’assurance qu’il est Y.jdd 

required by paragraph (a) of subsection 30 requis en vertu de l’alin&* o) du para- 
(1) of section 15 to maintain in respect grapbe (1) de I’article 15 de maintenirg5 
of the nuclear installation at or in rela- pour l’installation nucl6aire dam laquelle 
tion to which the nuclear incident oc- I’accident nucl~aire est surwnu cm par 
owed; or rapport b laquelle il eat mlrvenu; ou 
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(b) the aggregate of all amounts psid 
pwsuant to wctions 28 and 31 in rcspcct 
of any injury and d*magc resulting from 
the nuclear incident. 

(2) Subject to subsection Cc), the amount 
for which an operator is liable to Her 
hlnjcsty under subsection (1) shall bc paid 
to Her Mnjcsty by the operator in *c- 
eordnnce with demsnds thercfor made by 

5 

the Minister to the aperator, and in the 10 
ewnt of fnilure hy the operator to pay 
any nmor~nt so demanded, the appmvcd 
insurer with whom the insurance rcfcrred 
to in subsection (1) ~3s maintained ia 
liable to Her Majesty for that amount. 15 

(3) The aggregate of the amounts dc- 
mandcd from 8” operator by the Minister 
pursunnt to suhrction (2) shall not in any ^^ 

b) du total de tous lcs montanta pay&~ 
en confonnit6 des articles 23 et 31 pour 
des blessurea et dea dommages r&ka”t 
de l’aecident “uclkirc. 

(2) Sous rx!scrvc du pamgaphe (31, Ie 
monkmt dont “n exploitnnt est comptable 
envers Sa hlojestk c” vertu du paragraphe 
(1) doit 6tre p*y& B Sa Majest& par l’ex- . ~. 
ploltant, en conIonnll& dcs rWamatm”s 
prfJmti.es B cet effet p*r le Ministre ir10 
l’cxploitant et dans 1’6ventualit4 d’u” man- 
qucmcnt par l’cxploitant b acquitter tout 
montant ainsi ~G~larnC, l’asswcur a&k 
BVCC lequel l’aseurance mcntio”li~ 8” pa- 
rsgraphe (1) &nit maintcnue, c& wrap- 15 
table cnvem Sa M*jesG de cc montant. 

exploitant par le Ministrc en conformit du 
paragrsphe (2) “c doit pm, dans toute 

yc8r exceed Che aggregate of the amounts ZJ an”&, dfpaSger le total des montants ~8~6s 20 
paid under sections 23 and 31 during that en vert” des articles 28 et 31 pendant cette 
year in respect of any injury or damage annk pour dcs blcsares ou dommages 
resulting from the nuclear incident. r&sultant de l’accidcnt “ucl6aire. 

Establishment of Commiasia l&ablimment d’um Cmnmti 

21. (1) Where * pmclamation has bee” 21. (1) Lorsqu’une proel*m*tion 8 t% Lr RoollleP 
issued purswmt to section 16, the Governor &mise en conformit& de l’artiele 18, le go”- 2~ z;“;doit 
in Council shnll establish * Nuclear Dam- 25 verneur en eons41 doit Ctablir “nc Com- 
age Claims Commission consisting of 8 mission des rCp*r*tions des dommages 

&d&r “W 
Commi~ion 

chainnsn, * vice-chairnmn and not less “uelC*ires comp& d’un prkidcnt, d’u” Pour tr*itcr 

than one other member. to deal with claims vice-prkident., et d’au moina “” autrc dn rid.m.- 

for compensation *rising out of the “ucle*r membre pour tr*iter des demandes d’in-30 
tionm 

incident described in that pmclamatio”. 30 demnite n*isss”t de l’accidcnt “uclkire 
vise dans cette proclamation. 

(2) The chairman and vice-chairman of (2) Le prkident ct le vice-prkident poa~it&rr- 
* Commission and. where the other mem- d’une Commission et, lorsque les autre3 
bcrx of * Commission “umber more than memhrcs d’une Commission sent plus de35 D 

two. not less than * majority of the other dew, *” mains la majorit. d’entre eux 
members, shall bc *ppointed from among35 doivcnt Btre choisia parmi lea pcrwxmes 
persons who arc qui sent 

(a) judgea of the superior or county a) dea juges dea cou-8 sup&ieurca o” des 
court8 of Canada; or COWS de cant6 d” Canada; “u 40 
(b) barristers or advocates of at least b) dca avocata dfhnent ins&a dcpuis 
ten years’ standing at the bar of any of 40 plus de dix a”a 8” Barrcnu d’une den 
the pmvinces. pmvi”ca. 
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(3) The chairman is the chiei executive (3) Le p&&dent est le fonctionrmire ex& ~o~dndm 
officer of a Commission and has the control cutif en chef d’une Commission; il dirige prbident 

and direction of the work and staff of the et contr5le les travaux et le personnel de la 
Commission, but if the chairman is absent Commission, mais en cas d’absence cm d’in- 
or unable to act or if the office is vacant, 5 capaciti du p&id& ou si son pate est 5 
the viec-chairman of the Commission has vacant, le vice-p&id& de la Commission 
and may exercise all the powers and func- * et peut exercer lea pouvoira et fo”ctions 
tions of the chairman. du pr&ident. 

(4) A person who has reached the age (4) Une personne qui a atteiit I’iige de &ais&fliu 
of seventy years is not eligible to be 10 s&ante-dix ans ne pat pas Ctre nomm&lO 
appointed to a Commission and B person B une Commission et une personne nomm&3 
appointid to a Commission ceases to hold B me Commission cease d’occuper son posta 
office upon reaching the age of seventy B Y&e de soixante-dii ans. 
years. 

(5) Subject to this section, the Governor 15 (5) SOUS r6mve du p&ent WtiCle, k d.J#Tmmmh. 

in Council may at any time increase or gouvemeur en conseil pat, B tout moment, 15 yE$ioa 
reduce the number of members of a Com- augmenter ou tiuire le nombre des mem- d” nmnbn 
mission. bren d’une CanmiGon. d” CommiD 

rim 
(6) Members of a Commission, other (6) Lea membrea d’une Commission, au- R&lmnCn- 

than a member in receipt of a salary or20 trea qu’un membre qui pewoit un traite- 
pension under the Judges Act, shall be paid ment cm une pension en vertu de 1s Loi mm 20 

piot l alu 

such remuneration as may be fixed by the lea juges, re@vent la r&mun&ration que fixe 
Governor in Council, and every member of le gouverneur en conseil; ils ont le dmit de 
a Commission is entitled to be paid reason- toucher des frais de d6plaeement et autres 
able travelling and other expenses while 25 frais raisonnables lorsqu’ils sent absents de 
absent from his ordinary place of resi- leur lieu ordinaire de r6sidence dans I’exer- 25 
dence in the course of his duties under eice de leux fonctions, en v&u de la pr& 
this Act. sent2 loi. 

22. A Commission may employ such 22. Une Commission pat employer lea Penanne,~ 
officers and employees aa it considers30 fonctionnaires et ernploy6s qu’elle estime Ia- 
necessary for the proper conduct of its n&xssaims pour son bon fonctionnement;30~ 
activities, may prescribe their duties and elk peut preserire leurs devoirs et lea mods- 
the tams and conditions of their em- lit,& de leur emploi et, avec I’approbation 
ploymcnt and. with the spproval of the du cons&l du T&or, fixer et payer lew 
Trrssury board. may fix and pay their% r6munfration et leurs frais. 
remuneration and expenres. 

Ewtinq 23. Where a Commission has been 
(“‘nS”‘ix.ioo cstnl,lishcd pursuant to s&ion 21 and a 

23. Lorsqu’une Commission a 66 Ctsblie 35 L+ Ca& 

mrr II. en conformiti de l’article 21 et qu’une pro- cp,“x,“.t 

mlborired proclamation is issued pursuant to sec- clamstion a i& 6mise en conformiti de I’ar- 
to .et tion 18 declaring tbnt this Part applies40 tiele 18 d&larant que la pr&ente Partie 

err setorl- 
s&.aair 

in respect of anothrr nuclear incident, tiw &applique relativement B un autre accident 
Govcmor in Council may instead of estnb- nucl&aire, le gouvemeur en conseil pat, au 40 
liebing another Commission designate that lieu d’&ablir une autre Commission, dC- 
Commission to lx the Commission to deal signer cette Commission comme &ant celle 
with claims for compensation arising out45 devant concaitre des r&elamations d’in- 
of that nuclenr incident. dannit& naiasant de cet accident nucl&ire. 
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24. (1) Suhjrct to this Act, LL Corn- 24. (1) Soua rehrve de la pnkente loi, Ponmin 
mission 11.x3 exclusive original jurisdiction unc Commission a cmnpEtence exclusive d’unc ca 

to lw:w and detcrminc cvrry claim brought pour eonnaitre et dfcidcr de toute &la- -* 
hc+orc it for rwnpen~ntion arising out of n~ntion d’indemnitb h elk prfscntke et 
the nuclcnr inciilent in rcspcct of wbirh 5 nnissant de I’accident nuclfdrc pour lcqwl 5 
it ~1s ntablisbcd or dcsignakd and, in elk a 6ti ftnblie ou dfsignnfe, et h sa dis- 
its disrrction, to decide tbe amount of cr6tion, elle put fixer le montant de l’in- 
eompcnsntion to be awarded in respect of dcmniti devant Ctre accords pour c&t,? 
sue11 ctnim. rfclsmation. 

(2) A Commission shall comply with 10 (2) Une Commission doit 8e conformer B 10 Exercics dm 
nncl 8b:rll cxcrrisc its jwisdiction in *c- In prfsente Partie et sux r&glemcnts y ~uroin 
rcmlnncc with this Part and any regula- allirents et doit exercer sa comp&tenee en 
Lions made tbercunder. confurmiti de cette Partie, et de ces rkgle- 

“E”tS. 

(3) A Commission may. with the ap- (3) Une Gmnnksion peut, wee I’sppm- 15 agk 
pmval of the Governor in Council, m&e 15 bntion du gouverneur en conseil, &9,er den 
rules respecting rbgles co”cer”a”t 

0 

(a) the procedures for bringing claims; a) les pr&durea d’intmduction dea r& 
(b) the time and place for sittings; claI”atiow; 

(c) the conduer of hearings; and b) leatemps etlieuxdess&nces; 20 

(d) tbe Ima and travelling expensa to20 c) la conduite des auditions; et 
be paid witnesses. d) lea honorairea et lea frais de voyage 

devant Ctm payeS BUI tknoina 

(4) The chairman of II Canmission may (4) Le president d’une Commition peut Audition dr 
direct that a claim shall be heard by the ordonner qu’une r&&mation scra entendue 25 rccl-tiw 
Commission or by three or more members par la Ckmxnition ou par troia membrea 
of the Commission. 25 ou plus de la &nmiesion. 

(5) Where the chairman of a Camnis- (5) Lorsque le prkident d’une Commis- 4-r-o 
sion has directed that B claim is to be aion * ordonn~ qu’une rklamation soit en- 
heard by the Commi~ion or by more tendue par la Commission ou par plus de30 
than two me&e13 of the Gxnmiasion, * dau membres de la Commission, le quorum 
majority of the &mmi&m or of those 30 POUT I’audition de 18 1&1~.11%1tion cst consti- 
members directed to hear the claim, as tuk par la majorit& de la Canmksion ou la 
the case may be, constitutes a quorum for majoriti des membres cbargk d’entendre la 
the hearing of the claim. tict.a”latio”, selon te CM. 35 l 

(6) Where a claim is heard by more than 
two members of a Commission, a dccision~ 
thereon may be rendered by B majority of 
the members directed to hear the claim, 
and B decision so rendered haa the same 
force and effect 88 if it had been ren- 
dered by the Commission. 40 

(6) Une d&&ion relative B une r&lams- 
tion peut &re rendue par la majorite dea 
membrea charg& par une Commission d’en- 
tendre la r&lamation, s’ils sent plus de 
deux, et une d&ion ainsi rendue a la40 
m&“e force et le r&me effet que si cue 
l’avait ht.4 par la commisaioe 
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Report4 (7) A Commission shall make such re- 
ports aa the Minister may require it to 
make. 

(7) Une Commission doit &blir les ztap~ti 
rapports que le Mini&e peut lui demander 
de faire. 

Eridcnee *t 2% (1) A Commission is not, in the ~re.a.e ..a 
bcarinm 

25. (1) Une cOmmission n’est pas, dans 
hearing of any claim, bound by the legal 5 I’nudition de toute rfclamation, tame par 5*u*tiolr 
rules of evidence. lea r&lea l&Jea de la preuve. 

I’owera a. to (2) A Commission has, 8s regards the 
ritwrscs attendance, summoning and examination of 

witnesses and the production and inspec- 

(2) Une Commission a, quant B la com- Ihroin 
panation, Is citation et I’interrogatoire des qurnt .(Ix 

temoird et tfmoins et quant B la production et B ..,_ 
tion of documents, -all such powers, rights 10 I’inspection des documents, tous les pow 1,):&e& 
and privileges as are vested in a superior voirs, droits et privil&ges qui sont dCvolus 
court of record in civil caset~ B une cow sup&ienre d’archives en ma- 

t&e civile. 

(3) A Commission may issue commis- (3) Une Canmission peut 6mettre den Dcpaiti- 
sions to take evidence outside Canada, and commissions rogatoires pour recueillir des 15 &g” 
may make orders for that purpose and for 15 dCpositions B Mranger et elle peut rendre 
the return and use of the evidence 80 ob- les ordonnances L c&e fin et pour que lea 
tained. d&positions ainsi obtenues lui soient trann- 

m&es et soient utili&s. 

(4) A Commission may 

(a) make such examinations and investi- 
gations respecting a nuclear incident and 20 
injury or damage attributable thereto 88 
it considers desirable or engage other 
persons to make the examinations or in- 
vestigations on its behalf; 

(b) rquire persons claiming compencla- 2-S 
tion to undergo physical or other ex- 
aminations or to assist in any investiga- 
tion twing carried out by or on behalf of 
the Commission; and 

(c) lake such other steps as it considers 30 
necessary or desirable to determine the 
suffering or hardship of persons aEected 
by B nuclear incident. 

Decisiona and Orders of Commtion 

26. (I) Subject to this section, every de- 

D&kims et ordomancu 

26. (1) Sous r&erve den dispositions ~~~~~ 
cision or order of a Commission with re- 35 contraircs au p&sent article, toute decision ~rmcea sr ,a 
spcct to a claim for compensation ia final 
and conclusive. 

ou ordonnance de la Commission en ee qui 40$T,ti”” 
conccrne la rRlsmatioo d’une indemnitC dthitirn 
est definitive et p&remptoire. 

(4) Une Cxnmis&n peut 

a) faire len examens et lea enq&es 
mzsa 

concernant un accident nucl&aii et lea 
blessws ou dommagen attribuables B 
celui-ci, selon qu’elle I’estime souhai- 
table ou engager d’autres personnes pour 25 
procaer B”X examens ou aux enquetes 
pour so” c0mpt.e; 
b) exiger des personnes r&clamant une 
indemnit4 de subir den examens physi- 
ques ou s&es ou d’asaister B toute30 
enquEte entreprise par Is Commission 
0” pour son compte; et 
c) prendre les autres mesures qu’elle 
estime nEcesssirea ou souhaitables pour 
d&erminer les souffrances et les 4preu-35 
ves subies par des personnes aKect&s 
par un accident nuclCaire. 
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Jmridietion (2) The Exchequer Court of Canada has 
uto exclusive original jurisdiction to hear and 
~~~tirc determine every application for a writ of 

certimori, prohibition or mandamus or for 

(2) La Cour de l’&hiquier du Canada 
* compCtence exclusive en premier ressort 

iiz;kt&n 

pour entendre et trancher tale demande 
bref. de 
Prcrol.ti.c 

de bref de certiorari, pmhibition o” mnn- 
a” injunction in relation to nny decision or 5 dnmrls o” dcmnndie d’ijonctio” rclntive- 5 
o&r of * Con”“ission or any proeecdings ment B touk dfeisio” o” ordonnnnec d’une 
behe * Commisso”. Commission 0” mlntivement aux pm& 

dures cngagfes devant elle. 

Ihitltiolu (3) A decision or order of a Commission (3) Une d&Go” o” une ordonnance Bhrkticms 

is not subject to review or to be restrained, d’une Commission ne pcut Gtre soumise B 10 
removed or set aside by certiorari, pro- 10 r&vision “i 6tre restrcinte, rcjet6e o” kar- 
hibition, mandamus or injunction or any t&z par certiorwi, prohibition, mandamw 
other prows3 or pmcccdings in the Ex- 0” injonction 0” quelque sutre pro&de 0” 
chequer Court on the ground that pm&kc dcvant la Cour de l’&hiquier 

(a) B question of Isa or fact was er- ponr le motif 

mneously dccidcd by the Commission or 15 a) que la Commission a d&d& d’une 
that the Commk.ion erred aa to ita fapn err”& d’une question de droit l5 a 

jurisdietio”; or ou de fait; o” que la Commission a 
(b) that the Commission had no jurisdic- mCeonnu 88 comp&tence; 0” 
tio” to entertain the proreedkgs in which 
the decision or order was made or tom 

b) que la Commissio” n’svait pas corn-20 

make the decision or order. 
p&“ce pour accueillir lcs pr&dures A 

la suite desquelles la dkisio” ou I’ordon- 
nanee~ont 6ti rendues ou pour remIre la 
d&iio” ou I’ordonnanoe. 

cmnpenrotion orders OrdaMnu d’indernnisatia 

Ar.rda of 27. (1) Where a C!ommkion decides 
-Q-U* that compe”sation should be awarded in 

!27. (1) I.amquzl”e Commission d6cide25$~~&~u 
qu’une indemniti devrait Ctre allou&e rela- 

rcrpcct of a clnim heard by it, the Com- tivement A une r6clamation qu’elle a en- 
mission shall isrue an order specifying the25 tendue, la Commission peut kmettre ““e 
cunonnt of compensation awarded and the ordonnance spkiiant le montant de I’in- 
amount of a”y payment.8 that may have demnite allo& et le montant de tow30 
been made by the operator, or any person 
o” behalf of the operator, to or in respect 

paiements qui peuvent avoir 6ti fait8 par 
I’exploitant 0” pour so” compte i la per- 

of the person named in the order, on ac- 30 so”“e ““mm& dans l’ord”““ance o” ?I 60” 
count of the injury or damage for which 
the award of compearation is made. 

sujet, pour les blesswes o” lea dommagea 
pour lesquels est intervenue l’attributio” 35 0 
d’me indem”it& 

ONk”tObe (2) Every order made by a Commission (2) Toute ordollnanee rendue par ““a ~a,,& 
EM to 
-r 

pnrsnant to 6”bsccti0” (1) shall be sent Commission en conformit du paragraphe 
by tbe Commission to the Minister or to a 35 (l), doit Gtre envoy&e par la Commission 

;z,* 

perso”autho~bytbeMinistertore- 
en~ordm ” 

au Ministm ou A ““e persame a”tori&40~ 
c&e it. par la blii A Is recevoir. 
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28. Upon receipt of *n order described in 28. Sur tiception d’une ordonnance men- 
section 27 the Minister may, subject to any tionnk b I’article 27, le Ministre peut, sous 
regulations mnde by the Governor in Coun- 
eil under this Part, p*y out of the Con- 

rt%scrve des r&glementa etabiis par le gou- 
verneur en conseil en vertu de la prfsente 

solidated Revenue Fund to or in respect of 5 Partie, payer sur le Fond* du revenu eon- 
the person entitled thereto *n *mount equal 
to the difference between the amount of 

solid6 B la personne qui y * dmit, ou B son 

compensation awarded *s specified in the 
sujet, un montant eggal ir la diffCrence entre 
le montant de I’indemnit6 alloufe cornme le 

order, and the aggrcgnte *mount of the 
payments, if an>-, specified in the order 85 10 

precise I’ordonnance et le total des paie- 

hnving been mnde to or in respect of the 
merits, s’il en est, sp&fi& dans I’ordon-10 

person named in the order and any interim 
name eomme ayent 6ti faits L la personne 

financial assistance paid to or in respect of 
nommk dans I’ordonnance, ou A son sujet, 

that person pursuant to section 31. 
et de to& assisbnce financi&e provisoire 
pay&z ir cette persame ou A son sujet en 
confonniti de Particle 31. 15 

29. (1) The Governor in Council may, 15 29. (II Le eouverneur en conseil neut. R&&m- 
with respect to claims for compensation 

.I I 

~DID~-uo~ under this Part arising out of * nuclear 
miativement *ux demandes d’indemnisation 

Incident in respect of which this Part 
en vertu de la pr&ente Partie naisgant d’un 

~~“$;;;,;~~ 

d’iademlah- 

applies, make regulations 
accident nucl&aire auquel s’applique la pr& tiom 
sente Partie, Lt*blir des r&glements 20 

(a) pmviding for the payment by in&l- 20 
men& of compensation awarded by order 
of * Commission; 

a) pr&oy*nt le paiement par versementa 
&helonn& de I’idemnit6 *Ilo& par 
I’ordonnance d’une Commission; 

b) pr&oy*nt des paiements *u pro rata 
en tiglement de I’indemnit& allou& pars 
I’ordonnance d’une Commission; 

c) Ctablissant les priorit& parmi lea per- 
sonnes r&lamant une indemnite, en se 
fondant sur les categories de personnes. 
les catigories de blessures nu dommages30 
ou sur tout *I& critire qu’elle estime 
*ppr0pIiC; 

(6) providing for pro rata payments in 
satisfaction of compensation awarded by 
order of * Commission; 25 

(c) establishing priorities among persons 
claiming compensation, on the basis of 
cl*sses of persons, categories of injury or 
damage, or any other basis that he con- 
siders appropriate; 30 

(d) excluding, temporarily or perma- 
nently, any kind or class of injury or 
damage from the injury or damage for 
which compensation may be awarded by 
order of * Commission; 35 

(e) respecting the proving of injury or 
dnmage before * Commission; 
(f) providing for the prescription of 
claims for compensation by the eflluxion 
of time; and 40 

(9) respecting the giving of notices to 
persons affected by the proceedings or 
decisions of * Commission. 

d) excluant, temporairement ou defini- 
tivement, les blessures cm dommages 
d’une ou plusieurs sortes ou catigories35 
des blessures ou dommages ouvrant droit 
ir I’allocation d’une indemniti par or- 
donnanee d’une Commission; 

e) concernant les modes de preuve des 
blessures et des dommages devsnt une40 
Cbmmission; 

I) pr&oyant la prescription den r&lam*- 
tions d’indemniti A la suite de l’expim- 
lion de delais; et 

g) concernant I’envoi d’avis *II* per-45 
sonnes *KectPes par les procfdures ou 
Ies d&sions d’une Commission. 
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(2) Any reg&tions made by the Cov- (2) Tous r&glemcntn ftablis par le go”- ~a 
crnor in Council under this section shall bc verncur en coo&l en vert” do prfsent PUCmmt4 

laid before Pcriimncnt forthwith after they nrticle doivent Ptre d+os& drrant le Par- 
d<>irer,l *Lro 
11111111~ au 

ore mode, or, if Pnrliament is not then lcmcnt immfdistement “pi& lcur &blis- l’arlemenb 
sitting. on any of the first f&en days ncrt 5 semcnt o”, si le Porlnncnt nc siEgc pas B 5 
thereafter tJlat Parlicmeot is sitting. cc monvx~tlh I’m dcs quinsc premiers jours 

“b il siege par la 8uite. 

30. With the approval of the Governor 30. Avec l’cpprobation do gouvemeur en pouvOir de 
in Council, the Minister or a Commission cons&l, ‘lc Ministre o” one Commission coWI”re de, 

may. on behalf of the Government of pcut, pour le eomptc do gowernement du 10 “.x&s 
Canada. enter into agreements or arrange- 10 Canada. conclurc des accords “u des ar- 
ments with the government of any prov- rangemcnta wee le gouvemement de toute 
ince or with any person or group of pcr- pmvincc “u cvcc toute personne “u tout 
sons, for the carrying out of coy duty or groupe de persooncs, poor I’exercice d’un 
function in relation to the payment of devoir “u d’unc fonction relativement a”15 
compcn&ion under ti Part. 15 paicmcnt d’une indcmoiti co vertu de la 

pr&ntc Partie. l 
Intcrbn i%muid Atitancc Auittonca fi-e prcmioirc 

31. (1) Where the Governor in Council. 31. (1) Lomque 1.2 gouverneur en con- RMemm~ 
IYI J result of the dii cuffcling or ceil, b la suite du d&ucment, des muI- prewyult 

hardship caused by a nuclcw incident. is 
of opinion thst it is mxcxwy to provide 

francea ou des Cprcovea con&“tives k ~“‘20~~:~~ 
accident nuel&rc. est d’avis qu’il est nfces- fm.ll&n 

interim financial ae&taoa to persons620 tire de foumir one acsistcnce financi&c pmvvDrn 
affected by the nuclear incident, he may pmvisoii *ox perconnca cITcct&c par cet 
make regulations providing for the pay- accident, il peut &.cblir des &&nenta 
ment by the Minister out of the Consoli- p&voycnt le paiement par le Ministrc cur25 
dated Revenue Fond of interim financial le Foods do rcve”” consolid& d’un mon- 
cesistanee to or in respect of such persons25 tant en vuc d’une assistance financi&e pro- 
and may by such regulations visoirc b ees personnes 0” B leer sujet et 

(a) specify the persons or clacsec of il pat, par de tclc riglemeotc 

persons to or in respect of whom such 
mountc may be paid; and 

a) @ificr lec perames 0” categoric330 

(b) fix or determine the amouote that 30 
de pcrconnea aoxquellec o” co sujet des- 
quell- dc teb paie~~c~~tc pcuvcot Ctrc 

may be so paid to or in respect of any f&s; et 
pmxms or classes. of pcmonc, and the 
terms cod conditions upon which such 

b) fixer ou determiner lea montanta qui 
pcuvcnt arc aiosi pay& B eec personnes,35 l 

amolmtc may be paid. ccc catfgorica de personnes o” B leur 
bgard ninai quc lea modalit& celon lea- 
quellen cm montantc jleuvent he payb. 

(2) The Governor in Cameil may auth- 35 (2) Lc gouvcmcur en cooceil pcot cute- ~~to** 
orire a Camnieaion to perform coy duty 
or function in relation to the pnwisi”” of 

rk unc. Commissioo li cxcrccr tous de- 40 ;“;l&dirua 
voirs 0” toutec fonctiona rclativcmcnt ir la & 

interim finaooial c&danea pwmmot to foumitorc d’uoe ccsistaocc financi&c pro- 
mhsection (1) and may cuthorisc the vimi en conformiti do pcragmphe (1) 
&&on b he w-b for * psy-40 et pcut c$&3cr la Commission b &met- 

meat of such aadctanee trc dec mandate poor lc priement de cettc 45 
-L_1---_ 
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(3) A warrant issued by c Commission (31 Un mandat 6mis par one Commis- 
pursuant to subsection (2) shall be deemed sion co conformite do mphe (2) doit 
to he B cheque lawfully dmwn on the cc- &xc tcnu poor on ch&que l6ggalcment ti& 
count of the Receiver General of Canada mu le comptc du Reccvcur g&rcl du Ca- 
in accordance with the Pinon& Adminis- 5 nada en accord wee la Loi aur l’adminti- 
tration Act. trotion fmaneikc. 

Limit of Payments Limb dm paiements 

32. Except as otherwise authorized by 32. Saul a”torisation do Parlement, le 
Parliament, the aggregate of all amounts total des montantc pay&a en conformit des 
paid pursuant to sections 28 and 31 shall articles 28 et 31 nc doit pas, pour tout 
not, m respect of any ooe nuclear Incident, IV “eeldent nucl&sire, d8pcsser soixantcquinze 10 
exceed seventy-five million dollars. millions de dollars. 

PART III PARTIE III 

GENERAL DISPOSITIONS Gl?Nl%ALF.S 

33. (1) Subject to subs&ion (2), the 33. (1) Sau &erve du pamgraphe (2), 
Crown in right of Canada or c pmvinec is la Couronne du chef do Canada oo la 

22s 

bound by this Act. Couronne du chef d’onc province est Me 
par I8 pr&cote loi. 15 

(2) where the crow” in right of Canada 15 (2) Imsque 1s Coumnnc du chef du L.&m 
opcratcs a nuclear inst.dlation, it shatl, for Canada cxploite unc inctallation nucl&ire, 
all purposes of this Act except sections 15 elk doit, B toutec les fins de la prtknte 

gL* 
erD1oitu.t 

and 20, be deemed to he the operator loi, ir l’cxception dec articles 15 et 20, &e 
thexeof. tenue pour en etre I’exploitant. 20 

uprator not 34.. (1) Except aa may be provided for20 34. (1) Sauf dispositions eontrairea des Pude 
~n!~;~f” in rules made under subsection (3), co r4glea pricen en vcrtu do pamgrcphe (3), 

operator is not liable for any injury or un exploitant n’eat pas responsable dec 
r;z 

dam-m I- blemwm 
oecuiod damage occasioned outside Canada blessures ou dommagec occasionn&3 en OlrlEa 
outaide 
C.“.d. (a) that is attributable to c brcaoh of dehorn du Canads, 25 *o--8- 

ant w 
the duty imposed upon him by this Act; 25 a) qui sent attribuablea h ooe violation donnda 

r any law of B place outside Canada 

de l’obliiation qui lui cct impok par la ““**- 

(b) for which he may be liable purmmnt 
~~u~~‘ip”,“t &e responsahle en 

relating to liability for injury or damage conformit de la loi locale B F&ranger 30 
resulting from the production, prowssing, 30 ayant tmit h Is recponsabiliti des bles- 
carriage, storage, we or disposition of surea ou dommagec r&altar& de la 
nuclear matcri8l: production. de 1s taocformation. do 

and no court in Canads has jurisdiction to &sport, ‘de I’entrepwcge, de I&age 

entertain soy application or grant any re- ou de la dicpwi&n de cubctanees35 

lief or remedy arising out of or relating to 35 nuelL8ires; 

any such injury or damage oocacioncd &t- 
ride Canada. 

20931-3 

et aucm tribunal au Canada n’ect comp& 
tent pour accueillir one dcmande ou 
aceorder quelque r&par&ion ou d&om- 
magement prooticnt de ces blessurea 0”~ 
dommagcs occasionn& en dehorn do Ca- 
nada oo qui a’y mpporkot. 
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Rrriprout- (2) Where the Governor in Council is (2) Lwcque le goovenwur en consvil *?$.I I 
iwmunt* of the opioiw that satiiactary anxnge- est d’avis que den arrcogements eatisfni- bidkci.“l 

mcnfc exist in any country for eompcnsc- Sante cxihnt dm3 II” pays en vllc d’i- 
de I. 

tin” for injory or damage rwmlting from demniccr les blccaurcc ou lea dommages 
rdcipmcitd 

the production, proeeaaing, csniagc, &or- 5 titunt de is production, de la trcos- 5 
algc, use or diql”6iti”” of nuclear mat&al formation, do tzancport, de I’cotrcpwge, 
in that ““““try, including any such injury de l’wagc ou de la dispcdon dw cob- 
or dcmagc occasioned in Canada, he may stsnccc nucl4abw daoc ee pays y eompric 
declare that eamtry to bc a reciprocating le genre de bleamrea et dommagec occasion- 
country for the pwpoeec of t&ii Act 10 “6s 8” Caocda, il pcut ,%&3rcr que ee pays 10 

MoHicic de la r4ciprocit4 cux fme de la 
p&cnte loi. 

Buh (3) The Governor in council may, with 
z;zz respect to 8 reciprooating country, m&c 

(3) Le g”u”clncur en c?mseil pat, A Rhl- 
ISgad de toot pays b&Sficicnt de Is r&i- ~~~~~ 

itb2&. 
such rules cc he cansidcm neaasarg to prociti, ediotcr lea +gles qu’i entime n& 15.,- 
implement any 2ulmgmmt bctwm can- - en VW de me-ttrc en omvrc tout 

rr*~m* da cod tic rcciprocatiog country r&t&I5 crrcngcment oonclu c&c lc Canada et 
-LTh 

to wmpcnsation for injury or damage rc- le pays b&liciant de la r&iprocit& rclatif 

z-2~ 

zt dc I. 
dting from the production, pmcaing, A l’iidcmnicction den bleccorea ou domma- *iLWktf 

cmiagc, stomge, use or disp”citi0” of ges rhsultit de la production, de la trans- 20 
nuclear Dlctclicl. formation, du trwport, de l’entrcpocage, 

de l’uccgc ou de la dicposition de substances 
nuclb. 

ldem (4) A rule made under subsection (3) P (4) Unc r&k &dict& en vertu du para- Idcm 
may modify any provicion of Part I of tide grqhc (3) peut mod&r toutc dispocition25 
Act relating to liability or tbc juricdiction de la Pcrtie I relative h la mcponcnbilite 
of courts, to the cxtcnt that the Govcrn”r “u A la com~ce dea tribunaux, danc la 
in Council considers nccemary in o&r to mcaurc 0A lc gouvcmcur en con4 I’estime 
give effect to an armgcroent described in25 nU a6n de donncr c5et A on crroo- 
that mIbsccti0”. gcmcnt tic6 dcoc oc paragraphc. 30 

coylw0 mm - nnrficBlfVICUE-08 

zimo 35.ThicActchaUcomcintaforceona 3SLapr&cntcloicntm.racnviguurA darken 
day to be fixed by pro&m&ion. medatc6xhcprproohdm. ewar 
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